The story of the story of Anzac

PARTI1
Re-reading Bean's OfficialHdstory

''Before you study the htstory, study the historian."
il:ildt i.g HiSfo~?,E.H. Carr

temper Imperial, bias Austraiian

IN 1915, A, S. Manning Clark has it, H e n 7 Lawson was again in great
torment. He was either "in a hole," or "on a bust." The war is raging in
Europe, the Anzacs have stagnated at Gallipoli. Lawson writes to h s
publisher George Robertsorl aboilt the young French soldier-poet who
penned the ~Marsei/Iuisewith words that "shook the world" - a jiggling
fool, says IJawson, borrowing from Shakespeare. For Clark, the sad thing
is that no longer did any words abour: the liberation of humanity \well up
in Lawson's heart. Clark looks at the aging Alfred Deakin and sees that
he, too, is also dismayed; the war news leaves him "confused."

Bj7 war's

end, hlr Deakin had "walked deeper into t h ~night," and Lawson had
"become a wreck" (V: 427).'
In 1915, Ginger blick looked on war throsgh drfferent eyes, with ''Jo!~
in 'is 'eart, an9vdd dreams in 5s brain."2 The war was adventure, it was
"the call ofstoush." Ginger didn't make it to the end. Uidike Lawson and
Deakin, C.]. Dennis' lardan Xllzac joined the ranks of those who did not
grow old. But throughout it all, Bean watched and recorded, and believed
that "in those days iSustralian became fully conscious of itself as a nation"
(O@L~Q/
Hi~-togl~
I: dviii).

Clark, A Hisfoy o f ' A u s t ~ ~ ~volume
lia,
I-: 426. Further reference to Clark's Histo9 \
dl
be it1dic:tted by volume and page in parenthesis in tlie text. l,awson's letter to
Robertson is ui Roderick (ed), Hetry L t t s o n Letters, p.228, letter 29 1. Roderick tags the
undated letter '[1915?]', wluch Clark accepts. Diary of -1lfred Deakin, 7th Aug. 1914,
26th -lug. 1915. Quoted in Clark (1': 3'7,414).

%.J. Dennis, The i\foor/~.

ofGi,lger i\$i~.k.
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The hfth volume of Clark's listorj~spans the year.. 1888-1 9 15; frotn
the centenary of Bridsh colonization, through the roariq nineties and
Federation, to the invasion and withdrawal from Gallipoli. In keeping
with the messianic trope that informs h s tvriting, Clark prefigures his olvn
entry to the world in the tragic year of 1915, as news of war 'iisits h s
pregnant mother like some terrible annunciation from a latter-day angel
Gabriel. (1': 376). But if 1915 is a beginning of great things for Charles
Bean, it is the end of a dream for &fanningClark. The last words of his
volume look not to a birth of natiorlal consciousness -but declare rather
that, "The ideals of Australia had been 'cast to the tvinds'

"

(lr:426).

Clark's epilogue lowers the curtain on the two m m who have helped
narrate the story of Australia's lost utopian vision, Henry L,awson and
Alfred Deakin. Together they compass the story of tile nation: "The
tragedes of Lawson and Dealan are the trdgedies of Australia tvrit large,''
says Glark (V: vii). These two become parallel narrators amongst a polyphony of voices, in imiration of the novels of Dostojevskij which so
affected Clark. The dialogic relationshp of the narrators fleshes out the
character of the nation imagined by the author.
At the end of h s autobiograpllical TheQrae~tjorGrace Clark collfesscs

Iris "two shy hopes" to be the triumph of the proletariat and the
resurrection of the dead. It is thus possible to see the Lawson and Deakin
of this volume as Clark's alter egos: on one side the radical politics of
'Australia's great native SOLI',on the other the narcissistic spiritualisin of
the '~iustraltan-Briton'. T h s is the essence of Clark's Dostojevskij, whom
he describes as a "divided man" (Speuki~zgozff

of'T24m,

164). So, too,

Manning -in his own words a "pol~~plion",
a man of many voices and
parts, often seemingly irreconcilable. Of course, Clark is selective in what
he takes from h s exemplars. There is more to 1.awson and Deakin than
finds expression in Clark.
From a dlfftrent viewpoint, it is possible to see Charles Bean also as
cornbiri~~g
the characters of Lawson and Dealiin. But Bean approaches

the twain from an opposite hection, taking h s pohtics from Deakir~and
h s spirit from Lawson. Not for Bean the troubhg thoughts of the pale
Galdean, nor a tragic view of wasted poetic visioil. He maintained faith
in imperial allegiances, but also in the democratic morals forced in the
seedbed of the bush. Bean listened to the accent of Lawson, but heard
not the message. EIe did not want to uproot the 'Old Dead Tree', merely
to graft branches of the 'Young Tree Green' onto the origznaqi trunk, to
reinvigorate the old stock. As Inglis says, Bean was a democrat but not a
Inan of the left.3
For each of these historians, their six volumes became their life's
work. Both wrote the nation's history, both wrote in Canberra. But
Lawson and Deakin speak to the hstoriographers in different tongues.
Bezn and Clark thus complement each other and their respective pasts,
adding two more actors to the polyphonic novel of Australian listol-)rthougli as Clark would later admt, their own voices sounded too often to
the exclusion of others yet to be properly heard.'
It is hardly possible to read Clark without some understanding of the
issues that played on his cortsciellce and inflected h s work. The same
goes for Bean. E.I-I. Carr makes the point that when we take up a work
of history, our first concern should be not with the facts but with the
hstorian who wrote it. "I-Iistory is interpretation," he says, and hence
motivated in ideology. In a homely metaphor, Carr exhorts us to find out
what bees the historian has in h s bonnet: "Always listen out for the
buzzixig. If you can detect noile, either you are tone deaf or your historian

23). Roland Barthes' study of the French
is a dull dog" (IIYhut is I-rli~toy?,
national listorian Jules Alichelet proceeds in similar fashon to Carr's

3

Inglis, 'The -\nzac tradttion', 3 l . Inglis is quoting Stephen Alurray-Smith's epithet on

Geoffrey Blainey from the early 1060s.

'In TlteQae~tfbrGtiuce (21'3) Clark recants his opening sentence of the Histoy, wvl~ich
f d s to see tile European invasion through the eyes of the esisting inhabitants. 111 other
places he says he did not give enough attention to women.
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thesis. Barthes says at the beginning of fJfi~4cletpurIki-rn2me tllat lzis endeavour has been "to recover the structure of an existence (if nor a life),
a thematics.. .a network of obsessions." There are many obsessions, and
plenty of buzzing in Bean's .Hisfuy, as we shall see.

*
Charles E~\T.&I
IVoodrow Bean was born in Bathurst, New South IK'des,
in November 1879. His antecedents were English folk, "mostly sincere
Anglican Christians, educated, humane."' Charles' mother Lucy Butler
was third generation colonial-born from I-Iobart; 1s; father Edwin Bean
was Anglo-Indian from Bonlbap. The traditions of both f a d e s instilled
in Bean a belief in the values of the intellectual bourgeoisie, and the rectitude of the Empire-colony relationship.
Bean spent lus first nine years in the inland town of Bathurst,
attendng All Saints College where his father was Headmaster. In early
1889 the family removed to England. The young Charles enjoyed much

journeying around England asid the continent. As a ten pear-old he was
tramping the battlefielcl of LVaterloo searching for relics, and immersing
himself in Edward Cotton's battle museum. X few years later he was
at Portsmouth
excitedly walking the decks of Nelson's flagshp Vi~%uy
and watching famous regiments pnrading on review. 'These lzissorical
signposts of British rmlitary and naval pride did tnuch to convince Bean
(and so many others) that the Empire was a natural, benign and enduring
phenomenon in the world. 'The gay doodlings of marching guardsmen in
Bean's copy of Herodotos' Histo?lesoffer evidence of how seamlessly the
ancient Hellenic glories were appropriated into the Empire's pedagogical
ideology @gs l).
His father became Headmaster of Brentwood, an old but d n g
Grammar school on the north-east edge of London. Charles completcd
1s; schooling here, and at llis fidther's alniu mater Clifton College, Bristol,
Cnless othenvise noted, det.\ils of Bean's life are taken fro111 Dudley XfcCarti~y's
biography C,a!hpoli to the S'or~:ntc.

jig. l . D e t d from a page of Bean's Greek copy of Herodotos' Historiei (85% actual size).
LiustmalianFVar hlemorial, Bean Study Collection.

The rnargmal notes refer to the Greek text lying open on the verso folio.

a relatively new school but wlth a strong tradition as a pathway to the
Royal Military College at Sandhurst. Among Clifton's old boys were
X'Aarn Birdwood (later commander of the A.I.F. at Gaihpoli), Douglas

Haig (British Commander-in-Chief 1916-18), and Henry Newbolt, the
poet and historian. Newbolt would always be a great example to Bean,
with his patriotic historical fiction, books on naval tactics, and stirring
verses on the public school ethos: "Play up, play up, and play the game."
Ken Inglis sees Newbolt's poem as a key test in the development of
Bean's complex ideology: "playing the game, the lessoil learned on the
cricket field, saves the day on the imperial field of

Another

strong influence WRS Rudyard TGphg, the 'poet of Empire'. Bean had an
affinity with 1Gpl.gin their common Xnglo-Indian heritage, and he was
fond of paraphrasing I<iplingYsadage on the decentrdzed plur&sin of the
Ernpire: "they little know of England who only England know" (Bean,
'Australian TV').~
Frorn Ijrentwood and Clifton it was a natural progression to Oxford
and 'Greats'. In 1902, Charles graduated with second class honours, and
in August that year he sat the 'Open colnpetitive examination' for a career
in the Empire Civil Service. Bean hoped to go to India, or maybe South
hf~ica;but he faded to gain a place.8 He was tluent in French, reasonably
proficient in German, and thoroughly at home in classical literature and
hstory; yet he had no vocation. Somewhat listless he returned to Oxford

~ n g l i sC.E.
, [E': Beau, 6. The h e is from Newbolt's poern 'I'itai Lambada', in The I~./arzd
Rat. Bean affirms lis faith in tile public school system in the last chapter of the 0~iZ;~ial
Hi~~tog;
where he declares (with typical circumlocution): "It dtd not really favour
progress in humane ideals to teach that a ruling class deliberately schooled in tile
principles of Clausewitz aad Bernhadi would tend to mould human affairs as generously as one brought up in the creed of the English public schools" (\'I: 1074).

'

Kpling's line is, "That should they know of England who only England know?" (The
Etgli~~h
F/aij.
,imong l i s results were the followklg: 278/750 Greek language and literature;
2431750 Latin language and literature; 1261400 Greek history; 169/400 Roman histoq.
Bean's results were good, but not good enough (;I\%~I38,3KDL 66731894).
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to read law, and in June 1904 he was called to the Bar. Six months later
he s d e d for ~ustralia?
Back in Sydney, Bean seasched for direction. H e d d some teaching
at Sydney Grammar, worked as a judge's associate, and he wrote some
articles for the press. ?'he first o: these, an insightful analjrsis of the forthcoming naval confict between Russia and japan, was published in the

,Ijd~yiUon~i?gHerali (13th Apr. 1905). He was also published in the Evetzi~gICTew,and became friends with the editor Banjo Paterson and his
family. In January 1908 the growing success of his wriung led Bean to
abandon the legal profession and take up a journalism cadetshp at the
Syhy Mornirg PIerak1. His daily bread was police and court rounds, the

odd fiye, or the chance to indulge his cricket interest leporting on the
Sydne~rAshes test. Soon he was 'on assicgnmentYcovering rd\vay espansion into western New South \Wales beyond the River Darling; then on
travelling to New Zealand. Later he wrote a feature
board HMS f)owetj~~l
series on the wool industry.
In 1910 Bean was rewarded with the position of London correspondent for the Heruld, where 11eremained until early 1913. During tlais dine
he published his articles in a series of books, and made notes for further
writing projects, for esalxple: "Suggested Eorks 1913-14: Bathurst I-Iistory; Roman Novel; Brer,t.,.;ooci Novel: Essay(?); The Coloilial; Mother
arid Father." Returning to Australia in 1913, he made another inland
journey, to the mouth of the blurray. I-Ie was in Sydney contemplating his
future, when war broke out.
IYith thc announcement of Australia's offer :o send troops overseas
Bean wrote to the hlinister for Defence, Senator hhllcc, asking perinission to accompany the A.I.F. as an 'eycwitiiess'. h N e n rephed positively
but took no action, no doubt dstracted by the general elecuon campaign

% l c ~ a r t h(47)
~ notes that once &gainthe young Charles duplicated the acrions of his
father, who achleved sirnrlar marks at botl.; Oxford and in the Civil Sen~iceexam, and
who had then migrated to ;\ustralia through lack of immediate prospects.

of the moment. But in September 1914, responding to a British invitation
to send a correspondent, the new Government approached chc Australian
Journalists Lissociationasking it to recommend oile of ~ t nuniber
s
to be
the nation's official press correspondent accompanying the X.I.F. Bean
won the ballot, narrowly defeating ICelth Murdoch of the hlelbourne
Herald and S~liz(O$~r'd l-ti.r,+ory,
XI: 215). Murdoch had better political

contacts and greater understanding of affairs of state, but Bean had more
support from witilin the profession. As it was, the nxrowould meet often
throughout the war, though as McCarthy rotes (78), had hfurdoch been
given the position, in all likelihood he could never later have been
confined to write an official history as Bean was happy to do; it was not
Murdoch's life vocation.
As early as 1910 Bean had expressed hopes of becoming a tvar correspondent,and now he was elated with the opportunity.10He immediately
resigned from the Jjdizy _yrMomitzgHeruid and went south. On 20th September Bean reported to Victoria Barracks in Melbourne where he Inet with
the senior A.I.F. staff for briefings. I-Ie was also introduced to Senator
Geoxge Pearce, the new Minister for Defence. Pearce intimated to Bean
his hope that, in addtion to Wlng regular reports the Official Correspornd-ent would ultimately "write a listory of the force." Bean replied lie was
"sager to do so."
\Vith Pearce's commission in h s breast Bean was able to plan, from
the verj7begmlling of the war, the overall structure and variaus volumes

l
For example, mlde
that would constitute the project of the Oji~.iuHi~itog.
resting in Egypt after the evacuation from Galhpoli, Bean u7as already
sketchng the two volumes of the history to cover 'the story o t .4nzac'.
'

'nle scale of the r\ustralian participation was such that, unlike 13ritish or
Gernlan wirers for example, Bean had an almost exhaustive personal
experience of l i s subject matter. As he states in the Preface to the first

l"

Letter from Bean to I*s parents, 5th Apr. 1910; AfcCarthy, 68.
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edition of the OJkia/ Yistoy, he was able to "make a rule of being preseilt,
wlde the events narrated in these volumes were acrually happening, on
some part of every battlefield on which Australian infi*:t~tq~
fought" (I:
xxx). And in [he sense that the volumes enable a reader to follow the
feelings of one who witnessed every important Australian battle except
Fromelles, Bean's hstories are consequently ccautobiograplical.y''l This
brings a remarkable consistency of focus and perspective to the six
volumes on the A.I.F. in Turkey and France - the consequent merits
and deficiences of w h c h S-dl be addressed further below.

*
T h s brief sketch gives sowe idea of the events which had shaped Bean's
experience prior to the war. Anotiler insight can be gained by looking at
his many publications. !Trhde stlll a journaltst, Beail had turned the
produces of h s assignments into a sequence of books:

the F'/ag~-h@
iir

the Jbuth (1909), ONthe 1f=/00/Tru~k(1!l 10) and The D?~~dt~ocg/Jt
nfthe Darlirrg
(1911). In England he also wrote F/aAshs'lgs Three (1913). Together, these
articles and books show clearly that tile social and political ideas which
later would inform the Ofii~r'ol!-li~./oy
were rnouldcd early in Beatl's
philosophy.
'The first of Bean's books, Il5'ith /he 17/hg.ch$

irj

the Sonth, indulged hts

imperial sympatlies. hIcCartllv (62) observes that "aln~ostevery page is
vividly alive wmth the pride of British heritage." Both Henry Lawson and
&fontague Grover (Bean's sub-cditor at d ~ Sydtzql~240ntit~
e- .
Herd/?)compared t l ~ ebook with 1(iplinp.12 Graver, however, thought the epilogue to

IP'illJ the F/og.rh$ unnecessary: "a few hundred words of flamboyant flapdoodle about the flag." In this passage Bean took to task those who

'l

Gamrnage, 'Introduction' to vol. ;lr,UQP reprint of the OJi~.ia/liisto~,
xxv.

Grorer in a review (SlcCarti~y,63);La\irson a letter to Bean, 28th Jan. 1915: "llear
Sir. I arn rea&lg 'With the Flagship of [sic] the South' over and over agaitl. 'Tlis style
remixlds m? c t &pibig and ;ibl;ot (L!.etters from Queer Street') at their very best.
Yours to be forgivei~,Henry La\vson, etc." (-i\Y,3138, 3 DRL 6673/%4).

scorned 'flagwaggng' as the activity of :. "hotvliilg sentimental jingo"; and
proceeds to wag the flag with all the passion of a recruiting sergeant. Tlis
book was later incorporated into FI(,gs/IipsThree, which concerned HMS
f'uzvetjhI, the b d h g of I-IKiS flt/~~~T-d&d,
and *he excavation of a Vikmg

s h p in Norway, whch Bean called "the first flagship of our race." Inglis
notes

that Bean sounded a lot more like Newbolt when he was

looking at warships than when he was out on the -no01track (Beafz, 14).
Bean's other two books are more remarkable. in their unique treatment of life in the Darling basin of western New South Wales. Bean was
unenthusiastic at being assigned to the sheep industry, to tell of "wool,
meat, tallow, glue and lanolin." I-fis novel solution was to write not about
sheep and wool, hut about people. He described this revelation in a later
preface to the book (id~ntifjinghimself as usual in the third person):
And then it flasl~edupon l&n that the n:ost important pmduct of the wool
industry for Austraha was mc,n: it was respo.?sible for creating some of the
outstanding national types. (On the l l ~ o o fTrack, vii)

The squatter to& his place in this stoiy of course, along with the shearer.
But there was room also for the rouseabout and cook, the bullock driver
2nd boundaq rider, even the swagman and the sundowner (\-vomcnarc

almost entirely absent). The book detnonstrates Bean's interest in character and the indvidual, especially his fascination with the intluence of the
outback in el-olving a distinct ,4ustralian 'type7. It is dnven hy Bean's
enthusiasm for what he observed in the outback, particularly dfferences
between city and bush.

Henry Green has suggested that the region Bean describes in

011

the

IFbol Tt-f~~k,
"may be taken to represent thc outback that has created some
of the rnost virital of the types that went to make up the i4nzacs" (lii~fog~
~'/lu.rfraliLitzLif~raturt,I: 704). The Anzacs that Green is thinking of are
of course those that walk the pcges of Bean's history, rather than the real
men themsel\~s.Ths distincbon benveen immanence and representation
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is of f~nd~vllenta.1
importance. Green is entirely sensitive to the motivating impulse in Bean's mimetic realization of "the real Australian as the
author saw hn."When he says that the characteristics of the Australians
in the OJiicialHisfoly "accord perfectly with their representation in ballad
and prose fiction," Green identifies the leaven of prior literary representations in Bean's subsequent depictions, but he also implicitlv acknowIedges
the process whereby written representation becornes 'historical truth'
(Az~straliartLiterutzlre 1900- 1950, 17 , 1 6).

Bean's valorization of the bush type can be found in h s earliest
published writings. It is very apparent in this piece titled T h e Australian
ideal', from a series of articles Bean published in the Jjdrrey iVlonziig .Hera/d
in 1907:
There is no cloubt that the Australian finds his ideal it1 that strong-hearted
and sturdy philosopher who is being at this day turned out by the thousand
for 1Gn in the bush. He does not ask perfection of him by any means. He
d
temper. A lnan map live and drink pretty
condones h s reckless ~ n loving
hard a: times without forkting h s respect. But- he must be strong and
generous. He is to be an adventurer with all the adventurer's frank and
generous viraty. (Bean, 'Australia VII')

This is a blueprint fcr Bean's later Anzac hero: "Here, in 1907, were all
the features which Bean both as war correspondent with the troops and
later as their historian, was to note and to propagate as characteristic of
che Anzacs" (l??hite, lnuentitg ,41~~~tr'(16ia,
126).
Identihing the proto-Anzac type in Bean's pre-war writings is itnportant in establishing a chronology. It also provides a key to understandmg
how the iconography of Anzac so quickly and potently became established during and after the war - it was a pre-existing model. hlichael
Roe maintains this chronology is crucial:
It suggests &a: Bean's central concept - the l~eroicpower of the bush derived less from esperience and observation of reality that from preestablished faith and/or ideology. The truer this is, the more itnportarlt

becomes the task of identiking the sources and nature of that faithideology. (Roe, 'Bean: progressive and nationalist', 2)
Roe's a r p n e n t is that the image of the litlzac cultivated bv Bean is based
not on observing them at frrst hand during 1914-18, but rather, is a
repugtation of h s pre-war experiences in the Australian outback. Read
against these earlier texts then, the Oji~ialHistogt teUs another story of
how the author appropriates the new figure of the Anzac to embody h s
already established ideal Australian.
Bean is not alone in this appropriation of course; just as he is not
solely responsible for creating the image of the Anzac. Poets, writers,
artists, politicians - all helped fashon the legend, together with the
popular press and later films. Each ~ O Z L Y O Wfrom
S
earlier sources, adapting
to suit their needs and purposes. Gerster identifies a number of prior
exemplars in the literature of the l ~ W Sand
, that generated by the Boer
Wrar (Big-~otitg,14--19). Robert Dison sees relevant archetypes in the
adventure romances of the same period (iV?r'iitgthe ColoniaLA~/uetztt~f*4.
But as LVlite acknowledges, it was Bean who "did more than anyone to
t . r Moreover,
t
turn the digger into a national leg~nd)'( . l ~ ~ ~ t i t g 126).
with Bean the process is particularl!7 transparent, with a thread of
examples runtzing from the pre-war writi~gs,to the correspondent's
depatches and O@i~.PulHi~toy,
to the post-war books and pamphlets, We
can thus wace the evolutions, mutations and appropriations through the
a u v r e of a single author, such that what at first sight appears to be
spontaneous, suddenly has a reveahizg archeology.
The strength and currency of Bean's 'ideal ,l~lstralian' has not
stopped its validits being called into question. L'ilistaixThornson asserts
that Bean constantly niodsfies the behaviour of l i s subjects to accord to
a particular model. Thomson believes that because Bean commanded

greater cultural influence thar? the individual soldier, lis definition became
predominant in the Anzac traddon, often redefining a &=er's understanding of hunselt: Were again is the cliasrnus of myth and reality,
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rubbing at each other's miltabihty. The plurality of backgrounds, beliefs
and characteristics in the men thus become subsumed witbin a dominant
homogeneous paradigm that adwits little diversion or subversion.13
L k e Roe, Thomson argues drat the image of the Xrlzac in the Oflkiaj

EIistoly is fabricated from Bean's pre-war hagmation:
111 both h s public and private writii~gBean struggled to show how the
behaviour of the Australian soldier fitted his ideal, and the creation of an
account which fitted his own preconception was more important than any
conscious attempt to produce a publicly acceptable account. ('Steadfast
until death?', 463)
T o see how Bean developed h s ideas, we must go back to the series of
eight articles which lie published in the JCVd1:yMontirzg HeraI~/in June and
July 1907, under the general headmg i\ustral~a'.'~In these essays Bean set
forth his views on themes such as the country versus the city; sport and
games; immigration and racial policy; nation and Empire. The essays thus
adumbrate the social and political phdosophy w h c h continued throughdut all Bean's work, including the Cj7~r'aIHi~f~y.
Once again Bean locates
his ideal Australian as the bushman, and continues by saying the Australian intends "to respect his womenfolk, l i s Judge, and Iris parson.. .to
live by his horse, h s gun and morning tub; to amuse limself in clean
sports, and work with a clean conscience" and so on. The same themes

in the Sothth, where Bean estols the "pure
are repeated in Ivith fhe F/ag~-hjb
old cross of St George," which stands "for generosity in sport and out of
it, for a pure regard of women.. .for cleadness in body and mind," as
well as liberty and equality for all. These values are rehearsed once more

l 3 Tl~ornson,' "Steadfast urltil death"?', 477. See also Lohrey, '-lustralian mythologies';
Thomson, "1crisis of masculinity?'; and Gough, 'The First ,\IF'.

LYrl~iles t d l worlung as a judge's associate Bean had collceived the idea of a book
entirled 'Impressions of a new chum'. Eight selected essays were published in the
Herald on consecutive Saturdays between 1st June and 20th July, 1907, under the
pseudonym 'C.W.' (see AIcCarthy, 52-55).
l4

in the introductory chapter of the O$~;idl HiStOp (I: 3), wlich says the
British and Australian "loved the same sports, held the same i d e ~ sof
honesty, of cleadness, of indlr.idual liberty." The emphasis on b o d y
vigour is closely ahed with moral health and also racial purity,
Bean's love of sports sees bjm indulging in sporting s d e s throughout the OjiciaI Historj, for example:
1:

11:

618

running forward like a scl-~oolboyin a foot-race

429 like racehorses approachng the starting-gate

111: 602 a team w h c h pulled together like a crew in an eight-oared race

rrr: 419 the Australians, up o n the parapet, flung their missiles like
cricketers throwing down a wickett5

Mascuhe v i d t y has always been at the forefront of the Australian ethos
of the self, and yet the male body is always balanced betsveen strength and
fraghty. The popularly espoused 'archetypal Australian male' is not a
sturdy peasant type, but thin and

Frequently the image is of a

broken male body, as in the endless corpses in the landscape; or perhaps
the image in rMy Brot/~erJu~%,
of a wastrel Jack returning to Austraha after
the Depression, hollow and brokcn.17 Physicahty is central to the irnagc
of Ned I<elly too, but h s strength is external, reliant on extra-corporeal
armour; and as Sidney Nolan so suggestively depicted, Icefly's very
identity is hollow. Eve11 the 'greatest Xustrdan hero of all', Donald Bradman, presents a fragde masculmty. FIis strength is in an external weapon,

IS In the volume on Pa!esthe, Harq- Gullett takes trouble to tell us about Alc;illister,
"a well-known -iustraliail athlete"; and Cotter, "the famous Sydney fast bowler" (wr:
325,401). In Gu/l$~oli~\.2i~~ion
(log), Bean describes The Nek battlefield as a "strip the
size of three tennis courrs" (an m;tge repeated by Gammage, Broken >'earJ, 75). Llany
other writers equated war w i t h sport, as ul C.j.Dennis's epitaph for Ginger U c k : " 'E
found a game 'e kiloo, and played it well."
l 6 Icoilic representatives come and go with each generation, but some of the more
lasting and il~fluentialare Clups Rafferty aild Paul Hogan.

" C$

Rutherford, 'Being for the nation: masculine sacrifice in MJ BrotherJu~k'
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his body all too often struck down by &sease.18 Bean's themes are

cormon, especially in that they suppress the anxieties of early Australia11
hstory, namely the homosexual practice that inevitably comes with
isolation and incarceration.

*
Apart from the tropes of character and type, the most prominent theme
in Bean's writing is a recurring obsession with race. It appears ill l- is
earliest works, and he remains interested in the topic throughout llis life.
Beac's li'irary shows him reading Myra Willard's Hidoly oJ'the IVbit~
A~i~~tr~~llid
Poky, and making notes in Toynbee's A .St~mjofHi,rfop such as:
"Does he allow e n o u d ~importance to inborn racial traits?"lg
In his 1907 article on 'The i?iustraiian ideal' Bean states that Australians asks the absolute right to live "according to the ideas of a clean
white British people." Me twice warns of the danger of Australia being
"flooded wit11 Orientals." In T/je Dreud~mghfq"the Durhg (22) Bean h a g ines a time when Australia will be a "nation of 100,000,000 whte British
people." I-Ie wrote a long letter to the London Spn.tdforin 1907 in wlich
lie defends the LYihte ilustdcalta Policy and cautions against expedient
diplomatic relations wit11 the Japanese. These statements were reiterated
when Bean republished them sin years later in F/'qg~h$sThree (207).?' For

IX
Bradman nlissed the first Test 111 rile Bodyline seritxs of 1932 because of phjrsical
esllaustion. He came close to dead1 on tour in England in 1934 with :I kidney infection
- almost going the saine way as Les Darcy and Phar Lap as another great sporting
icon to &e overseas. On his return to test ctickee afrer the T7ar,he was desc~ibecias a
"ghost of a cricketer" in the press.

' b o o k s in d ~ Bean
e
Study Collection, Australian War Alemorial. \Xrillard's ityhite
Polig is annotated throughout. Some other books on the subject in Bean's
Au~~trnlia
library are: Alatthews' The CJash ojf'Colour:a
i~ the I-'mblem o f h ~ ~Leiris'
e,
Kuce arzd
CZ~/IU~Y,
Klineberg's Race atd P y ~ f i o l oand
~ , Dsisy Bates' The Paf.iing ofthe Abonjits.

'"Bean drew up the foIlo\ving list of six Propositions to esplain his case:
(1)
(2)

'fl~at,for the good of either Australia or England, a \Vestem & an Oriental race
cannot live together in -1ustralia.
'That the probability of an Oriental invasion, peaceful or \var&e, is enormous,
and justifies urgent measures.

Bean the racial issue is of the utmost importance, and he advocates very
strongly the principle of keeping white people and other races apart:
You know that English children brought up amongst Hindoos loose all
tlieir fibre. You see with a sickly horror the fdth and sordid infiamy of any
Chinese quarter. ('Australia VII')

IIe specifically rejects the accusation that hls warnings about contamination from orientals can be dismissed as mere "colour prejudice." It is a
struggle that has existed throughout history, argues Bean: "'I'he Australian
is fighting the coloured nations of the East today in the same cause in
which Thermistocles fought with Serses, Pornpey with Mithridates,
Richard of the Lion Heart with the Saracens." In t h s sentence Bean
cxernplifies exactly the sort of prejudice Said analyzes in Oriernfu(isf?~.
McCarthy suggests that, easy as it might be (in the 1980s) to cliticize
such views as racist, at the time "there was scarcely one Australian who
did not share them in full measure" (53-4). Bean hrrnself states that
"there is not a party nor a paper nor a politician of any note in Australia
that would be tolerated if they wavered on t h s subject" ('Australia VII').
I<cn Inglis is less indulgent than hicCarthy and reprints the propositions
or1 race from the Spectiltur in his biographical monograph on Bean (see
jootirott.

20). Inglis allows his subject some hstoricizing licence, however,

suggesting that in 1907 a decent mzn could s d use the phrase "the battle

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

That, right or wrong, the resolve of -4u~traliai~
to keep their countn wvhte is of
an intensit): uxldrcamed of UI England.
T l ~A4ustralians,
t
knowvi~~g
this, believ%~ga fierce racial \var, due to a policy of
~vllic11Engkmd disapproves, to be alhead of hem, and detern$ned to fight it at
;u1j7cost, 'harbour no illusions' as to England's supporting them in it. That tllis
doubt does immense h a m to the cause of the Empire in liustr&a, and is
deliberately made use of bp separatists.
That England xvdl not refuse her s~ipporr,but wdi probably exhibit sjmpathy for
the other side und the eleventh hour, and then pull -\ustralia through; and so
get all the kicks and no halfpence.
That d t h ~ harm
s
could be saved, and England get the credit she desen-es, if for
once a clear statement were made that England \%asnot out of sympathy with
rhe ;lustralian and would riot leave h to fight the battle of her race by h s e l f .
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of her race" without apology or embarrassment (Bern, 31). Inglis concedes
that Bean appears to become more plurdst over time: the 1943 pamphlet

%%rAims ofa lJIainAz~strdanconfesses that, '"our past attitude towards
foreigners and strangers is a sign of old-work porance," and in 1949
Bean is even adt-ocatingh t e d Asian immigration, rather than perpetuating a "quite senseless colour-line."" Thomson argues that Bean saw a
homology between race on the one hand acd moral and cultural traits on
the other, and that he was convinced that "the English were superior
because of their superior characteristics" (An;ucMeniories, 49).
Whatever their allowances and extenuations, McCarthy, Inglis,
Thomson and others only discuss Bezn7sracial statements in hts pre-war
writing, and avoid the issue of racial sentiment in the text of the O$~ia/

History. In fact, race remains a powerful signifier throughout the Histoy,
which continues Bean's advocacy of IVhite Australia. The first chapter is
a pzan to the Australian climate and way of life, which together have
'improved' the basic 'stock' of the British race, as the following esamples
from volume I, pages 3-7 illustrate:
-\&'hat manner of people had been evolved from these offshoots of the race?

- younger branches of the British stock
- no branch had developed a more distinct character than the Australian
- the blood of the Australian was &ferent, being a blend of four British strains
- from a stock more adrenttirous
- Bred of such stock

- Such, at this date, was the people of this offshoot of the British stock, t l ~ e
embryo, it may be, of one of the earth's great nations. (I: 3-7)

There is a strong h t of eugenics in Bean's discourse here. Robert Dixon
argues that in t h s period, "the 'science' of eugenics located the body,
especially the male body, as the site where subsequent anxieties about
racial and cultural degeneracy were inscribed" (Wirifitgfhe C~1/anzul,4df~etzt-

3). Bean saw tlae counq-bred .Australian as "the Briton re-born," as

zlt/1~,

the decay of city influence was weeded out and the true stock reinvigorated (",-iustr&a 'JI'). Roe suggests that Bean was influenced by American
progressives who saw eugenics as a doctrine "to strengtlaen the race"
('Bean: progressive and nationalist', 3). The vegetal and animal signifiers
'root' and 'branch', 'blood' and 'stock', evoke a vulgar-Danvlnist theory
of racial evolution, which inevitably places 'British' at the apex.
The idea of the bush as the incubator of a new race had in fact. becn
around for many years. On the bsck of Danvin's theories and the possibilities of evolution, many looked forward to the advent of the 'Coming
Man'. Similarly, eugenicist theories e n c o u a p g stratified division between
races found tacit acquiesence throughout society. By the early twentieth
century Dawin's once radical theories of evolution had been harnessed to
this most-conservative doctrine of social organization. As not.ed elsewhere, Charles Bean was but one among Inany who actively adopted and
sponsored eugenicist policies (Roe, 'Bean'). Moreover, as he frequently
and other writings, Bean fervently believed
argues in the OJi~-ia/Ni.r~op~
that Austrahan physical and social conditions were improving the British
'stock'. Nevetheless, this process is seen not in parallel or oppositioi: to
British superiority, merely as an extension of it. Bean's whole epistemology was b d t on the principles of European, and especially British,
ascendancy. His education was founded on tlae I-Ielienist ideals advanced
by hiatthew Arnold, whcla celebrated reason and rational thought, in
jmtaposition to the escessir-e energes and religious intensity which Arnold characterized as 'Hebraism'. K'e can see the germ of Frazer's ethnic
srrataficadoia (and Auerbacla's poetics) in this passage from Xrnold:
Science has now made visible to everybody the great and pregnant elements of difference \vhch lie in race, and ir. how signal a manner they make
the genius and history of an Indo-European people vary from those of a
Semitic people. Hellerisin is of Indo-Europeangrowth, Nebraism is of Semitic gro\vth; and we English, a nation of Indo-European stock, seem to
belong naturally to the movement of Hellensim. (CultareundA4tzun.Ly,141)
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Arnold is employixlg here the same genetic metsphors - growth, stock,
pregnant - thar 'ifre nored Bean using in 1Gs passages cn Ausrralian
identiry. -As Said observes, what gave writers like Arnold and Ernest
Renan the right to spzak with such sweeping generahq about race was the
"official character of their formed cultural literacy." Such oppressive
generalities were "supported by the tradtion of belles-lettres, informed
scholarshp [and] rational 1nq1iy" (Orie~tda/ism,227). And it was these
structures of thought thar informed the education of those alumrii of
Clifton College and their ilk in August 1914.
In Australia, Francis Adams proclaimed in 1893 that the bushinan
was, "the one powerw and unique national type yet produced in Aust-

165). In 1877 Marcus Clarke had suggested that the
ralia" ~r!~eAt~stra(i~7i~.s,
new Australian would be, "a tall coarse, strong-jawed, greedy pushing,
talented man, excellicg in swimming and horsemabashp" (Thp filfi~re

bee, 20). There were detractors as well, who predicted a
A~tstralia~z
'degeneration' of tlle Anglo-Sason race. Mostly, however, the Australian
bush an3 lifestyle were seen as producing a superior human to the wornout Zuropean model -if not in intellect, then at least in physique and
moral rectitude.
In the Qfi~lialHi.rtoy these racial ideas occasionally spdl over into
irrelevant anecdotes harbouring thnly disguised straills of petty racism:
- if1 a ship-wreck or bush-fire one man of Britisil stock could compass the
work of several Germans (l: 5)

-Tile Turk was too dull to take readily to the work (I: 516)
Then there are the derogatory descriptioins of Greek a.nd Egyptian cafk
owners in Cairo, whom Bean blamed for leading young Australian soldiers astray with "sordid amusements" and poisonous drinks of "unheardof ~deness"(I: 128). But there are dso morc serious expressions of racial
division, and it is clear Bean was quite happy to explcit the Ofin'aIHistog~
to promote hrs views and strategies for Australia's racial future:

Only in one point was the Australian people palpably united - in a determination to keep it: continent a ml.lite man's land. (I: /)
m d n g basic measures, economic 2nd cultural, tlie nation itself may be in
danger of 'racial' sudde. If what was adrnir:tble In its character is to be
maintained in a c h a n p g world, t!us can be done only by s p e ~ i ~ l p l ~ zand
~~ti~g
vigorous determination to inaintain those qualities. (\'I: 1093)

The added emphasis on .pe~Jri(pluizn& malies it clear Bean believes
immigration and orher policies must be used to protect the white population from contamination, or "racial suicide." T o be fair, this passage
was published in the shadow of the fall of Singapore, but it demonstrates
a corlsistent motivation in the author's ideas and beliefs. \TThatever
reorienta~onmay be apparent in Bean's writing after the second war, the
Ofl~i~lHistoly
continues l<s earlier separatist theme.
iTThdesuch xcist and chauvinist ideas seem embarrassing at the end
of the twentieth century, it must be acknowledged that they are rmld and
liberal in htstorical context. Douglas (~'oleobserves that the ideas of 'race
and stock, of blood and breed' played upon Australian thought strongly
in the decades either side of 1900 ("Crimson thread of kinshp', 511).
Writing on the eve of the Great War, Mary Ghnore declared, "The
instinct for purity is the root of all distinction of tribe, breed, or genus in
the whole mothering world.""

Hansard makes for terrifying reading

throughout the period as politicians, Labor and Nationalist, play to their
ToL's~~I,
Lotze Hand
respective jingoist audiences. The pages of the Br-l/eti~~,
and IV'orker. screamed racial abuse at Chnese, blacks and Kanakas; the
broadsheets warned of the German dreadnought menace, and expansionist policies of Russia and Japan. Dudley McCarthy is no doubt right to
aver that Bean is only moderately reactionary in the spectrum of this
debate. Nevertheless, the O@d I-Iirtogr promotes supremicist ideals.

22 Gilmore was writing in the 'Wotnen's page' of the Worker on 30th July, 1914, and
is thus pursuing a protectiollist h e . See Susan Shedlan, Aloq the F~dtht~es,
103-1 18.
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hforeover, since t11.i~ideology was present in the incipient Anzac model,
it can be hard to separate it from other aspects of Anzac mythology,

the bees in his bonnet
I began this chapter ~ i t Carr's
h
quaint dictum that we should "find out
what bees the historian has in his bonnet." In this section I want to look
in more specific detail at how Bean's fascination with the Bush and h s
conceptions of race are played out in the O$~in/.Hi~fogt.
'The great narrative of the Qji~iaIHislop is the revelation of 'Australian
identity'. As Bean wrote in November 1918, "the big t h g in the war was
the &scoveiy of the character of Austr~.han men."23 Tlis themc is
essentially a polttics of chfference: the Anzac soldler has a different
physique to other solders; the A.I.F. has a different code of discipline to
other armies; Australian egalitarian democracy is different to I'russian
oligarchy; and so on. Differewe is a universal code of identity. And the
greatest difference of all for Bean is the u~iquenessof the bush experience and its influence in the development of the Australian 'type'. In his
earliest published

;c he already states that country life in Australia

~vI?;;

had "hammered aui- Qf the old stock a new man" (:'iustralia IV'). He
contkiues tlis theme in the first volume of the Ofkial I-5istog: addlng that
"The bush s d sets the standard of personal efficiency even in the Austr d a n cities," and that therefore the Austrahan was already "half a solder
before the war" (I: 46,471.
Bean is of course not alone in 1Gs belief in the importance of the
bush. \X1hen Russel Ward stu&ed this phenomenon he concluded that t l ~ e
bush workers in the Australian pastoral industry had influenced the whole

23

Qucted in Inglis, 'The Anzac tradition', 26.

Australian community in a way that was "completely disproportionate"
to their numerical and econonlic strength (The ilusfrnlian Legerzd, v). Ward
sees Bean as a '~vdhngand able prophet of tlis influence (230-1). Inglis
notes that in some respects i3ean anticipated LYrard's study of the bush
legend, but that he also "stood alongside the Brdlefk writers as a inaker of
the legend" ('Anzac tra$ltion7, 28). As Graeme Davison says, the
Austxalian Legend was built not so much bp the transmission of bush
values to the urban masses, but by "the projection oilto the outback of
values revered by an ahenated urban intelligentsia" ('Sydney and the
Bush', 129).
Bean spent the 1890s absent from Australiz, and thus did not witness
or participate in the debates over he city or the bush' in the BzliIeti~zin
1892, nor the literary politics played wdt in the decade that followed. Leon
Caxtrell describes the main protagonists of the &f//etit? debate, Paterson
and Lawson, in stark political terms as consenrative and radical: the one
celebrating the liberating freedom of the bush, the other with a keener eye
for the vast gap between squatter and selector (Vt-itit~
the 1890s, 138).
When Bean. did settle in Sydney he became friends with Paterson, and
spent much time with his family (McCarthy, 56). Bean's travels in outback
New South Wales subsequently confirmed in h the same romanticized,
apolitical &age of the bush 2s prornulga.ted in Paterson's verse, and it was
these values and opinions that Bean took with h n as 11e s d e d wit11 the
first conungent.
There has been vigorous debate about the degree of credit Bean
~
ascribes the to bush in the characrer and abdity of the ~ n z a c s . 'Lloyd
Robson demonstrates statistically the falsity of many of Bean's assumptions about lus subjects ('Origin and character of the First A.I.F.', 742-5).
But John Barrett defends Bean, arguing that on the question of the
specific qualities of the A.I.F., "Bean hm~selffinally rejected the bush in

'' ;\host

every coinmentator after Henry Greet~inakes some mention of Bean's
bscination wit11 the bush.
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fa~iollrother 'prime causes' " - such as egalitarianism and independei~t
initiative ('No straw man', 111). Barrett compiains that liohson forever
'drags the bush in' even when Bean doesn't mention it, and that he quotes
too selectively, often leaving out qualifyhlg statements by Bean which
attenuate the influence ascribed to the bush. In fact Bean's text displays
opposing claims and contra&ctions. In the final chapter, T h e Old Force
passes', Bean shuffles his opinions about the importance of the city and
bush, evening u p the score as it were:

the percentage of Australian soldiers who had acquired their powers of
determination, endurance, and inlprovisation from country occupations
was probably not much more than a quarter. (\'I: 1079)
It is true that the war f~~rnished
ample proof that, in general, country life
produces a much better soldier than city life. (VI: 1079)
an outstanding feat by a platoon would be esplained by such a comment
as, "They were country boys from around Shepparton." (1~1: 1079)
But tlze city element in the rl.1.F. was so large, and the perceptible
distinction between it and the country clement so small, tl~atit seems
certain that, in the case of this force, country training was not the main
reason for its effectiveness. (\.l: 1080)

In tlus section, at the very end of the

Oji~iklHis~oy,Bean is attempting

t~ objectify the more fulsome assertions in his previous volumes about
the bush influence o n the X.I.F. Yet despite Bean's claims and counter
claims, and pace Barrett, the underlying message is that the counti-y is
superior. Never does Bean say, for instance, that 'X Battalion's effectiveness was due to the high number of clerks'; it is always the pastoral that
ieads the questions of value. The c o u n m is the sfandard against w h c h ~ \ e
city is measured.

All the time Bean is praising the values of the bush over the city, he
is conscious o f the fact that- Australia was ovenvhelmingly an urban
nation: "thls country must always, for good or for bad, for richer for
poorer, be very much a county of large dties, and this n ~ t i o na nation of

city rnen" ('Australia II'). In order then to explain the 'vkility' that he

finds in the A.l.F., Eean agues that even city-bred Australians acquire
t,ushman7s skrlls because "many city Australians spellt hoiidays in the
bush" (1.1: 1079).~'It is a lame argument, but is further reinforces the
impression that the city is inferior to the country. Barrett's protestations
are also undermined by \&at Bean wrote immediately after completing
the h a 1 volume of the Oji~.ia/Histo~,
for in IYar Aims ofn I2luitz Austl'Clrlau
(1943) he confirms h s opinion about the superiority of the c o u n t .

soldier:
Most wars show that, on the whole, the country
makes the best
soldier.. .country bred men rend to be stronger in resources, endurance,
determination, and perhaps also in faithfulness. (IVarAims, 120)

Such comments go band-in-hand with the idea that the strength of the
nation itself, and not merely its soldiery, relies on a powerful rural sector:
"for a nation to be strong, the best life is the zountry life"

(IH YO~AI.
Hmd~,

The other side to the vaiorizatiorn of the bush ethc is the condemnation of the city, a theme wlich is apparent in Bean's earliest writing: "As
soon as a nauon begins to shut itself up in cities it begins to decay. First
its boddy strength, and along with that its moral strength, declines"
('Australia IT'). TIirty-five years later he makes sinular observations in the
O # L ~
F~~JJ~o?JI:
In most Ecropean armies the troops from crowded industrial areas were
mentally more helpless, and morally less virile
visibly poorer in physiq~~e,
and capable of endurance, than those from country parts. (\,I: 1079)

Bean had said more or less the same h g in the first volume, though in language
that betrayed a strong sense of personal nostalgia: "The buslunan is the hero of the
Australian boy; the arts of the bush life are his ambition; k s most cherished holidays
are those spent with c o u l ~ t qrelatives or in camping ~ u t "(I: 46).
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This juxtaposition is as old as the myth model of Cain and ,ibel, and as
Raymond i'i'&ams argues throughout The Corcttf~mzd /he Cit~,is indicative
of both sentimental nostalgia and reactionary politics.24

M these examples demonsrrate how the myth of rural virtue recurs
in Bean's writi~lgsover forty years. The same set of values from Bear-.'S
pre-war articles and books inform his wartime despatches and the O#i~.inl
kliifiy, and later reappear in the pamphlets and coadensed volume ,-'ln?u~.
to Anziem. Taken as a whole, it confirms the impression that the \XTardid

not materially affect Bean's ideas, but that he saw it through h s already
estabEshed beliefs and prejudices.
t

I want to look now at Bean's complex engagement wit11 General Monash.
This relationshp has always attracted attention, for neither man had
much time for the other, and said so often enough. Given his role as
Official Correspondent, Bean had a responsibility to write bit11 honesty
and objectivity about hiorlash - a responsibility he did not f~dfd.The
relationslGp reacl~cdits lowest ebb in Bean's schem-ning to block tile
appointment of h/fonash to the command of the X.I.F. in 1918. This antipathy is well known, and has been much comnented upon. For example,
in his biogrhphy of Monash, Geoffrey Serie writes that, "Bean displayed
extraordinary prejudice against Monash" (398). Monash's reputation and
achievements are being constantly reviewed, but that is not at issue here
-\hat

I want to consider are the particular themes of Bean's prejudice.

It is apparent that Bean's assessment of Mollash proceeds in the sane
xnanner as h s general themes of the A.I.F.; namely, a collcern with
masculine physic&ty, and race. Bean's favourite epithet for Monash is

26

\Y1ihams examines the myths that go to construct the image of pastoral innocei~ce
and virtue, in contrast to the wvorldliness of ths town: "711e means of agricultural
production are attractive to t l ~ eobserver," argues \Yilliarns, because "'they c;tn tllell be
effectively contrasted ~vitllthe eschanges and counting-houses otmercand~sin,or with
the miles, quarries, d s , and manufactoiies of llldustrial production" (The Cminrp and
the C$, 46). Bean is very much an inheritor of the tradtion Willia~nsis critiquing.

"lucid," which crops up some haii dozen times across thc vo'lumes of the

Ojiu'u/Histog~,
typically noting hlonash's "extreme lucidity" (I: 237) or h s
"lucid expositiotl" (\-l: 205). All tlis would be very well were it not
attenuated by frequent criticisms of Monash's lack of phj~sicality,and lis
intellectual aloofness. The repetition of "lucid" thus becomes code for an
anti-intellectual critique, designed to undermine the General's superiority
in the minds of the coinmon soldier/reader.
Bean's most frequent complaint of Monash (and Bean was not alone
in this), is that he did not spend enough time at the front line. Such
criticism asserted that AIonash &d not compreherld f d y the reality of
trend1 fighting, and could not assess properly reports of battle. Bean
would not call Monash a coward, yet he complained that the General was
too -prudent in consideration of his own safety; he preferred Birdwood
who, "with h s eye on the effect among h s men, was resolved to share
some of their dangers" ('\'I: 208). There is an obvicus throwbeck here to
tile romanticized image of the heroic commander leading a cavalry charge.
Bean was not prepared to see that the changes wrought bjr modern
warfare demanded a more detached sense of command. He also forgets
the fate of such heroic leaders who show off their bravery in front of the
men; like Nelson a t 'Trafalgar, or indeed Throsby Bridges, the Commander-in-Chef of the A.I.F. shot ?t Gallipoii.
Bean also complained that MC u,i7 was not a sportsn~an,and didn't
play games: "Monash was not goocr . :i;ern and had no conception of
their tradition" (TI: ~ o o ) . ~Most
'
sipficantly, he calls into question
blonash's masculine attributes and aptitude for active command:
he had not the pllysical audacity that Australian troops were thought to
require in their leaders (\'I. 195)

27 The same sort of bias even comes out
Bean's portrait of Throsby Bndges, a man
he admired: "General Bridges was not a popular leader. He was not an athlete" (I: 69).
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Tkts criticism is part of a series of conlparisons Bean draws between
Monash and Napoleon. 11.1the space of a few paragraphs he makes six
references to Napoleon, even quoting the Emperor's words to Tosephine
to illustrate how Monash imitated the French general. But ultimately he
criticizes Monash for not having "the calculated audacity of the Corsican." Monash loses either way, either guilty by association in terms of
arrogance and bombast, or by f a h g to match up to the standard.
Lastly, we must look at the issue of Monash's Jewisliness. Like most
ir.1 his class, Bean shared the conventional anti-Semitism of the era. There
is no sense of aggression or paranoia, just a general discomfort with
Monash's Jewish 'difference' which Bean feds impelled to comment
upc 2:
He was born In hlelbo,,~rne,
and was Jewish by race and religion (I: 137)
His Jewish blood gave him an outstanding capacity for tirelessly careful
organization (I\': 562)

the middle-aged, ~ewisll-AustraGancitizen soldier (W: 185)
he was loyal to his clail; at Australian Corps Headquarters l i s personal staff
was Jeivlsh, aad men honoured him for his loyalty (i71: 208)
The key elements here are Bean's focus on "blood" and "clan," repeating
the themes wlich fascinate llim about the ,'iustralian breed.
It is clear from all these nigghg complaints and innuendoes that
Bean's main problem with hlonash is simply that he did not manifest the
Australian 'type' that Bean wanted to celebrate in h s history. Despite the
fact that hlonash spent tlree years of his boyhood in t l ~ ecountLy, his vast
intelligence and bookish pursuits placed bat odds with the image of the
energetic bushinan, and lis Jewishness meant that his obvious abihties
could not be attributed to the 'improving Australian s.tock'. At the same
time, where Bean despairs of Monash's "eMorescent adjectives" in
praising liiis troops and by implication his own command, and decries the

falsity in raising up the Australian soldier as some sort of titan or deinigod,2SBean is unable to see these very qualities 111 his own O$~iu/ Histoy.
Barthes stresses that the importance of themes is that they are iterative;
they repeat tkiroughout a writer's texts. hioreover, as he shows with
Michelet, a writer's beliefs are often unaffected by the 1Gstorical events
they witness: "The Theme resists History" (ilIi~de/ef,201). We can see this
process repeated in Bean's work, where the ideological values that appear
in his earliest work continue to inform the pages of the O@(-inl Histoy.
Bean's preconceptions focus his view of events, and they mould his
historical narrative. The persistence of his beliefs on race and the bush
ethc must then call into question the aetiological value ascribed to these
themes in the O$~.ialHisloy. "Histoly could inflect Michelet's ideology,"
says Ranhes "but it could not change his myths" (Milhelet, 202). The same
can be said for Bean.

In the next chapter I shall look In greater detail at exactly how Bean
constructed his history -- in terms of form, content, and exemplars. And

I shall examine how Bean's preddections and prejudces, includtng those
a p n s t Monash, irrupt in the listoriography as well as in the prose style.

2H Letter to

Gavin Long, 1931; quoted in LIcCarthy, 282.

Content and Form

style is the man is the text itself
TO R E ~ ~LD kof ~Bean's
~ works - his journalism, l i s pamphlets, h s
history -is to appreciate a discernible and dstinctive style to his tvriting.
As a feature journahsc, Bean knew a bit about style. That is not to say he
was a great stylist - but he understood the importance of style as a
means of communicating with a given readership. Style is thus an essential
focus in understanding the illtended audence for Bean's writir.g. I want
to begin by discussing stylistics, particularly in relation to the hermeneutics of hstoriography, and then look more closely at the specifics of the
Bean style.
"Style is a centaur," says Peter Gay, "joining what nature has cl@--1,ed
should be kept apart. It is form and content" (Sole iur Histogi, 3). With h s
epigraph Gay captures the paradox of style: at once elusive and undefinable, but also the very essence of asthetic expressioil. This latter quality
is at the heart of Buffon's seductive bon mot, "Le sple est l'ho?me m2me,"
whch Gay takes as his point of depar~irefor analyzing hstorians' style.
Michel Riffaterre goes further, declaring emphatically "le sole eft le fexfe
m2me" (Tcxt I'i~od~jction,2).
But even if a writer's style can be described and identified, what value
is t h s when it comes to textual hermeneutics? Collingwood sees a
correlation between style and personality:
The style of Herodotus is easy, spontaneous, convincing, That of
Thucydides is harsh, artificial, repellent. In reading Thucjrdides I ask
myself, what is the matter with the man that he writes like that? I answer:
he has a bad conscience. He is trying to justify himself. (Idea ?fhis tot^, 29)

Peter Gay suggests that style can tell us as much as content or f o m ~about
a work. Gay maintains that style is best considered in its narrowest sense,
literary style - the management of sentences, the use of rhetorical
devices, the rhythm of narration:
Gibbon's way of paring phrases, Ranke's resort to dramatic techniques,
Macaulay's reiteration of antitheses, Burckhardt's informal Iction, taken
by themselves, as single instances, mean what they say on the page. They
describe a battle, analyze a political artifice, clxonicle a painter's career, But
once characteristic and habitual - that isJ recognizable elements in the
historian's mode of expression, of lis style - they become signposts to
larger, deeper matters. (Spbit2 hirtoy, 7)

So for example, Gay sees a reflexion of the prosperous and expansive
social. system of the mid-Victorian era in the "bourgeois amplitude of
Macaulay's rhetoric" (Style ii; Hi'toty, 200). At a more personal scale, it can
be seen that hlanniilg Clark's prose frequently recalls the equanimity of
his youthful favourite Eniesiastees. The ironic, gently m o c h ~ gtone is
soothed by the measured and constant flow of the paragraphs. There is
a poise and balance between the abstract thougllts and concrete language.
Alexander IGnglakc on the other hand (whose I~~zlasio~i
oj'the Ciheu is an
important exemplar for Bean) is the epitome of Victorian herarchy and
orde.~.IGnglake's prose proceeds with the stately and rigid purpose of
Lord Cardigan leacfing the Light Cavalry into the Itussian guns. Regardless
of what noun phrases or subordinate clauses interpose themselves, the
sente1:rc advances w~swer-vinglytoward its goal. a l e syntactic and rhetorical flourishes are as opulent yet contained as the jacket of the charging
Cardigan:
He wore the uniform of his old reguneilt, the l l th Hussars; but instead of
dangling loose from tile shoulders, lis pelisse - richly burthened in front
wit11 gold lace -was worn closely put on like a coat, and did not break or
mitigate the rigid outline of hls figure. (11': 353)

111 t h s vein it is tempting to obsen-e that Bean writes from the very
trenches. The mud sucks his boots, it flecks the lens of his telescope, it
oozes into his prose. The o.=casionalattempts at sybaritic expression
strain the fabric of the syntax.
give
The opening sentences of the first volume of the Oji~iu/l-Iisrop
an immediate appreciation of the Bean style:
On tile 30th July, 1914, a cablegran in secret cipher from the British
Government to the Government of Australia informed it that there was
imminent danger of w x . It was not necessary to indicate the enemy. (1: 1)
T h ~ is
s quintessential Bea,~,direct and dramatic, with just a hint of grammatical insrability. Bean's prose style is quite distinctive, a curious mixture
of pithy narrative and periphrastic repetitions. Sentences can be rnemorable either for their vivid description or their syntactic fallacy. Most
important is the text's reflexive ability to lctate form through content.
Bean's 1907 series on 'Austraha' in the s_Ydtiie_yr\/forrhg ;-lcrdd gives an
early insight into his unique rhetoric, stylistics and poetics, foreshadowing
that of h s later work as official historian. The first thng to notice about
Bean's poetics is how the writing is mimetic of the very ideas it exprcsses,
offering a meta-dscursive emphasis of content. T h s is most clearly seen
in the shlfting gound and hection of the narrative voice. Throughout
his career Bean tended to refer to hunself in the tlird person: 'the writer',
'the author', ?he official correspondentp,occasionally as %em', and often
simply as 'he'. Matters become more complicated when Bean as writer is
dso a subject in the narrative. Here the use of the third person functiotls
to imply that the prejulces of the inlvidual are somehow disassociated
from the r-~leof the writer. GEtrard Gerlette has considered in tepth the
permutations of writer, narrator and actor in h s treatise Namutive

Dis-

course; utz esJq in method. Cenette suggests that choice of writing oneself in

the first or third person is not simpl~ra grammatical or rhetorical decision,
but a choice of 'narrative posture' (244). More than merely an exchange
of verbal voicing, it radically alters the focalization of action.

Three i~~stances
will serve to illustrate tlis effect in Bean's writing.
The first of Bean's SMH series begins thus: "On December 7,1904, the
writer of these articles was on board one of the great mail steamers h a t
ply from the old country to the new.. .". The passage continues wit11 a
reverie by the writer of the "!and in which his early youth had been
spent." Tile long opening paragraph finally culminates in the revelanon
of the narrative 'I7: "this and little more relnained to the writer of that vast
mysterious land from which tomorrow's break would at last lift the vril.
And so, on rhis night of aU :lights, I slept on deck." In the next paragraph
Bean moves into the second person, with the obsonraticn, 'You can hear
only the silver laughter of the w:ivelets as they slap the sides."
This piece sholrrs Bean in full fight, encouragmg the reader to reenilct the journey he himself has made; from the unknown to the known,
from exterior to interior, from obscurity to farnhaiity. With the subject
matter and ship board scenario, we can detect a strong influence of
Conrad. The same topos of dual voice and idenaty, whch is chkracteristic
of Conrad and the inonlent of post-coloniality, is also apparent in Bean.
The plurality of narratorial voices is a rhetorical representation of his
ideological position as both an imperialist and an Australian patriot. Bcan
also exploits this duahty in writing his impressions of Australia from
dnfkrent perspectives at the same time: as both a 'new chum' and a
returned native.
In the O@iurrl Histoy Bcan is more constrained. Notwithstandmg the
variety of his own views, and his peculiar position as a ci~rhancaught
between the traops and staff, he recognizes that he has a comnissioned
role to play. In the Prefaces to the first and third edtions, and in the
Introduction to the first volume, he speaks of llimself entirely in the
"he
abstracted tligd person: "To the writer has been given the pri~~ilege";
is indebted"; "he dedicates"; and so 011. Tlxs device is largely to iterate the
perceptioil of critical &stance and promote an objectivist air, and is a
common convention in prefaces and introductions of the era. The

The ~*tog'
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practice is similarly followed by the h e other writers oi+volumesin the

Ofl~iaIHisfop.
Bean also appears as a dran~~fis
permm in his six volumes. For
example, when Genera! Bridges requests Bean to publish a letter on his
behalf explaining why certain men had been discharged: "he asked the
official war correspondent to write to the Australian newspapers.. ." (I:
129). Another occasion involves Bean's interference in the promotion of
hionash in early 1918, where he refers to himself aseht"'
correspondent, Bean" or simply "Bean"

(1'1:

senior Xustr&an

188,196-7). Bean's intrigue

in t h s affair did not reflect altogether positively on him, and as we shall
see below, he writes about it with dirticulry. Nevertheless, the remove of
the third person voice here enables Bean to continue lis narrztive in a
seamless faslim, without too much reflexive strain. The overall impression created by the third person posture is of a parallel voice. Given that
this phenomenon occurs mostly1 in the prefiaces, it takes on a framing
aspect, encouragng an illbsion of impartiality, which to a mcjdern ear
seems overly artificizl.
*-

During his career, it was not so much Bean's narrative poetics that came
under scrutiny, as his style and rhetoric. Bean was universall~rsdrnired for
his ~nethodcalapproach, his attention to detad, and his co~~.,mitrnent
to
witnessing the action a t the front line: "Oh Bean," Ashmead Bartlett is
often reported as saying,"I think Bean counts the bullets." Yet despite the
recogmtion of h s factual accuracy, the most coinmon assessment of
Bean's wartime correspsndence was that he was boring. T h s was
cert&nly the opinion of many newspaper editors during the war, who
periodcally ignored Bean's despatches because they ddn't correspond to
received conventions for heroic eulogy of 'our boys in action'.28 The
Bean notes it1 lais diary (30th Sep. 1915) that the Age and Argtlshad written to say
that they no longer wished to publish his despatches because "they are of insufficient
interest to them." The papers dtd later resume accepting corresponder~t'sreports from
Eean, though ~ i d Lmtermittentiy,
y
often preferring the independent Reuters articles and
78

Rz~IIefi~r's
'Red Page' (7th Oct. 1915) criticizrmd Bean's prose as "detached
and impersonal," suggesting B e ~ nhad "a padlock on lis soul.. .Such a
man could do algebra wlde Rome $.a

1:

:ring." At one stage the Bzc//etir~

complained that Bean's leaden repGril. \yere costing Australia new e d s t rnents because, "The commuiric:~tionsfrom the official correspondent
have been colourless and no

C'ISP'S

pulse has been quickened bp

them" (1 5th Mar. 1917). The Ac,;:,:
(22116 Apr. 1915) compared his writk g to a bank-clerk's ledger. General Monash described Bean's account of
the battle of Messines in 2918 as "the apotheosis of banality" (Serle,
rMondsh 292).
Bean took such criticisms of h s work very hard, though he largely
kept lis disappointments to himself. In particular, Bean's accounts suffered in comparison with those of the independent British correspo~ldent

Ellis Ashmead Bartlett. It had been Ashmead Bartlett's initial despatch
from Gallipoli, reprif~tedin Australian papers on 8th May 1915, that so
galvanized public opinion in Britain and the dominions to the 'glorious
deeds' of the .Anzacs.?"In Australia men were reported arriving at recruiting stations in May 1915 clutching the famous despatch which had so
inspired them (Gammage, .Bmketz 17eur.s,13). Bean maintained an eq~uvocal
attitude to his colleague cuin rival; a mixture of envy and dlsdain. The
or' his representation of
Australian prided himself on the 'truthf~~lness'
t scrupulous: "Ashmead
events, and believed the Englishman !.vas l ~ oas
B;;L:lett makes it a little difficult for one by

h15

exaggerations" ("Diary',

26th Sep. 1315). Benn is widely praised for h s standard of veracity in war
reportage. Looking back, his scber and r~edculouscables make the hyperbole and effusive rhetoric of h s colleagues appear U e mere propaganda

iP1 comparison. Not that Bean was entirely objective. He certainly saw the

such like, wilicl.1 thougll less authi>ritati'r~e,
made better copy.
" Tlie Aip.i ran the report under the headline "A~.ustraliansat Dardanelles: Thrilling
Deeds of Heroism." See especially Fewster, 'Ellis -isl-mead Bartlett and the making of
the Anzac legend'.
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Australians in a different light to other troops, and this attitude persisted
:In the Qjki-ialHzi-tor~1,as evidenced by the followil~gshrill assessment of
the Gallipoli campaign: "never in history WAS a campaign richer in pure
heroism and conscious self-sacrifice" (11: 906).
On leaving G h p o l i , Ashmead Bartleit undertook a world-wide
lecture tour and subsequently published a number of books, includmg
Despatc/3esfrom the Durd~7~~bks
(1915) and The C7ncrtzsored Dardanel/e~(1928).
Bean, on the other hand, rut~udyacknowledged that his own approach
was udkely to land many publishtng contracts: "I have a suspicion that
I t e spoilt my chances of ever being some day tolerably well off." Yet in
a eulogy on the occasioil of ,Askmead Eldrtlett's death, Bean conceded
that, "the tradition of the Anzac lai~dingis probably more: influenced by
partlett's] hrst story than by all the other accounts that have since been
written."" Apart from the hint of envy in ths, Bean is indulging in a bit
of false modesty here. Whatever Xshrnead Bartlett's role in the 'tradtion
of the lanhg', Bean's writings have been the most influentid in generating the myth and tradition of Anzac as a wl~ole.
As well as deahlg with unflattering comparisons of h s writing, Bean
had to suffer the censor culling his efforts. On learning that hts account
of the withdrawal from Anzac had lost much to the censor's blue pencil,

Bean was dismayed:
T1is was like an unexpected shrapnel shell in the pit of the stomach. T)..::
despatch on w h c h I had poured out more care than anytling sl,SE of
which I have written here - the only chance one has had of even
attempting to rival Bartlett's work. (Diary', 26th Dec. 1715)

Like all war correspondents Bean was forced to self-censor his work for

security, but the obverse was anathema to him. Bean would never slip in
a bayonet charge to spice up his stoq~,never take gross licence with the

facts for the sake of good copy. His defence, comlrLtted to his diary, is

often mobilized as sufficient rebuttal to critics of his wartime correspondence:
I can't write that [somet!ing] occurred if I know tlzat it did not, even if by
painting it tl~atway I could rouse the blood and inake the pulse beat
faster.. .\XTarCorrespondcizts have so habitually esaggerated the heroisin
of battles that people don't realize that the reai actions are heroic. ('Diary',
26th Sep. 1915)~'

Readers remained dvided throughout the war, yet Bean did not change
h s style. ' I h s attitude remained wlien he came to write the O~i~i~7l.f:Iistoty.
Here of course the expectations ivere different. The desire for 'thrfing
accou~lts'yields to req1i.t-ementsfor 'sober judgements,' and in many ways
Bean found l h s e l f on the other side of the fence. Where his correspolident's reports were ignored during the war in comparison with others
because they disappointed the tabloid readerslip, Bean's ~rcrnacular

0V;~iaIHis.rdoybecame a modest publishing success.
Among tile reviews of the first volume, the New Sfotesnlatz (29th Apr.
1922) notes that Bean's access to battlefield conversations and 1Gs
researches into private diaries "gives a quality to kiis book wlnich is laclclng

it3 aU other official hrstories; it makes it, indeed, the most readG?L/eOfficial
FIistory that the war has yet produced." General Sir Ian Haildton iia the

h1utz~*/?ester
Gz/rirdiu~l(20th Feb. 1922) was of the same opillion: "Tb c style
is simple and straightfo'ollvard. Every sentence means sometlling." The
most complimeiltary notice appeared in the $~.ltle_yiVloi-t~itgHerald (28th
Oct. 1921): "The detail does not obscure or c o n f ~ ~ sthe
e picture, the
co~lclusionsarc supported by orenvhelmng evidence; the interest is
sustained from tile beginning to the et~d."
Others, however, were less impressed. The Times Lteray St<pp/tt~zejzt
suggested that as Volume I progresses to descriptiocs of the fighting at
the Landmg, "the story falls far below the very high standard of the
See Winter (''AIT;~.
Book: a renpprais~!', 60-6!), for e.c?dencc that tlis passage is a
later interpolation ill the diany and 'l'hornsor~'~
refutation (A*.~aci2Iemoties,
246, n.31).

opening and general chapters." The Ap4.r (5th Nov. 1921) asked why
kstory cannot be both accurate u/~irtlh~teresung,
noting that, "hlr. Bean is
at his best when a description grips hun and leads kun to omit unilecess a q d e t ~ d . "The
~ ~ Argu, reviewer also complained that, "the opening
volume causes some disappointment, because of certain deficiencies in
the writing."

The /lt;pts was not the fist to have made such criticisms. \Vhen the
publisl~erGeorge Robertson saw the drafts of the first volume in April

1920 he ddn't like what he saw. He wrote to Arthur Jose to express lis
concerns:
m e n Bean handed me the MS. I only looked at the fist par, wlich of its
h d is good enough. On the follo~vingSunday night I read the first chapter
- and did not get to sleep until 4 a.m! He told me his secretary had come
up to Sydney and got on the bust (sic). Is it any wo~lder?Only that: the
wherewithal was lacking and the pubs closed, I'd have done the same! Bean
is what our dear friend Henry Lawson calls 'a ~ a n t e n v r i t e a n d c a n t . ' ~ ~

After stewing on the business fox some two months Robertson then
wrote to Bean saying, "I regret to have to tell you thar: Chapter I. of your

Official History simply dismayed me' (Letter 3). iZccordLng to Robertson,
Bean's writing was "slipshod journalistic talk, mnisconceit~cdand misbegotten." Bean responded to Robertson's letter admitting his "mortification"
at the criticism, but counting himself fortunate nevertheless to have "a
publisher so conscientious and a friend so courageous" to write such

Reviews of the various volumes of O ~ i k d H i s t aare
~ accessioned at the ;\ustralinn
war blemorial as: -1\YT\138,3DRL 8043.
33 Letter 1, 'Robertson Correspondence'; Private collecdon. The correspondence
consists of a sequence of twenty-five letters concerned .with the drafting and editing of
the Official History, covering the period 19th April I920 to 23rd Aiay 1921. .Is
Robertson writes to George Swinbume, 3.P (Letter 25): "I have made a copy of ail the
papers ill comection with the affair." I thank 'Tony Barker for making the Robertson
Correspondence available to me. Barker's accolmr of the tensions between Bean and
Robertson was published as, 'Fighting words / IWords at war'. The Australian magazine,
20/21 ,April, 1996: 44-47.

things in the hrst place. He promised to rework tlre draft so that Robertsorl bilould "not be ashamed" for h s readers (Letter 4).
This correspondence took place in July 1920. When in Marcl1 the
following year Robertson finally saw the proofs of the first volume, he
was convinced Bean had "undertaken a task beyond his po\vers" (Letter

5). Robertson feared that publication of the material as it stood '\vould
expose the Commonwealth to derision," and considered declining to
publish the work at all. He demanded the text be subject to stylistic
revision by a literary expert. When Bean dug in his heels, Xiobertson used
h s influence with George Swinburne hf.P. to have the matter raised in
Cabinet (Letters 9,10).
At this stage the Prime Minister Billy I-Iugl~esintervened. Having
perused the drafts, Hughes summoned Bean to Melbourne to give iGin
his views. A chastened Bean then wrote to the publishers saying that
"after conference with Mr. Hughes" he would recast the fist chapter
(Letter 13). Bean had spent much time with Hughes during the Prime
Minister's wartime sojourn in Europe and his visits to the front - the
'Little Digger' obviously commanded more respect and influence wit11
Bean than dtd a mere publisher. I-Iughes agreed with Robertson that thc
test should be forwarded to a literary editor, and by consensus of opinion
Thomas George Tucker, a retired professor of classical philology was
selected.
Be.xr, *'l1 rejected the thought of anyone 'editing' h s work, however,
anc *I--. led P~bertsonthat if he were rlot ic; have the final say over
the

?:I,

.-I would regretfully tender my resignation to the hfinister"

(Letter 18). 'flis was a game of bluff and double bluff. Bean saw liobertson's demnands as a kind of censorslip, somethmg he was detcrtnined
never to suffer again. The same attitude was taken by Harry Gullett, the
writer of Volume VII, \v110 was likewise leaned upon by the publisher to
submit his drafts to the literay edttor. "I will have notling to do with
Tucker," he wrote to Bean indignantly. "I-Ie is full of literary quality, but

warm as a frozen fish." Gullett finished his letter unequivocally stating,
"The sirnple fact is that I cannot, and d not, have Tucker rneddhg with
the Light Horse story."34
As it was, after many ietters and much negotiation, both Bean and
Gtdiett eventually resigned themselves to indulging Tucker's scrutii~j~.
In

May 1921 'Trcker assessed Bean's work as follows:
It is 'high-falutir,' in tone and temper, inflated in style, and rather puede
in general. Its espressiotl is often unfit, and sometimes sheerly ungram-

matical.35

Bean's writerly pride was sorely pricked, but he nevertheless aclinowledged "the advantages to be gained from a critical revision, by some
capable literary friend." His eventual response was typical of his warmhearted generosity: "Really Professor Tucker's work is excellent.. .His
corrections are one long lesson to me in the nicety of English." Bean
publicly r e c c e z e d 'Tucker's involvemei-at in the Preface to the first
edition (albeit obliquely), and privately wrote to him to acknowledge the
professor's role in the positive critical reception of the ~ i s t o r y . ' ~
Everyone was satisfied, and the reading public none the wiser.
Prior to Barker's 1996 article, there was no discussion of the st~uggle
between publisher and writer. The only pubiisl~edcomment on Tucker's
job of massaging Bean's writing into dgestible prose has been benign.

''

Gullett-Bean correspondence, 1st June 1920; .113lrI 38,SDRL 7953/item 8. Gullett
coinmunicated to Bean his eventual acquiescence in a letter dated 17th LIay 1922.
Professor Tucker's report on Bean's prose style is Letter 16, 9th May 1921:
henceforth 'Report'.
"For the purpose of a Fial revision of the proofs the assistance was obtained of
Prof;~ssorT.G. Tucker, C.M.G., Ltt.D. 13s work, of value to the nation, and the public
spirit wh.1~11induced h m to undertake it, the writer desires here warmly to acknowledge." Preface to filst edition, T'olutne I.
Bean wrote to Tucker on 30 Llarch 1922 saying, "I never read a review without
realizing that the appreciation is, in a large manner, due to your work." LiLX%I 3 8 , 3
DRL 6673/204-1.

Arthur ;iazley, in his memoir on the writing of the Op~iaIF ~ ~ J J(246),
Io?~
blithely observes that -.vhen Robertson suggested Tucker read the drafts
"Bcan agreed to dxs proposal." He recounts Freddy Cutlack's (author of
vol. ~ 1 1 1 )anger at Tucker's comments, but only Bean's warn1 acceptance
of the editor's involvement. hlcCarthyYsbiography likewise sn~oothsover
the tense negotiations. In the introduction to UQ13's reprint series, P.A.
Pederesen briskly remarks that "literary experts ensured lucidity of test"
(111:

xxxiv).
One of the most interesting aspects of the whole affkir and the

atterrdant correspondence is the battle of wdls benveen Robertson and
Bean. ' f i e jolly, brusque publisher versus the dogged, polite historian. As
much as he ccmplained of Bean to his various correspor~dentsthro1.1ghout the negotiations, Robertson obviously enjoyed his role of publishing
mandarin. He revelled in the gamesrnatlship of batthng the egos of his
writers, and rather gleefdly referred to the editorial process as 'tucke~ing'.
Robertson had years of experience dealing with the likes of Henry
Lawson - in compariso~lto whose wiles Bean was a relative novice.
Having secured the services of Tucker together with Bean's acquiescence,
Robertson ther, wrote to Bean sayi~ghow delighted he =<;as with the
arrangement - and couldn't help adding the fbllo\s.lng:
Had it fallen out othenvise, I itltended to infornl hjir. Pearce pli~listerfor
Defence] that on publication of vour first volume I should endeavour to secure its withdrawal from sale by causing the matter to be fdly discussed in the
House of Representatives. See what you nexly brought me to! (Letter 24)
Bean's modesty swallowed tlis last attack along with the others, and he
e
and hrst chapter
got on wit11 the job. But the relv~itingof t l ~ introductioll
in fact had major implications for the suvcture and overall impression of
the O@(ia/his tor^)^. The textual and political implications of the 'affair' as well as just who had the last laugh -are dealt with more substa:ltidy

in the following chapter, where I compare the original drafts against the

e ~ e i ~ t upublished
al
volumes and trace the history of some 'tuckerklg'.
OLsen~erssuch as Robertson, Tucker and the Argu reviewer have
ob\lous justificatiol~for their assessments of the literary quaky of Bean's
syntax and expression. But this aspect of Bean's writing has been largely
outside the concerns of historians and other writers who have worked
from Bean's accounts. They have addressed themselves largely to the
'factual accuracy' &%'inter,

Robson), or the cultural politics (Inghs,

LVilliams), or the latent icieology (Gerster, Andrews) in the O@~z'alHi~tory.
Od~7Green has directly addressed the prose style of the text:

Bean's style is simple, direct and lucid, bat stripped rather bare; it is
ififormed, hotvever, by the greatness of lis subject arid by his deep but
Literatzire 1900- 1950, 16)
disciplined enthusiasm. (At/~-tralhla
Apart from these perceptive conlments by Green, other writers have
mostly confined tl~ernselvesto admiring Bean's narrative skill, Ely says
that "Be;ln knew very well how tofr~znzea narrative," and Gerster sees him
sirmdating drama "with the s k d of a novelist."37 Even Tucker acknowledged that, "Mr Bean is at h s best when he is simply setting forth a
course of events. I-Ie has a real gift for clear and orderly narrative"
('Report').
The problem with the Histo9 is that very often Bean is not 'simplp
setting forth a course of events'; and in this regard Tucker is not so
generous. In l i s assessment deli-iered to Robertson, Tucker suggested
that Bean's syntactic argument suffered from a "loose stringing together"
(Report). "He appears to find much virtue in a dash," and his punctr~ation
"calls for a rex~isionthroughout." Tucker hastened to add that the
weaknesses could be quickly amended by a professional, but he advised
Robertson that "I doubt whether the writer could dscover and correct
them for himself."

37

Ely, 'The first -Anzac Day,' 55; Gerster, Big-notiq, 665.

Time proved the fears well-founded. Professor Tucker worked o n all
the published volumes of the Hi.rtory unul1930, when he left for Europe.
Subsequently, without the smoothing hand of a literary editor, Bean's
grammar and syntax relapsed into its old faults. 'Too often in the later
volumes the 'ivriting gets away from him. Sentences are conrroluted, paragraphs dsjointed. Frequently the subjects of main and relative clauses are
opposed, and rhetorical interjections haphazardly interpolated. Geoffrey
Serle writes that in the late 1930s Bean tvorked under pressure and
without much support. His first draft for the sixth volume was scribbled
o n the back o f the page proofs of volume V, and ominously, "remained
largely intact" (UQP, TI: xix). Upon seeing the drafts for volume ITTin
1932, the British official historian General Sir Jaales Edmonds wrote to
Bean saylng they "do not seem to be up to the standard of your previous
published volumes."3s The foliowing paragraphs illustrate how those
faults tvlrich Tucker had aimed to correct crept back into the text:
But dangerousljr weak though Haig's army was when attacked in immense
force es an extended line with otlly 18 divisions in reserve, yet the total
preponderance of German strength in the West was not so great that the
combined Anglo-French reseive (57 divisions) should not, if wisely placed
and controlled, have been sufficient to stop Ludeildorffs thrust, possibly
on the S o m e line, b11t at all events without the extremes of haste,
confusion, and anxiety that acrually attended its use. (V: 665)
And from volume VI:
This was a small group, mainly of staff or others closely associated with
headquarters -but including several of the most prominent and honoured
names in the force -who since its earliest days had been associated with
General White, and who recognised, as others had 110 opportunity of
doing, not merely the brilhailce of his inteliect but the nobility of his
character and the outstanding part - far beyond that of any other lcader
- that (as chief-of-staff first to Bridges atad then to Birdwood) he had
pl~yedin building up tile Austmltan Imperial Force. (1'1: 195)
-.

Edmonds to Bean, 2nd Sept. 1932 (.-i\Y13138,3 DRL 7953, itern 34).

Such passages would pass for bad parodes of Henry James or Proust.
And it is not merely a case of the occasional sleepy nod, as I-Iorace
obsenred of Homer - any casual reading of these last volumes will
expose passages which would have benefitted from dlscrete 'tuckerit~g'.
The second example from volume vr is particularly representative in
that it illustrates t l ~ etendency of Bean's prose to founder when the writer
is dealing with a delicate subject. This particular quotation is from the
section detailing the rise of hlonash to the colrimand of the A.I.F. in Map
1918. Bean drstrusted Monash, who he thought had schemed for the
position, and he believed Brudnell \Vlrite had been unjustly overlooked.
Bean hmself is prominent among 'the small group'. This chapter in the

History was obviously difficult for him to write, especially owning up to
his own vain intrigues in dssuading the Government from appointing
hfonash. The convoluted syntax continues on the following page: "It may
be safely premised that, if those who were endeavouring to unseat hirn
had known the life story of John Monash, no voice would have been
raised against his appointment even if some continued to doubt - as
indeed they Inay do to this day - whether in all possibilities it was the
best" (YI: 198).

*
The basic problem of Beanss graintnar is revealed by a simple typological
a~ial~rsis:
there are too many adjectives, and not enough nouns and verbs.
The table below gives colqparative percentages froin samples of prose
taken from throughout Bean's six volumes, frorn ClarYs last nvo volumes
(covering the same period as Bean), together with passages from I<inglake's Invasios ofthe ~

~ f 1 1 e a ~ ~

'9 The sample consists of seven passages from Bean, five from Clark, and three frorn
Kulglake - overer 3000 words iil all. To create a balance, the passages range from battle
description to political analysis, and across voiumes. In any event, no marked
differences are obsenred across sample types of one author.

percentages of total words by select grammatical class

Bean

Clark

ICingla ke

As tlis data shows, Clark has the most concrete language, wit11 the highest proportion of nouns and b t e verbs, and least number of descriptors.
ICingIake 1s distinguished by the most participles (ancl gerunds also). Bean
can be seen to use the least nouns and verbs, and the most adjectivcs,
resulting in 2n excess of descriptioii and a deficit of action. That is, as the
sentences get longer they acquire a surfeit of descriptars 111 proportion to
fillite verbs. The syntactic tveight on the main clause is too great, and the
writing becomes turbid and disjointed.

Upon reading Tucker's corrections, ijean acknowledged a 'jerkicess
of style' in his own work, whereby he had ''ignored the necessaq7
connection" between

statement^.'^ This tendency can be idennisd in his

frequent use of paratasis, whereby subordinate 2nd co-ordn~t-eclauses
are joined without conjunctions. Paratasis is common enough ir_ 1,atin
and Greek, but less so in Et~glish.Traditionally, the effect is terseness and
cotnpression. \Yritll Bean it sustains the nodon that much i; happening
simultaneously, as in these examples from volume IV:
With the thaw, this comparative trai~quillitybecame much more pronounced, artillery obsen-ers being unable to see their targets. (I\.: 43)

""iary

entq- quoted in AlcCaxthy, Cai'h)oli t o the SOPI~IIP,
382.

The movement was to begin at S o'c!ock, the companies advancing to right
and left of the village respectively, the centre compzny engaging it wlule
they were drawing round. (TV:348)
But parties were organised spontaneously, men eagerly following the most
vigorous officers and N.C,O's. (I\,: 854)
Bean conlpoilnds the effect by having dfferent subjects iu apposing
clauses, but denying the second subject a finite verb.
Bean's verbal usage is further complicated by a tendency to place t!ic

main verb late in the syntactic argument. H e builds up a scenario in order
to prove his point in the final cadence of his n~ainclause. The head o f the
sentence is thus cluttered with prepositional phrases, noun phrases,
adverbial phrases, subordinate clauses and the like. The main verb (underlined) lingers towards the end:
The tension at this point, the tremendous fire \vhicl~had been maintained
there night and day since the landing, the heavy fight of Tuesday, the
constailt local attacks and the estrerne watchfulness of the enemy, had
prevented the digging of a trench system. (I: 579)
An hour later, while the field artillery was sul! playing on the I.iindenburg
parapets and the "heaviesJyon Dullecourt :und Riencourt; after a rernilant
of the brigades had straggled in,the machhe-gunuers of the 4th by a brave
effort bringing wid~them two of their sixteen guns; wide the line of
wsuaded, followed by shells from some German battexy, was trailing like
a string of ants across the open to the rear - :here suddenly appeared,
slowly retu niilg from the sector .,f the Hindenburg Line captured that
:
morning by the 12th B~igade,about 150 men. ( i ~ 338-9)
Pared of its subordinate clauses and peripheral d e t d s , the bones of this
sentence can be rerldered thus: 'An hour later, a b o r ~ 150
t men appeared.'
This passage too becomes more interestitig when properly contextualized.
I t is part of the description of rhe battle of First Bullecourt, llthA p d

1917. T h e L U e s have occupied the Germans' front trenches, but are
facing strong resistarice. T h e subserjilent G e m x n counter-attack is

successfd and results in the capture of stranded Australian troops. Here
is Bean's response to the unfoldng scenaric.:
many onlookers with a cold shock realised they were watchitlg for the fist
time the surrender of a number of Australian soldiers. (I\': 338)
As in the dscussion of Mollash's ascendancy (quoted above), Bean's
dascomtbrt 111 l i s subject matter expresses itself in the syntax. Indeed, it
can be argued that stylistic faltering is a reliable s i p f i e r of unease wit11 a
particular event or subject. In

&S

circumstance the embarrassment of

surrend~rseems to bring on Bean's unwieldy syntax: he doesn't know
quite what to say, nor how to say it. But after clumsily bringing the '150
men' into the frame, the contrast is nxrked. 111one short, sharp statement
WC

meet the heroes: "They were the 48th BattJon." ?his sort of drama t-

ic narrative punctuates the tesc at regular intervals, and saves Bean from
being unreadable."
Another sipficatlt aspect of Bean's style is his indecisiveness. Bean
will rarely say anythng of importance that he does not immedately
qualify. He uses numerous tags, 1.i~
'for the most part', 'as far as possible',
'except', 'hardly', 'in general', and so on:
a people reared in conditions closer to pure democracy than any other
nation, with the possible exception of the Swiss (W: 1094)

units recruited chiefly from the great cities were, at one time or another,
probably unequalied in the force (\'I: 1080)
Bean is such a slave to Rankean objectivity that, rather thzn appear
biased, he usually avoids stating any concrete position at all.
Bean's dedication to accurate and exhaustive detail is often at the
expense of narrative rhytiim and style. Where others mighr condense

??le passage bears a close resemblance to an earlier sequence in Egypt: "Th-n out
of the mirage came a line of men, all unnatarally tall, all ru1111'ig. They were the 9th
Battalion" (I: 131j.
41
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d e t d to preserve the clarity of the story, f ~Bean
r the detail is the story.
Consider the apology with ~vhich\Vinston Churchill prefaces h s account
of the Gahpoli landmg:
It would not be fitting here to recount the feats of artns which signalized
the day. To do them justice a whole volume would be required: each Beach
deserves a chapter; each battalion a page.42

In the end, Churchill gives one chapter to the seven beaches of the i U e d
landmg: a few pages to the British and French at Cape Helles, and a page
to the Australians at Anzac Cove. Bean's motives are entirely different; 14s
whole purpose is to recount those "feats of arms," and that one 'day'
consumes the bulk of h s fist volume, concluding only as the All~es
establish their beachhead. Something like 250 pages are devoted to one
beach alone, Anzac Cove; and brigades, even battalions, are accorded
whole chapters. Every yard of ground is covered in text. Occasionally in
the Histoy Bean lets hlmself go, with a chapter about diplomacy, or
trench systems, or "the Diggers". But for the most part, once the fighting
begins, there are endless descriptions of h7 :d-to-hand combat, trench
raids, and bomb throwing.
From a totally different perspective, it is possible to imagine Bean's
prose as a brilliant metaphor of battle itself. Imagine the position of a
participaci in the fighting. From moment to moment he connects only to
what is immedate and apparent to himself. Bean's narrative lens on the
battlefield is spnchronic rather than diachronic. I-Ie takes the position of
an

it:

sit14 observer, not the dstant perspective of the staff 'at the back'.

Thus, w i t h a single syntactic structure the proliferation of data encourages h e per~cptionof eveqtling happening at once. This, surely, is how
most participants conceived of the action. Bean said as much h s e l f :
"the principle adopted has been to tell at first only so much of the whole
situation as was known to those whose action is describedyy(Writing the

42

Churcld, The UIJor/dCrisis 1911-18, Part I1 - 1915; vol. 11: 754.

Australian Official Histon', 104). In recreating actual battle circutnstallces
then, the prose is remarkable.
T h e same realization car? be made of another o f Bean's idiosyncrasies,
l i s tendency t o place the verb before the subject, thereby imrerring the
standard Subject-Verb-Object

ordel of Englisl~.This gives a sense of

revelatior?. and epiphany. In long sentei-xes the subject is shuslted t o the
end like a German participle, as in the Bullecourt pAssage quoted above.
The noun emergng from tile ~ u i nof syntax b e c ~ n l e sho~nologousto the
150 men of the 48th Brigade appearing through the smoke of No-M'an's
Land. Nevertheless, such an interpretation is somewhat u.ndercut by
observing exactly the same tendencies in Bean's pre-war writing.43 I t is
more often appropriate, though less appeahng, to see thc prose as turgid,
and the 1iarrati.c-eobscure.

A final l ~ o kat an important passage from the 0Ji~inIt.Jisfoly will
suffice t o conclude this analysis:
The horror of knowing that a mate - ius living body the prey of flies and
ants -is being slowly done to death w i t h nvo nlinutes succour to wlich,
without mnilitary disadvantage, he could be brought, is less present to distant
staffs than to officers and men in the h e , as was estimated (though doubtless only after severe internal conact) as a trifle when balanced against the
mighty issues at stake; yet the memory of such horrors ltllgering in nlilhons
of ~nindsunquestionably leads sometimes, in the long run, to results beside
which even the great war-time issues may seem unimportant. (111: 4-10!
Bean is almost saying somethng important here; that the indvidual is
more significant than the cause, and that victory can never assuage the
pain and horror of an unnecessary death. But the power of the statement
is lost in the quagmire of words and grammar.

*
Cf. this passage from The Drea:/t~otghtoJ"f/,e Darling, (19): "Far away by itsciCacross
the West, througlgh tl~ehuge 1,U00,000-acre nuls or little 20,000-acre homestead leases,
down the middle of tile :ort of country and amongst the sort of people of wluch these
chapters tell, runs -or at 2ny rate straggles, for the greater part of every year - for
2,000 miles or so - the Darling River."

It is perhaps too easy to pick holes in Bean's prose, given the scale of the
project. It is conversely just as easy to admire the dedtcation and stanlina
i i ~ ~ ~ o lin~ completing
~eci
the mammoth undertaking. 'The vast bulk of the
writing is relatively lucid and free of grammatical inconsistencies, in which
'style' is hardly an issue But the cultural sipficance of the Oji~iillHisto9
demands that we assess every aspect of it. And so, arguments about
Bean's style are important in terms of understanding readers7responses
to the text.
Bean knew very well the role he had to play. H e was entrusted with
the nation's heritage, and must produce a document worthy of its honour.
His work would be subject to the scrutiny of review: in the press, in the
academy, in the barracks. But most of all, the intended audtence was his
very subject matter, the men of the A.I.F. He was therefore absolutely
correct to eschew a dry,bureaucratic style (characterized bp other official
histories), just as he was wise not to attempr. a literary style (which as
Tucker observed, would have been beyond him). We tried to write in a
manner that would not offend any of llis projected readerships, and in
this he was largely successful.
That he too often stumbled is therefore a great pity, for it makes the

Histop dfficult to read other than in short doses. T h s is not necessarilj7
a problem for those xvho want to read a few pages of a particular
engagement, to relive the exploits of a relative or fiiend. Nor

to

a mdrtary expert looking for d e t d of troop mol-ements or chronology.
But for the general reader, the OJkiuI Histoy ofAr'/sfra/Zaitz the IVur of
1913-18 is too often a chore.
Ironically, Bean's con\-oluted expression is utterly contradtctory to hts
a\-owed determination "never, if possible, to write a sentence whch could
not be understood by, say, a housemaid of average intelligence." Leaving
aside the sexism and class snobbery here, t h s statement confirms the
principle wlich both saved and ruined Bean's prose: it is simultaneously
anti-intellectual, and yet patronizing of those with ordy 'average jntelli-

gence.' You can't have ic both ways, and Bean frequently loses on each
punt. The conseque~lceis that many readers, k~cludingreviewers 2nd
ac~demics,have not read the Iiisforji 'through', as D r Tohnson wodd say.
Thus Bean the man, and his text, are victims of his style.

the historian's apprenticeship
De Certeau has said that historiograph7 has an ambivalent status of both
'producing htstory' and 'telling stories' (IVm'fii~g
3Cl-Ji~~top,
87). Historians
have always wrestled with each others' facts and the constructioll of
hstory. More recently literarrr and cultural critics have turned their gaze
on narrative poetics as an equally valid area of enquiry for histonography.
11s Hayden \Vhlte argues, "narrative discourse, far from being a neutral
~raxhurnfor the representation of historical events and processes, is the
very stuff of a mythical view of reality" (The Cotztent uttd the Form, ix).
From the moment of its publication, the O$~ial Hisfory dAi./stra/iu it2

the Ivar OJf.1914-18 was considered unique in the annals of rmlrrary Iis tory.
Specifically, this distinctness relates to the Hi~~foy's
extraordulaqr d e t d ,
but mostly to a perceived radical strategy of leaving the staff room to
place its gaze on the front-line troops: "It has been remarked to the point
64). ).he
of clichC that this is a history of dlr: man at the front" (Big-t~ofi~zg,
reviews were quick to make these points: "'As a war record the book is in
a class by itself'; "No other hstoqr of that terrible day will ever be written

so exhaustive and minutely accurate as ths"; "it was time that some
Official History should present the 'front-line' point of view and counteracr the efforts of the 'back-area' apologsts." H a d t o n ' s view sums up
these comparisons:

the whole of the actioil is cast on intensely indwidualist lines as contrasted
..vitl~those ir,echanical mox-ements of anonyncus masses wlGc11 stupefy 1:s
in the war histories of the
But in spite of the remarkability of Bean's !istoriography, there has been
n o s i p f i c a n t studj- of how he came upon 13s uriique approach. Fiere I
shall consider how Bean c e ~ s t t u c t e dhis naethodologv, and allalyze its
characteristics.
When chosen as the official Austrahan press correspondent, there was
n o doubting Bean's credentials for the role. H e was a leading feature
journahst with years of experience and a number of books to his name.
But what quzlifications d d he have as a historian? Writing in the 1930s,
contemporaneo;ls'ly with Bean, R.G. Collingwood observed that because
education involves a certain amount of history, "in a sense we are all
historians nowadays."45 Yet Collingwood stresses that simply having an
education &cl not quahfy a person to 'answer questions' about the object
o r method of "historical

thinking':

No one, for example, is hkely to answer them worse than an Oxford pldosopher who, having read Greats in his youth, was once a student of history
and t h k s that this youthful experience of historical thinlung entitles h n
to say \vhat IGstoiy is, what it is about, how it proceeds, and what it is for.
(Idecz of l - l i ~ . f o 8)
~,
lVhde there is a certain amount of 'marking out territory' in Collingwood's complaint, the argument has relevance in regard to Bean's training

and preparation for h s role as Official ~fistorian.~"he p u b b h e r George
Robertson was convinced neither of Bean's aptitude nor competence in

"

Comments by Hamilton, Nevinson, and Liddell Hart respectively. ripart f*:orn
-iustrahn and British newspapers, noiices appear in publications from places as varied
as Shanghai, Cape Town, Montreal, Fiji, Boston, Calcutta.

"'Essay it1 the phdosophy of histor).',later published in The !dea ofHistay, 1
j(' ?%e same could probably be said for most 'official' d t a t y historians of the Great
LXar. Typically the job went to a staff officer.

the task of

an Official I-Iistory: "Of the philosophy of history hlr.

Bean could write all hc knows on the back of a postage st.imp," he
objected.." Certainly Bean had not the training or experience c f llis contemporaries Arthur Jose and Ernest Scott.
Yet Robertson was hasty to dercgatc Bean's schooling irl the pldosophy of history. Maybe l ~ was
e not fluent in Tocqueville, I-Iegei, Ranke,
or the latest writings of Croce, but he h e w their work vicariously, and his
education ensured f a d a r i t y with the works of the great 'Jictorians,
Mac:iulay and Carlyle, 2nd the d t a r y historians Napier and IGnglake.
Moreover, Bean's ulliversity stu&es provided a solid background in the
ancient lzistorians I-Ierodotos and Thurydides - wluch despite Collingwood's reservations about the epistemology of historiography, offer at
least the basis for a methodology of inquiry. All these writers and their
works provide the foundation of Bean's understancl~ngof lzistory and
historiography; melded, inexorably, with the master narrative of the
British Empire. In tlis, Bean fitted the archetypical mould of a certain
caste of his generation: public school education, Greats at Oxbridge, fait21
in Empire; together with societal prxtices such as ioi~~-edui)e
Xnglica~ism,
a passion for cricket, and so on. Such are the tropes of Bean's epistemology. History ivas bound within the triple ~larrativcs. ~Judzo-Christian
f
faith, Greek humanist pMosophv and Etnpire politics. It was a text that
ran from the walls of Jericho to die valley of Thcrmopyln, from the seas
nt Trafalgar to the field of \Yaterloo. These things fdtered and disttlled h s
understandmg of lustor)., much as llis lexicorl framed his expressi~nof it.
Hui 'hstory' as a discourse was changirlg, and Rc5ertson's use of the
'philosophy of hstory' is relevant here. The phrase is first employed by
Voltaire

(Lui~llilosopfiede PF-Jistoire), and is taken

U;,

by HegeI in his

attempt to instil scientific method into listoriograpbjr (IhrIe~xrgen2ber dze
r
In the nineteenth century the phrase was appropllhiI~.rophie~ kGe~~fii~fii'e).

j7

Letter 12, 'Robertson correspondence'

riated bv positivists espousing general and u*~:forr,ilaws about history.
The ensuing theoretical arguments saw phiiosophers of history and practiuoners of listoriography dispute each others' territory. T?,n theoreticians
poured scorn over the historians' haphazard methodology, wlde the
writers viewed with contempt the abstractions of academic pldosophcrs
gf history OVhte, Mefabis/oy, 267-2801. It was the age-old dspute
between artists and critics, but for once the battleground wasn't literature
or painting, but history - as Le Goff says, the nineteenth century WAS
"the century of hstory"(Hisfog nnd i%i!e~?og~~
5 5).
Bean &shed his formal education at the turn of the century \vhen
these debates were prominent in the Academy. His 'philosophy of history'
was constructed by the cnrriclllurn and through 1s; wider reading. The
chief influences, explicit and covert, tkdt operate in Bean's method and
science of hstoriography are thus the Greek and Roman historians, the
theorists of the age, and British military historians. Bean borrows
selectively from h s exemplars - often drrectly, but never slavishly nor

without &screuon. He took what he wanted and needed of their methodologes, and rejected what &d not s u t his purpose. In this way Rean
consu-ucts h s own method; not so radical in its various parts, but new in
its ~ombination.'~The complex relationslip between the OJi~aiHiriog~
and E-Iomer's Iliad is discussed in the following chapter. But here I
consider Bean's debt to the flrst western historian, Herodotos.
Hcrodo/os
IIerodotos has alxvaps endured a double reputation, bp turns the 'father
of hstory' and the 'father of lies'. In one breath Cicero names h m "paler
hiStOridY,then denounces h m as the writer of "intzztnlerubi/e fabr~/d' (De
Iegihtl~,I, I: 5). Herodotos has long been revered for his version of the
Bean's borrowing and adaption from his sources bears some sirmlnrity to 'revisionary
and
ratios' identified by Harold Bloom 111 TheA112icpof'l/!flteme. T h e 'swerves' (~GTZU~WP~I)
antithetical restatements (te~;:.-a)
of h s esemplars accord perfectly ~4thBloom's
Freudan rnap of poetic self-development.

Greek triumphs over the Persians, but criticized fur his strange accounts
of barbarians and other fringe cu!tures, and for being too credulous of
sources. In the twentieth century his 'methcd' has been progressively
rehabilitated. Hartog argues that a return to Merodotos has been possible
because of a shift in the field of historical i n q q towards an interest in
the "imaginary representation" of societies (ibliirr-orgf Herodoiotos, 380). The
combining of ethnography, geography, mythography and sociology is now
regarded by many as the very model for modern listoriography. At the
end of the nineteenth century however, the positivist pldosophers of
history were inclined like the ancients before them, to consider Herodotos as much a fabuhst and a mythographer, as a
In the Bean Study Collection at the Australian War Memorial is a
curious edition of Herodotos' Hisfot7e~.Presumably fabricated for
students, the Greek pagcs are pasted onto larger blank leaves to provide
room for a translation gloss and marplalia. There are tsvo volumes of 362
and 334 pages respectively. Every page of both volumes is festooned 1~1th
Bean's scribblings. There are translations, parsing notes, hagrams of
battles, as well as unrelated sketches and jottings. The extraordnary
amount of notation means we can be quite confident that Bean read every
word. In addation to the Greek text, Bean also possessed a copy of
Ra~vlinson'stranslation (~vlzichI use throughout).
hIornigliano identifies tsvo principles in I-IerodotosYmethod: th;
The
priority of rr'vrdi~goow uitili+ig and the priority of rt~ingover hec~rii~.~'
first principle can be seen in the following statement, wluch recurs
throughout the texr:

4%or an accou~ltof I<erodot9>sY
reputation throughout the ages, see 3lomigLian0, 'The
place of Herodotos in the hl!jt07 of kistoriography'.

Fout~dcifio~~s
Alornigliano, 'The Herr~doteanand Thucydidean tradtion'. In The C/asfi~-a/
to iblodem Iii~slan'ogfophy,3G.

For mnyseif, my duty is to report all that is said ( h d y ~ r vTa A E Y ~ ~ E V X ) but
;
I am not obliged to believe it. all alike - a reinark which may be understood to apply to my whole History. (17rr,$153).
The second principle is crystdhzed i l Herodotos' careful distinction
between what he himself has seen, and what he has been told by others;
for example:
Thus far I have spoke11 of Egypt from my own observation, relating to
what I myself saw, the ideas I formed, and the results of my own researches. What follou~srests on the accounts given me by the Egyptians,
wlich I shall now repeat. (11, $99)
These two hierarchies beg to be deconstructed, and in one sense the
E1iston'e.r does this itself. By constantly apposing the two methods of each

dpad, the text encourages a subversive reading whch lays bare Herodotos'
implicit critiques and uncovers the mist en abnze of narration. Readmg
becomes one more level of story telling, and the author merely another
informant. Herodotos' interventions in the narrative invite the reader to
question not just the verisimilitude of the storks told, but the prejl~dices
of the narrator. Foregroundng the narrator's role in this tvay in fact
anticipates the post-hnkean narrative praxis of the 'new history'. Hence
h,ior~<giiianocomments, "It is a strange truth that Herodotos has re;lly
become the father of history only in modern times" ('E-Ierodotus', 141).
But at the bepnifig of the twentieth century, it was research methodology rather than the subtleties of narratology

which Herodotos was

known, and this centred on h s preference for eyetvitness reports. Bean
takes this method very much to heart, such that Gerster identifies in the

0Ji~i;diHisfof~)l
"an almost escessive faith in the factual worth of the eyewivitness testimony" (Big-:,oti~g,
66). As Bean explained on many occa-lions,
a remarkable proportion of t h s testimony was his own personal observ-

ation, from either h s daries or notebooks. The word 'history', it should

be remembered, comes duectly from I-Ierodotos' opening sentence:

'Hpob6zou 'Aha~apvq~qdoq
iqzopiqq d17~66~61~
' i 6~ "These are the

histories of He--qdotosof H&carnas~us'~
- but tlle word i ~ t o p i q qorigi112Uy meant 'enquiries' or 'researches'.
hlethodology becomes especially sigruficarit

the managing of

reported testimony. Herodotos' principle of simply repeating \$-hat is said'
by his V

~ ~ C U
informants
S
had

a twofold effect on his writing. It licensed

the imaginative freedom wluch has always made the Nisfo-irs popular as
entertaining reading, but it compromised his reputation as an objective
recorder. Objectivity was paramount to Bean, atad hence in lis Preface he
specifically rejects Herodotos' practice:
In the pursuit of strict accuracy [the writer] fouild himself driven by
experience to adopt the old legal rules of evidence, discarding all hearsay.
(Preface to the First Edition)

Whereas I-Ierodotos happily recounts all sorts of stories and Lbulx,
carefully credating their provenance, Bear: announces he will c o r ~ f i e
himself to "strict zccuracy." But he does frequcnrly quote froin diaries
and letters of participants, the more so as the I-Iistoqr prcgresses, and
Gerster for one has questioned the wisdom of "such prohgal use of

highly coloured personal accouilts." The difference is that Beat1 satisfied
lumself in the veraciq of all material he published, wheress Herodotos
simply appends dle tag "I do not beheve the tale, but it is told" (tpoi $V

oi, n u n & hdyovte~,Aiyoua~6 ' +v).
It is hlonligliano's fist principle of recordmg over criticizing that
holds greater influence in Bean's mcthod. ,?ilthough the Austrahan Histoy
was seen to be more forthright than the bland, censored volumes of the
it yet remains cons.-,rvativein its criticism, especially
British Oji~ia/~~IS~OYJJ,
of inclixlduals. Bean hoped that the 'f~cts'wvould speak for themselves,
and so he avoided as much as possible the distasteful task of assessing
failure. Garnmage says of Bean that it pained him to speak ill of any man,
and that he was rehctant to condemn, especially senior officers, and

especially if they were sail alive. "In short," advises Gamri~age,"a r e ~ d e r
must constantly be alert to what Bean fiats at."51
Perhaps the main legacy Bean takes from Herodotos is an intimate
memory of how the Hellenes wrote of tl~eirown heroics, and of the folly
of their enemies. He knows by heart the glorious sacrifice at Tl~errrlopylrla,
the victories at hlaratho.1 and Sdamis, and the hubris of Darius and
Sexes. \Ire can see Bean agreehy with John Stuart Mill's statement that,
"The battle of Marathon, even
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event ic r-nglish hstory, is more

important than the battie of Hastings." Bean does refer to and indeed
paraphrase the tlisto~feson occasion (see 'Homeric similes' in the follow-

ing chapter), but lis positivist methodology will not d o ~ the
v speculation3
that Herodotos grants hmself. So a l t h o ~ gmuch
l ~ of the tnethod of the
'father of hstory' informs Bean's work, the more poetic aspects are
T h s was only to be expected according to
eschewed (Bloom's 'h~~umeri).
che dominant historiographical tenets of the day - but perhaps to be
lamected by later readers ~vishtngfor a rnore novelistic narrative.
Tlllrs~dides
.,
In contrast to Herodotos's iluctuating reputaticn, Thucydides has mostly
been regarded as a model htstorian. T h s is true especiallj~in the nineteenth century, when tie Histol~l$/he l'elaponncsian 1Var was championed
bp pos1tis"lst pldosophers of historji as a wcjrthy exemplar. That Thucyd-

ides remains sull so conventional is testament to just how advanced h s
style and method were at the rime.5ZBean's Greek copy of Thucy&des,
like his volumes of Herodotos, is heavily annotated on every page. Interlinear glosses and m a r p d i a give a picture of the eager studer ; preparing
lis test for tutorial.

Gammage, Thc Bmketl I7em, 'Introduction' to vol. I\', UQP reprint of the O-C@~l'af
fFli;;to% xxvii, six.
1-U;

See Croce, 'Grzco-Roman lristoriograpl~y',in lii~.tog:.its t h p n~~dprucfi~a,
181; Crane,
The Bli~z~ltd
Eye.

The trace of Thucyddes can be seen in the vew last words of the
Ql~r'a/Hi~foy- "a possession for ever." This is the very phrase used by

Thucpddes in claiming that iis work is not just for readers of the 'preseilt

a i ~~ i e i . ~ )
mnrnenty,but "is composed as a possession for ever" -~rfjp&
This says much of Bean's conception of his work, and the tradition ~vitlin
which he hoped to be received. He was very aware of the genre ~vithm

which he was writing, and the texts a p s t which his own work would be
compared. Just as Thucydides helped record and presen-e the glorious
hstory of Greece and its l~eroes,so Bean wished to do for Australia and
its solders. And if the writer himself achieved immortal fame, that would
be fine too.
,Above all, however, the passage whch is material to Bean's ideas is
the Funeral Oration of Perikles (Hisfoly offhe Pe/opoiztze.riun War, Book

11:

935-46). This great speech, as much political address as eulogy, is
delivered to the assembled Athenians at the end of the first year of the
Peloponnesian War, as they bury and commemorate rhe soldiers who
have died in senice of the city. Bean incorporated a section of Perikles'
oration into the letterhead for the AYVM, and he ensured these words
were used at the Allemorial's inauguration ceremony in 1029:
They gave their lives. For that public gift they received a praise which never
ages and a tomb iliost glorious -not so much die toinb In w h c h they lie,
but that in which their fame survives, to be remembered for ever when
occasion comes for word and deeds4

Il'br, I: $22. "It is composed as a possession for ever, rather than as a
prize-task to h e n to at the present moment." Dale's translation (1852). The two other
well-known editions k Bean's titne, Hobbes (1628) and Crawvley (1876), translate the
phrase as "an everlastilg possession". The margmalia in Bean's copy of the Pelopotz~zesiair
IF'nr suggest that he was usll~gDale's translation as a crib.
53 Pe/opoanesian

'"ng1is,
'-1sacred place', 109; Sa~wdP/OLZJ.~
336. Bean selected the text and Tucker
prepared the translatiolr (A\3%138,3 DRL 6673/809). The passage is from Book li:
$43. In Bean's copy it is llighlighted by three parallel lines, somethtng he does nowvl~rre
else.

The sentitnent of the speech is infused throcgh the whole writixlg of the

O f i ~ i a fiistoy
l
as well, and its seed blooms whenever Bean pauses to
consider the meaning of death and sacrifice by the 1I.I.F.Two instances
are the epilogues to volumes one and six. At the conclusion to the f i s t
volume Bean considers the merits of t l ~ einvasion at Gallipoli, and meditates or, die character and sacrifice of the Austrahan soldier. "\&%at motive
sustained them?" Bean asks - "It lay in the mettle of the men themselves," he answers:
To be the sort of man who would give way when his mates were trustirlg
to lis firmness.. .to live the rest of his life haunted by the knowledge that
he had set lis hand to a soldier's task and had lacked the grit to carly it
tl~rough- that wzs the prospect these men could not face. Life was very
dear, but life was not worth living unless they could be true to their idea of
Australian manhood.
Tne language, style and structure of this passage bear more than a passing
resemblance to the funeral oration as reported in Thucycfides. Perikles
likewise assays the reasons for the Athenians' courage and 'manliness':
when the reality of battle was before their faces, they put their trust in their
own selves. In the fighting, they thought it more honourable to stand their
ground and suffer death that to gve in and save their lives. (11: $42, Warner
translation)
Such patriotic claims are of course quite natural and widespread. Ally
writer can suggest their nation's solders won 'everlasting glory', or that
they would 'rather die than surrender'. But the s d a r i t i e s continue. Bean
defends the Australian ethos of "a people unaccustomed to restraint,
naturally haters of the system of cast-iron subordnation on which most
amlies are trained"; Perikles contrasts the Athenians who live "at their
ease," with the Spartans \v110 undergo "laborious training from their very
youth" (H: 939). Perikles also suggests of the Athenian soldiers thar,
"Such &d these men prove themselves, as became the character of their
court$'

(11: $43, Dale). This type of metonymic homology betsveen

soldier and nation is central to Bean's project. And just as the bush
influence was a pre-determined ideology for Bean, so too we can see that
his ideal of heroism and sacrifice is borrowed from an earlier source. IIe
nevertheless plots h e History as if to unveil a revelation of the Australian
soldier's character engendered by the experience of war.
Bean's debt to Thucvdides is also apparellt in his declaration of
methodologv, whlch reads like a direct transcription from tlze Greek
historian:
Beair, Tfol//t?ze I, Prfoir

Th~tydides,Book .I: 9.22

the writer has derived Pis information, as far as possible, only from
tllose \v110 actually saw and took part
in the particular events narrated.. .
The writer llirnself, either on the day
of battle or soon aftenvards, visited
as Or as it lay in 1i.m to do so, ex-ery
important trench or position.

with regard to my factual reporting
of tkr eveilts of the mar ...either I
was present myself at the events
which I have described o r else I
heard of tlze~nfrom eye-witnesses
whose reports I have checked with
as much tl~oroug\nessas possible.

One point of difference between the h170emerges in the value piaced on
informants. Thucydrdes admits the difficulties in reconciliilg l i s divers
testirnollies: "different evewitnesses give differing accvuflts of the same
events, speaking out of partiality for one side or the other."55 But in
cosltrast Bean specificaliy defends lis informants:
In d e a h g with the accounts of separate witnesses it has been a petpetual
man-el to me how exactly their nars~tivesdovetail. . .\\%ere information has
been obtained from eyewitnesses among our former opponents, it has been
fonnd to fit with extraordinary accvracy. ('Writing tile Official I-Iistory',
109)

Both authors complain that men coming out of battle cannot be trusted for reliable
testitnnny, for example: "he Ipean] found it useless, for t l ~ emost part, to seek
trustworthy accounts from wvounded or overstrained men" (Preface); dnd Thucydides:
"In daylight those who take part in an action have a clearer idea of it, i3oug-h even then
they cannot see everythk~g,and in fast no one knows much more than what is going
on around lu~lself'(1'11: 41).
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As well as being a defence of Bean's editorial methodology, the closeiless
of the nvo tests suggests clis statement also acts as an apostrophe from
thr modern author to lis andent authority.56
Bean departs further from Thucydides in the area of speeches.
Thucydides tells us that because it was impossible to remeniber the
precise words of various speeches, he makes the speakers say "what, in

my opinion, was called for by each situation" (I: $22). As Auerbach obselves of Tacitus, these speeches invariably proceed in the discursive style
of the writer, not the speaker. Bean is not at liberty to admit such speculative irnagiilings into an 'Official' hlstory. The success of the speeches
is that they introduce variety into the pace and discourse of ThucyQdes'
narrative. But when Bean reports of hionash that h s lectures on strategy
were spellbindir~g(\'I: 205), one can only wish that some of them had
been included in the text. Such material would have broken the monotony
of the prose and n.arrati\re. Bean gained a sound method of interrogation
from Thucydldes, but not the confidence to make best use of it.

fi//glake
Where I-Ierodotos and ThucyQdes constitute the standard texts of
I-Ielletic d t a l y hlstory and Iivy and Tacitus those of the Romans,
Napier and ICinglake do the same for :he British Empire. iXTfiam
Napier's Hiseop $'the War in the f'etlirzstrlar (1828-40) and lllcsailder &nglake's The d/zua.riorz $the Crr'nzea (1863-87) were essential reading for any
alu~nnusof Clifton College, and Bean was an avid student of British naval
and military listoq~.The Bean Study Collection contains a condensed
edltion of Napier and one volume of I<inglake, but we can be certain of
Bean's f a d a r i t y with the

5G

texts of both

author^.^' Ir. his &scussions

The act is sllllllar to what Bloom calls kenosis, or repetition and Cscontinuity.

Tile copy of Sapier is Bean's father's, presented in 1866 as a prize for Latin composition at Clifton College. Like his son after lim, Eduin Bean made copious notes and drawings it1 h s books, ai~dthere are numerous maps in coloured pencil stuck in the copy.

on the composition of the future 'Oftidal History', Bean wrote to Senator
Pearce in November 1916 suggesting that, "the books should be
dtstributed as widely as possible in Britain, America and Australia - (as
widely, say, as Napier's Peninsular \Y1ar, or 1<inglake7s~rimea)."'~Geoge
Robertson could certainly gauge the influence of these two authors on
Bean's pride and ~vriterlyvanity. In a calculated appeal to his stubborn
client to accept the imposition of a literary editor, Robertson invokes
both weighty authorities:
Those fiae books of hlurray's and Blackwood's and Macmillan's have all
had their Professor Tuckers. Do you tlin;; that Napier and ICinglake, and
others of that ilk, received no l~elp?(Letter 17, 10th May 1921)
Bean replied the same day to Robertson's letter, addu~ga postscript to the
effect that he had "opened IGnglake and Napier at random" and immediately found passages which he suspected would not 'pass a reader' in
Robertson's publisling house. These he appended for Robertson's edficadon.'' The fact that both writers were abviously to hand as Bean was
writing raises the important question: how much were they also in his
mind?
I(ing1ake is particularly relevant to Bean because h s subject is so
similar. The Crimeail \Xrar, so proximate to the Dardai~elles,was drawn

It is curious to fmd only one volurne of h g l a k e (III), from the rota1 of eight
published. --is discussed below, Bean demonstrably had the other volumes to hand
whet1 wvriting the Ofir.irrlliiJ.topbut
, they are not held in the collection. ,-iIVll staff
report that they believe a number of books from Bean's study were not included in the
accession; other notable absences are Bean's copies of the I h d a n d the 04.q:
to Pearce, 24th Nor. 1916. ,\W1138,3 DKL 6673j12. In d ~ reviews
e
of the
08i'ia/ Histop Bean was indeed frequently compared with Napier and Kinglake;

j8 Bean

Hamilton goes so car to call Bean "the IGnglake of the ;intipodes."
Bean to Robertsol~,1l th May 1921. Bean's letter is numbered 18 in the Robertson
correspondence. The postscript arid appends are absent in Robertson's copy, xvho
presumably &d not \xlsh to record this rebuff to Iris professional judgment. I-Iowever,
Bean's oxvn copy of this letter is held in AIXCl138, 3 DRL 6673j20.C. See ;ippen& C
for the passages from Napier and IGlglake.

The stov gt'the stag o,f'/lti;~i~.

out and indecisive. Like the Gallipoli campaign, it hundered o n a lack of
planning, supply and comniunent. Kinglake wss presenr at the Bactle of
rVma, and like Beal? he came under fire - though unlike th.3 zkclstralian
journalist he was not injured in battle.
K'here Bean draws most from IGnglake is his detailed descriptions of
the rninutiz o f battle. I<ingiake7swork in fact gives the lie to the clairn
that Bean's method and focus were unique. The fourth volume o f The

lnvn~iomq'the Ct-inzea covers the Battle of Balaklava; 427 pages for one
day's action. There are some 200 pages devoted to the twenty minutes of
the Light Brigade's charge alone. That Bean's d e t d and intense focus is
not unique can be seen in a comparison of the following passages; firstly
Kinglake:
a shell came into [their] midst wldst the v~lunteerswere still gathered close
to the heap. A voice cried, "The fuse is burning!" Then instantly, and, as
the narrator says, "with one spring," Captain Peel darted upon tlie live
shell, and threw it over the parapet. The shell burst about four yards from
hts hands without hurting any one. (Invusiotz oJ't.4eCr-inleu,I\': 3)
T o any reader f a d a r with Bean the parallels here are striking. The
passage could in fact pass unamended into the O$'r'a/

History without

conlment. The style, language, syntactic structure, dramatic use of reported speech, and indeed focus o n the front line and naming of junior
officers, are al! typical of Bean. Even the technical data is apposite. A
surprisingly similar scenario in Bean shows just how much the two texts
have in common:
Fire was coming from evenwhere, and the enemy threw a few bombs. So
new were the Australians sull to these missiles that Durrant picked up one
which fell at his feet ~.rnolilngand fizzing. "Look, Colonel," he said to
Burnage, "a Chmese stink-pot!" The Colone! cried to 1i.m to tluow it away,
w!$ch he did before it exploded. (~lflLiu/Hisfoy,I: 588)
'The great drstinction between the two, however, is the perspective o n the
action. I(ing1ake spent the Battle of Aima with the Commander-in-Chef

Lord Raglan and his cornmand, and on the evening of the battle he &ncd
alone wlih Raglan in h s tent.60He was later motivated to write his history
because he was given the personal papers of Lord Raglan, by l i s widow
(I: v). Kinglake's eye and ear are thus ever in the staff tent and with the
commander's despatch.
The most dramatic example of this is lis account of the charge of the
Light Brigade at UalaMava. This notorious event was tlie subject of
extensive debate and inquiry in Parliament, and lingering post-mortems
in the British press. The bare facts of the event are well known: as rhe
result of a conhsing order, a brigade of light cavalry under the command
of Lord Lucan, and led bv Lord Cardigan, made a htal charge at the
Russian batteries, with o r e l l v h e h ~ gcasualties. ICinglake dwells particularly on the ' ' t l i ~ Yand "fourth" orders of Raglan and thek misinterpretation (Bioorn might say 'wilful misprision') by Lord Lucan (I\-: 224 ff.).
Tlsis is possibly what Dean has in rnind when he &stinguishes his own
method from "the tendency among ~rulitaqrhistorians to regard the
despatches of the ligh commanders as the most authoritative sources of
information." Kinglake appears to excuse the incompeccnce of Lucail,
because the colllmander's judgement was disturbed by the perceived
rudeness of a junior officer, Captain Nolan, who should have known
better than to cluestion lis superior in public (I\-: 258). And so, into the
valley of death rode the six hundred.
Compare tlis to Bean's assessment of the Australian charge at The
Nek, that, "it seems certzin that Ant111 at headquarters did not make
limself aware of the true position," even though lis subordinate Brazier
was beggmg the attack to be called off (11:631). Gerster is right to suggest
thkt Bean shrinks from giving The Nek a proper analysis (B&-aoti~g,81).
Bp keeping lis narrative focus on the heroic sacrifice and "devoted

60 De GauryJi's
rather painful, forelock-tuggingbiography of h g l a k e sees this occasion
h s e l f to the &arist Creevey following Waterloo
as skdar to \T7eUington~u~burdetling

(Trovellit'~Gent, 115).

loyalty" of ti,e soldiers going over the parapet, he avoids a sustained critique of the responsiblltties of tile commanders. IGtlglake on the other
hand is damning. I-Iis 'defence' of h e Lords Lucan and Cardigan (\v110 led
the charge) is parodic to the point of rilcule. The listoriogrzphical style
of The iirvaJiow ofthe Crihea is throughout closer to the poetics of Pope

and Swift than the well-mannered realism of the mid-Victorian era.
Kinglake's independence allows 1Gn to criticize at will, and satire is lis
most frequent weapon. I<inglal;e7s Lucan thus addresses Nolan in the
cadences of Boswell's Johnson: "Attack, sir! attack what? What guns, sir?'

(n7:240)." His confidence in his style and in his position give Kinglake's
writing a robust momentum which Bean rarely achieves.
Aside from the issue of stylistics, the Charge of the Light Brig2de and
thc assault at The Nek invite further comparison. In the fwst place, the
numbers of troops in~~olved
and proportion of casualties are almost
identical: 600 British Light Cavalry and 600 Xustrahan Light Horseman,
each suffering casualties of about 240 dead plus a further 100 wounded.
Secondly there is the reckless bravery of participants, incompetence of
command, and confusion over orders. Moreover, David lVillia~nson's
screen play for GaII$o/i (\vhch conclw-les with The Nek attack) proffers
a nobiltty of sacrifice, and generates much the same sore of nationalist
emotion as did Tennyson's poem.b2
In one of h s 1907 articles Bean specifically rejects the notion that an
Austrahan would subscribe to the principles of loyalty and subordnation
espoused in Tennyson's verses on Balaklava: "The force of the military
axiom 'Theirs not to reason why, theirs but to do or &e5does not in the
least appeal to lim" ('~iustraliaIV'). Bean believed the 'Australian' was

Kolan's deft reply -whtch so infuriated Lucan -is abrupt as it is simple: "Tlnere,
my lord, is your enemy; ihere are your guns."

"l

(''
Both Kevinson and Xasefrled were sensitive to the pasrallels between the Nek and
Balaklava. (Kevinson, The Darhne//es Can~paigt~,
London: Nisbet, 19 18; Slasefiled,
Galhpoli, London: Heinernaim, 1916,153).

too independently minded to sacrifice limself for no good reason otlier
than obedence to orders:
If he did not see the reason why he should go and be killed, the fact t h ~ t
he was ordered to do so would make little differeilce to the Australian.
('Australia IV')

Forty years later, however, Bean htmself draws attention to h e similarities
between The Nek and BalaMava to applaud the self-saciificial devotion
of the llustralian soldiers. He praises "Tennyson's mapficent verse," and
laments that many Australian children "have never heard of the heroic
charge of the Light EIorse" (An;ac to Anzietzs, vi). It is clear that the need
to support national honour and find value in wasted lives motivates both
Tennyson as Poet Laureate and Bean as Clfficial Historian. IGnglake on
the other hand was not constrained by institutional azegiance, and thus
presents a vigourous critique, rather tl~ana sentimental rationalization.
bzke
In February 1935 Bean gasre an address to the Royal Australian Historical
Society in which he outlined the sources and inethods employed in the
writing c f the OjiiiulHiJ..ioty.Among other thmgs, he expresses the view
that a listorian must "attempt to exhbit events, causes and results as they
actually happened on the world's stage."63 The choice of words is not
randoin, but a quotation from Leopold von Ranke's dictum that the study
of history shoilld show an event 'as it actually happened' - 'Ivie es e&et:ztli~A
gewese~i'.64Ranke's phrase achieved instant fame, and became a veritable

63 The \%-rititlgof the Australian Oificinl &story9, 111. Given his role in tile Liustralian
War 3lemoria1, Bean's use of "eslibit" scems to reflect a pursuit of positivist praxis in
both hstoriography attd museology.

In The C/Qi$g! p f C& Stephen Balm Qscusses the mis/trmslation of Ranke's phrase,
specitically the meanings of eigtlff~4.For my purpose5 ~IOM-~X-,PX,
it is impartai~ten!y ~o
deal with the currency of Ranke's dictum in its English translahon at the mm of the
century.

The
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mantra for historians in the nineteenth century, such that, "Three
generations of German, British, and even French historians marched into
battle intoning the magic words 'IVie es eigeiztk~.ilgeweserz'" (Carr, !J43atis
Histo!?, 9). So Bean identifies himself amongst the b n k e a n generations
when he too intones the sacred words. The manifesto is also apparent in
Bean's declaration, in the Preface to the first edition, to "record the plain
and absolute truth." Of course, this Bean palpably does not do, and
d
but the belief in and attempt at objectivity
neither of course d ~ Ranke;
was the spirit of the era.
Rankeys phliosophy of hstory was championed by the British
historian Lord Xcton who declared, "Ranke is the representative of the
age \vhch instituted the modern study of ~istory."~'Acton's determined
belief that hstory can be 'neutral' is the ultimate expression of the
positivist ideal. Among other things Acton was concerned wit11 the
growth of nationalism, which he saw as resurrecting unethical excesses
from the ancient world. For him the catholicity of the British Empire
represented a far more sophsticated model, in which a mixture of races
could 1k.e happily, in the manner that Christianity accommodated all
mankind." Acton exhorted historians to state thngs "in longitude 30
degrees west" - that is, in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean. Yet even
tlis objective ideal is betrayed by its point of reference, with Greenwich
as the cartographic centre of the world. Tlis very British position would
humour later continental tlleorists of the New Historiography, and causes
Mornigliano to srmle upon "that Lord Xcton who was such an admirer of
German professors and so utterly unlike any of them."67 Nevertheless,

From .Acton's inaugural lecture as Professor of History at Cambridge, June 1895.
Le~ft~res
on 114oder-tz Hijtoy, 18.
65

-Acton is equally uncoltcerned with the hegemonic nature of hotli institutions.
" On -Acton's faith in the prospects of 'ultimate Iistory' and its ability to 'solve every
problem', see Carr, What is I-lijto~?,7.Phdippe Carrard's amusement in ;ictou's iblly
is found in his sun7eyof twentieth-century French I<storiography, poetic^ ojthe N e w

when Bean was an undergraduate in the En, -311 academy at the rurn of
century, it was Acton as the prophet of Rankc >:h0 idluenced the direction of listoriography.
Bean toes the line of tlis positivist

IT

;hodology, even after its

philosophical basis had all but collapsed in ie wake of the social and
political upheaval of thc war, and the zsth ac: assault of modernisin.
K7henhe writes in the Preface to the First Ea. 1on of recording 'the bare
and uncoloured story' he inimics the prose s~ *eassociated ivith Rankeys
theories. Accordmg to Xcton, Ranke taught; -c age "to be critical, to be
colourless, to be new" (L~'trwt.s,32). Ranke's r ~nslatorArmstrong agrees
that lis subject was not a 'colourist', but add: rhat, "If Ranke's style was
Bean can be
as mansparent as water, it was said, it was also as ta~teless."~~
seen to f~llowthe three principles Acton takes from Ranke, to be 'critical,
colourless and new9,although his success in each is open to question. In
his paper on the writing of the 0@~iaII-IisfoyBean said that he began the
project believing that ‘"star). can only be written in a partisan spirit"
(l1). Nevertheless, he gaes on to say that the historian must be objective,
and further, he inlplies that his own work in some achieves tlis ideal (12).
It is sureljr a truism that the more objective a writer insists their methodology is, the more suscepti'ole it is to ideological refraction. From this
perspective Bean's insistence on lis objectivity is simply hubristic
dreaming. Bean appears to depart from the criterion of critical objectivity
when lis loyalty is skewed from reporting 'what actually happened', to

~ have seen that
preserving the reputation of the men of the A . L F . ~We
Bean's style is not SO much transparent as translucent. His method is not
so much new as a unique combination of established models.

his tot^, 19; Aiornigliano's epigram is 111 Studie~-it1 Ilirlorrbgraph_l:53.
68 E. --Ir~nstrong,in the Preface to Ranke's Histar3, ofthe Luti,~a d Tetitolzi'. ~Yatiom,
London 1909, X, xi.

q:the hspute between Bean and L4spinall-Oglanderabout rhe stragglers on the first
day of the Landing, discussed in the Introductory.

But there are further ways in vlhich Bean does compare sin~ilarlyto
Ranke, such as genre and mode of argument. White analyzes the great
European historians of the nineteenth century, comparing their styles,
genres, use of tropes, and so on." He proposes a loose taxonomy based
on modes of emploment - Romance, Tragedy, Satire, Comedy together with related modes of argument and ideologcal in1 'lcation
(hIefabi.rfory,29). For example, he suggests lilexis de Tocque~dle 3te lis
history in the Tragic mode and with a Radical politics.71hlichelet wrote
with a Ziomantic emploment; hence his nationalist Iistory, symbolized by
transcendence and liberation. LVhtte describes Ranlie as writing in a
Comic mode, according to a Conservative politics. He also describes
Kanke's argument as Organicist -that is, chwacterued by the 'crystallization of some integrated entity whose importance is greater than any
individual entities described in the narrative' (15).
Applylng Iiayden \WteYscategolies to the Ofi~inII+i~~tory,
we see that
b e Ranke, Bean uses an organicist argument and professes a Consen~ative politics. As we shall see in my concluding chapter, this makes Bean
very attractive to a conservative politician like John Howard wanting to

promote the concept social and cultural unity. Satire is anathema to Bean,
kewise Tragedy. When he attempts to portray the individuai Anzac soldier as a symbol for the nation he strays into Romantic mode, though as
LX'hite stresses, this is generally characterized by a far more 'colourful'
style, which Bean assiduously avoids. 1-5sis the Comic mode where, by
the recondation of confXct, society is represented as being "purer. saner,
and healthier" (hfefohidor~ii,9).

''T l ~ efollo\ving discussion is drawn largely from LXhte's Introduction to Ale/rihi~toty,
1-42.

71 Tocquedle was the listonan who most influenced AIa~mingClark, a writer who can
also be described as using the tragic mode with radical politics. See Clark, The Idealof
A/~.Y~JJ
de Toiqz4e~~i//r.

Epic Poetics
The Old Force passed down the road to listory. The dust of its march
settled. T11e sound of its arms died. Upon a hundred battlefields the
broken txees stretched their lean arms over sixty thousand of its graves.
The titlie has arrived to s u n its achievement. (Oji~.ialHistoly,VI: 1093)

Bean's 9ast' paragraph
\VHAT ARE;

THE

great passages in the O@L.I~I
I ~ i ~ i o yThe
? battles in

Turkey, the victories in France? Given the subject matter it might be
expected these events would furnish the most significant and memorable prose. Yet Bean's approach to combat narrative doesn't produce
rhis sort of writing. Not for him the broad scope of the commander's
vision drawing lines across the battlefield of history. Bean's angle is a
close focus on the individual, the actual fighter who lives or dies, who
M3 by

hand rather than order. As tlze contemporary reviewers acknow-

ledged, t h s style was a revelation in rmlitary htstory. But whde this
process does homage to the work of the indvidual soldler, the sheer
scale discounts indvidual renown or the significance of an~7particular
action. Over six volumes, the sob and clubbing of the gunfire is dulled
by the turning pages. The endless battle descriptions eventually bleed
into one.

So it is that the great set pieces of the 0 # d Histo? are no; the

fighting scenes, but the conclusions to each volume. Where most of the
story is spent at the front line and the rninutia of battle, in the epilogues
the narrative pace is relieved, the focus drawn back. It is here that Bean
pauses to summarize relevant strategies and the ongoing status of the
war; he edtoridzes on themes and issues, offers judbmellts on situat-

ions and events. The final words go to the Australian solder and the
nation. These are the pascagcs that have inspired the passing generations cith their rousing rhetoric and passionqte advocacy of Australian
sacrifice and endeavour. This is where we read that the consciousness
of Australian iiatiotlhood was born on the 25th April, 1915 (11: 910); o r
fiild the claim that the Anzac corps was recopzed as "among the
finest fighting machines at the dsposal of the British coinmarld" (111:

958). ,-It the same time, the conclusions give a picture on Bean's responses to his own text: "A comparison of his f i a l 1917 paragraphs
with those of ally of lus other volunes reflects the flatness and disn~ay
he felt when he reviewed the year."71
The epilogue to the hrst volume celebr:.tes the soldiers' fortitude as
the epitome of Australian masculine values:
Life was very. dear, but life was not w;rcrth living unless they could he true
to their idea of Australian manhood. Standing upon that alone, when
help failed and hope faded, when the end loonled clear in front of them,
when the wholc world seemed to crumble and heaven to fall in, they
faced its min undismayed. (I: 607)

The tone and style is ullnlistakably heroic and romantic; the sort of
prose one could espect in a 'Boy's GIVI~',or Fitcl~et'sDeeds that fV'o/z the

Empire. But it captured the Ze@ei;sr of immediate post-tvar Australia, and
it is classic Bean. The second volume ends with a detded assessment of
the me4ts and legacy of the Gallipoli campaign, especially the way it
brought a focus to the Australian people:
For eight months their most intense feelings had been centred upon
I"izac. Every man, woman, and chld was tied to those few acres of
Turkish hillside, either by personal affection and interest or by a newborn pride in their nation. (11: 909)

Gammage, 'Introduction' to volume II', UQP reprint of the C@~iolHisfory, xxv.
Galrunage adds that: "To an estent this was because 1917 contributed reiatively little
to his essential purpose, to show how Australian citizens passed the test of war and
founded a national traltiot:. '
71

S d a r sorts of themes run through the conclusions to each I-olume, as
C

Bean looks back on campaigns on the Somme, Passchendaele, and the
German offensive of Spring 1918. The first chapter to <he s L d 2 volume
works in s d a r fashon, as Bean allows himself the indulgence of an
affectionate, extended portrait of "The Diggers."

One of the best known sections of the whole Histoly is the epilogue
to the final volume, begmning with the words "The Old Force passed
down the road t o history"

(\?:

1093). Xn this passage of 1500 or so

words Bean looks back on the efforts and legacy of the A.I.F., saying
cq-he heLL"l'a-a arrived to sum its achieveaent." H e sees a threefold
legacy for the force: f~rstlythat they helped 'win the war'; secondl~rthat
thev brought the new Australian nation to the atteation of the world
community; and h d l y , most importantly, that the A.I.F. showed ro the
Austrahan people what sort of nation they were, and epitomized t h s
character. Appropriately, the epilogue concludes with an intense and
passionate homage to the diggers. Since I \daddress this passage in
d e t d , it .t\dl be useful here to quote it in f d :
Twenty-three years ago the arms were handed in. The rifles
locked in the rack. The horses were sold. The guns were sheeted
and parked in storage for other gunners. The familiar faded-green
uniform disappeared from the streets.
But the Australian Imperial Force is not dead. That famous army
of generocs men marches still down the long lane of its country's
history, with bands playing and rifles slung, with paclis on shoulders,
white dust on boots, and bayonet scabbards and entrenching tools
flapping on countless thighs - as the French countryfolk and the
fellaheen of Egypt knew it.
E'h9.c these men &cl nothing can alter now. The good and the
bad, the greatness and smallness of their story will stand. Lyrhatever
of glory it contains nothing now can lessen. It rises, as it will always
rise, above the mists of ages, a monument to great-hearted men;
and, for their nauon, a possession fcr ever.

importance of these, the final words of the Ofl~i~/l-lidoqt,
can be
seen in the attention thev h ~ l - egenerated. Peter Stanley takes the
passage as a touchstone for the 'Anzac legend' geneially ('Reflections on
Bean's last paragraph'), and he etnploys its illdividual phrases as headings throughout 1Gs essay. Robert O'Neill cites the epilogue approvingly
in the General Preface to the UQP reprint of the O ~ i ~ . i d l H iquotillg
~~~~y,

the entire passage, and Bill Gammage collcludes his preface to Volume
Iv with the final sentence. Car1 I-Iarnson-Ford extracts the complete

1500-word epilogue in h s anthology of Australian war writing Fkhtitig

Words (140-2).
The passage contains some of Bean's strongest writing. It boasts an
embarrassment of tropes and styGstic flourishes, with rich language and

self-conscious rhetoric. The sentences remain duect and cogent however, and the message is immedate. It collstitutes an exemplary espression of the anxiety of national identity which informs the whole Oji~r'ui

H~JYOTJ:
the nation carrls "a place at the League of Nations"; its citizens
prove they are energetic and not "degenerating physicaily"; and at
lscrnr, "Australians watched the name of their country rise high in the
esteem of the oldest and greatest

nation^."^'

Bean concludes by emphasizing the inmortality of the A.I.F.'s
story: "It rises.. .a possession for ever." One factor that explains the
special attraction of tne final sentence is that Bean's wording is already a
series of quotatiolis from h d a r texts. As we have seen, the four last
words are takec directly from Thucydides, one of Bean's sipficant
intluences.

quotation works

ISVO

ways. Firstly, it seeks to equate the

glory of the LIIF with thar of ancient Greece. But also, it shows a latcnt
desire in the author that hls work might coinpare m some way to the

72 Here \v-e see again the pathology of identity chscussed previously in Chapter 11; the
need for acknowvledgement and recogrrition, wVlich is at the hea .r of the ii~lzacmyth.
Gerster wvntes that "the met1 of the First A.I.F. craved favourabie notices" (Big-na/h%,
3), sometllllig which ;'\lotlash had uilderstood implicitly with his analogy of 'putting up
scores on the board'.

longevity af the Greek text. Bean was onljr too well aware of the rest of
the sentence, as Thucydides argues that his work is not simply "a prizetask to listen to at the present moment," but of everlasting value. Bean
is cerrainly more modest and self-effacing than hls precursor, but the
reference is there all the same.
"hfists of ages" conflates the proverbial phrase "'mists of time" with
the Christian imagery of Toplady's well-known hymn "Rock of Ages."
This lends historical depth to the 'alw: ys rising' glory, suggesting
mythcal ongins and an eternal future, 'for ever and ever, amen'. This
phrasing is a futher example of how Bean's style reappears from text to
text. In the words "It rises, as it %rill always rise," we can hear echoes of
the rhetorical syntax of his early panegyric on the 'pure old cross of St
George: "It fies, and d always fly, at the stern of everj Australian warshp" (FIagsbips Three, 338). The emphasis on the verb "rise" is dtrectly
bound to its antithesis "fall", whch 111 its past participle "fallen" became
the euphemism for ail the dead in the war.73Like the erect diggers and
obelisks of the war monuments, "rise" also suggests a vlnle mascuhnity
wlsch seeks to invert the impotence of death.
"Great-hearted" scems a perfect desc~iptionfor soldiers who save
their lives for King and Country. Erll Gammage borrows it to inscribe
his debt to the official historian, as if the appellation were Bean's own
inspired creation: "To him, and to Artl~urBazley, and to the thousands
of great heated men who were their comrades during the war, I dedcate
these pages" (Bmketr Year4 1%). The words are Homer's, of course, and
come straight from the Iliad, where the compound formulaic adjective
'great-hearted' dppears often in descriptions of both Trojans and

See Inglis, Sacred P/a~-es(93). The word is best known as the title of Binyon's ode,
"For the Fallen".
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Tile ~~t0t-y
$'the .rtogfo j l i l n ~ u ~ .

~ c h z a n sJohn
. ~ ~Howard's speechwriter hfark Baker gathers the image
of the "great-hearted generation" as well as the "rnonumei~t" for the
Prime hfinister's Anzac Day 2000 address at Anzac Cove. Again, the
evocation of heroic/epic symbolism is a potent motivation in Bean's
choice of words. It encapsulates his vision of the Austrdan soldier as a
noble character stepping out of the pages of ~ o r n e r . ~AU
' t h s in one
sentence.
The intertextual connexions in the epilogue have passed largely
unnoticed by coinmentators, not knowing or perhaps not caring to
consider Bean's sources. Neither has the textual archeology of the
passzge been explored, despite the importance it has been accorded.
Staniey irnagnes the paragraph as the "considered view" of an author
who had spent twenty-two years at work on h s "monumental" project
(Xeflections', 4). Harrison-Ford prefaces his publication of the epilogue
with the following observation:
Ths tribute to the soldiers of the First A.I.F. and their place in history is
made all the more poignant bp the fact that Bean's coda was written in
May 1942, with the Second World War well under way. (Fighting IYord,
140)

But the epilogue to the last ~ o l u m ewas not composed with these
connotations at all. Illoreover, it was not written in 1942; but in 1919.

o ~ ~ at the Australian LVar hlernaxial
bean's drafts of the O j i ~ i a I H i s t held
reveal that, rather than being the conclusion to the final volume of the

.Hisco~,
h s 1500-word passage was intended by the author as the opening passage of the first chapter of volume I, 'The story of Anzac'. This

''F or esample: "great-hearted Trojans"

(\-m: 523); "great-hearted Pu'estor" (XYIII: 541);
117); Lang, Leaf & 5Iyers translation. Harry Gullett also
"great-hearted Priam" (sxr~,:
emplop the term in his paan to the bush contingent of the Light Horse: "that throng
:
of the great-hearted countrymen ridtng in to enlist" ( ~ I I 30j.

Hcw much more slulful Lawson seems in 'Faces in the street', where he combines
two Homeric compounds (hollow ships + great-hearted) to create a new one, in llis
grim vision of a society full of "hollow-hearted men."

revelation has implicatio~lsbeyond simple genetic criticism of the test
of the epilogue passage. Because it shon-Sthe sorts of themes and ideas

\xi& which Bean wanted to frame lis work, it gives new insight into the
whole motivation inherent in the productisn of the Oji~iu/History.
The history of the passage can be traced through material held in
File No. AYVM 44: 1/2 of the Australian 'Far hlernorial's archives of
Officia! Written ~ e c o r d s In
. ~a~single cardboard briefcase fde are one
hundred or so leaves of paper, variously bound and collsted. This file
contatns folders, manuscripts, typescripts and printer's galleys, constituting a number of radically &fierent drafts for the first chapter of the
Ob'i~r'aI
Histoy. The material reveals that the passage underwent a series

of emendations, additions alld revisions before its ultimate publication
h 1942, as the epilogue to the sixth and final volume of the History.The
textual genealogy is relatively uncomplicated but evidences three Gstin ct
phases. In the discussion that follows it is necessary to dstinguish each
version. Thus, for ease of description, I use the term E

(EpsiIot~to
) refer

to the epilogue in its various forms, and particularly as published in the

h a 1 volume, from "The Old Force passed down the road to history" to
the concluding words, "a possession for ever" (YI: 1093-6). Foilowing
the critical practice of textual bibliography, I describe the various drafts
in terms of a stemna. The three Gstinct stages of Epsilon's development

are referred to successively as A&ba, Bzta and Gun~ma,with nominalizing
suffixes to dstinguish consecutive drafts within a single branch of the
Sternma

(see Appetmdix C).

Firstly there exists a typescript, abbu.0, which begins with the original opening phrase of E: "They have gone down the long road of
hstory." T h s is a rather rough document which may or may not pre-

The followkg discussion draws on research carried out at the ~iustraliantVar
Skmorial in October 1997 and December 1998. ;ilthough I was specifically searching
for drafts of the O@~ia/Histoythey proved difficult to trace, since the relevant material
is accessioned in a different area to the bulk of Bean's papers (;i\VAi 44 as opposed to
.4\VAi 38,3DRL). T h s may explain why the drafts have not beell examined by others.
76

suppose an earlier manuscript. The many self-corrections in the course
of the typing suggest changes of mind at the time of composition (e.g.,
the f ~ s sentence;
t
see jg. 2). As well as the typed alterations the text
contains h;: <ld-writtenemendations, in particular a long, margnd interpolation

ol:

the second folio beginning, "The arms are handed in; the

rifles are locked in the rack.. ." pg. 3). The E material consdo~testhe
opening couple of pages of the typescript, and is separated from the
rest of chapter by a row of asterisks.
Next there is a second typescript, abba. I, held in a folder marked
"First Typing / Chapter 1." a s is a much fairer copy of ubha.0, incorporating corrections from the original draft and introducicg further
addrtions and revisions. There are two sets of page numbers, m e of
whlch corresponds to a4ba.2, thus facilitating cross-referencing for
emendations made on another copy. In a folder marked "2nd typing,"
signed by Bean and dated "26/3/20," there are extant some fragments
of u&hu,.rl, which appears to be what Bean showed to Robertson in
March 1920 - in Letters 1 & 3 in April and July 1920 Robertson
quotes sections of the alpha.2 text as examples of Bean's "mnisconceived
and nlisbegotten" prose. Also in thls folder are two pages of unsigned

editorial comments in carbon copy. This is undoubtedly Robertson's
suggested "outhne" for the revision of the material, wlich he initially
refrained from sending to Bean so as to spare him a "fresh inf-liction"
(Letter 3), and wlich he later dsclosed to Shenstone had never been
sent (Letter 5).
Following the attack on his initial composition Bean set to work to
recast his first chapter (Letter 4, 3rd July, 1920). The new opening was
duly set up in proof and forwarded to Robertson in March 1921. As we
saw in the previous chapter however, Robertson was s d not impressed.
He called it "a shocking bit of work," and proceeded to bring pressure
to bear on Bean from all sides to submit his work to external revision.
After h s interview with Billy Hughes m Apnl 1921, Bean wired
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jig. 2. Draft for Chapter O n e of the O@ia/ Histo9 (75% actual size). ,imi 44; 1/2.

alpha.0, Folio 1. The first words of the first draft of the OBn'al History.
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f ~3..Draft for Chapter One of the OficiaLHistoly (75?/0 actual size). A\WI W, 1/2.
alpha.0, Folio 2. The first draft, showing hand-written interpolation "The arms are handed in...,"
which ultimately becomes the final epilogue to volume v1 of the OjSciriIHi~toy.

P'

CHAPTER: I
On the 27th July. 1914,a cablegram in secrct ciplicr from the
British Governnient to :he C;o\.eninic~~t
of Australia itifortnetl
it that there 1vas irnmir~elltdanger of w r - . 11 was not necessary to indicate the enemy. Bvcry .-\ustralian knew that a
sudden quarrel betwee~iAustria atltl Serbia hat1 oecasioiied
the intervention of Germany. Few realised t11cn that Gertllc
many was deliberately eniployiug iri tliat ii~tcr\~entio~i
characteristic methods which brought her illto. danger of war
with Britain ; that Britain might be itiln~cdiatclyinvolvecl IV:IS
not contemplated even as a remote possibility. But a11 I<ne\\,
that Germany was the only power whose actiot! corlld at that
time drag the British people into any internatio~ialstruggle.
If Britain were inrolv d what ~ v a stlie pogitiqn of thosc
yovnger B r i t i s h d ~ d i t i n glands remote f n i i the old
world, which were loosely bom~cltogether in t...l kmily
~
of
nations kno;\~iias the Eritisli Empire?
Of those peoples of the worltl which hat! sprung from tile
only one, the American nation. had rcacliccl its
The other offshoots of the British stock. iri

'

foundland, were still
worla regarded then1 ailcl their motiicrlantl as one coiirrilullity.
Foreign nations had begun to kno~vsoliietliiiig o f the
Bribh
separately as protiuccrs of raw n~atcrinlsancl

m

tion to
henrselve? i#Ce ~rz:iotis utitler Iter protcctioc~ it1 .
t!ie outer fringes of thc \vorltl. hacl-according to her ~,rinciplc
--pertnittctl t l ~ c ~ itoi organise thetnselves as they tlesirctl,
free of restriction, under tlrc jtep shelter o f the llritisl~
XWY. She inil)osctl or1 the111rio
ether imposed from without o r witliirl ;
I r ~ r

o w l sythcrcs. Sllc dcnlanded no
. .,co~itril~utionto
any common arniy or riav <. '
,-.
to tax, n e r goo(1s. l k ! ! ! $ F e \ + i
thehl to the
anti o r to restrlct then1 to t lerr owl1
Eouutry. x ; o : s i b i l i t y
of the niotlicr cotintry for the
defence of tlie rrliole i n s absolute-f.rgely
utulcrlnken by
Britaiii \\?lietl~erthe. y o z g e r nations assisteti or, not.
'
who wcre atnongst the early leaders
j ~ ~iosi-ofteii
i
~~er.;ed.tlie
vag~icliol~et b t tbcir
coniniunities would be ablc to seclude themselves froni
the \vorltl aiirl live without cotice111 ill its intercourse, frccd by
their isolation from tlie ]wssibility of war end tlie neetP for an
army or a navy. But in the las. gc~ierationswift transport,
international trade. ant1 the 011vio:is tcniptation of tlieir empty
continent to nations \\-hose lantl was crowded. Iiad convinced
the people of Australia ant1 Ne\v Zealand that they \\?ere
intimately
not only I)y the .wea!th
of the world.
in
. . . . affeetetl.
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fig. 4. Galley for Chapter One of the C7Jf?~ia/Histo~
(85% actual size). ,i\X%l 44; 112.
kta. 1, Folio 1. Re-drafted first chapter, following criticisms by Robertson et al.

Australians to

lc had never arrived.

CS

arc to .narrate,,

,

,-

fig. 5. Galley for Chapter One of the Oficiu/History (85% actual size). iiW1lI 44; !/2.
kra.2, Folio 7. Galley showing original Epsiloll matenal at conclusion of Chapter One,

subsequeniiy cut.

Shenstone (at A&R) saylng he had written a new introduction and
reworked the hrst chapter (Letter 13). At the same time Swinburne
wrote to Robertson admitting he was confused as to the various versions of 'chapter one' and the 'introduction' (Letter 10). There is thus
some uncertainty as to which version the various commentators are
referring in the correspondence of March/Apnl 1921.
What is certain is the existence of a new 'Chapter I;' in an entirely
chfferent document, beta. I, which becomes the base material of the first
edition. 7311s consists of 52 pagcs of manuscript arid typescript. Impcrtantly, where the Epsilon material had f~rrnedthe opening of the A&hu
genealogy, it nou7 appears as the conclusion to Beta. The typescript
The two
pages appended to the manuscript correspond to a1pha.2.~~
parts are reproduced almost verbatim as a printer's galley, betu.2. The
copy of the galley in A'LW 44 (fig. 4) is almost certainly what was
presented to Tucker far his stylistic and stnrctural revisions. It shows
numerous corrections and revisions, incluhng a large number of cuts,
The most significant of these is the excision of the entire Epszlon section
from the Beta version of the &st chapter @g. 5). Finally then, we arrive
at the G&~mmu
test of the first edtion, published in October 1921

@n~znza.
I), from whch a91 of Bean's original test of E has disappeared.
Nevertheless, Bean ,did not forget this piece of writing. These frrst
words of his great project remained in his mind, and e-sventy years later
lie revised them and reinserted them into the Ofi~I'a/H i ~ t o y ,as the
It is another example of
epilogue to volume r71,pages 1093-6 @uniw~a.Z).
Bean's 'obsessions' remaining with hun; in this case an epiclher~ic
framing of h s subject. Ultimately Bean made few changes to h s orignal
draft of

E

- Tucker had long since departed to England, and Robert-

son had died in 1933. Some revisions are made for relevance. Verbs are

7i These pages are typed on the same paper (American foolscap, watermarked
Rockdale), and evidence the same typewriter signature (there is an identical fault in the
letter "v").

The stop qfthe stop t f ' A n ~ a ~ .

modulated so that present and perfect tense become preterite.78 One
sentence from the original first paragraph whch survives in the galley is
specifically excised in the printed edition: "On h m to whom it falls to
tell of their deeds - increasing nothng, minimising nothing - there
rests a heaw responsibility indeed." 'This trope of narration might have
gone into the past tense too, as a final coda for Bean's life task; but he
deleted it. Maybe Bean felt it no longer appropriate to insert k s role
into the story of the A.I.F. Maybe, too, he became mindful of the
Shakespearean cadences the line invoked: "a tale told by an i&ot, f d of
sound and fury, signi&ng

nothing" (Mu~heth,V: 26-28). In any event, by

1942 Bean's poetic declamation that 'The A.I.F. is not dead' had taken
on a dreadfully ironic ring, far greater than Harrison-Ford or contemporary readers were aware.
It is clear that file AWM 44: 1/2 is by no means a complete archive
of manuscripts, typescripts, galleys and proofs of the different streams
of the first chapter. Some of these may have been lost, some dscarded;
others may be in different arclives. But Bean is renowned for h s
meticulous record-keeping and taxonomies of data. It is therefore
probable that this fle contains all the material that Bean wanted to
rerain 'for posterity'. I11 other words, ure may be sure that Bean left
b e h t d all the evidence needed to show what he had originally intended
for the first chapter, but ha,d been forced to revise. He meant it to be
found.

*
'I'lie origi~ialfirst chapter for the O$;~-ia/Histo~ sets out the architecture
for an epic story of :he AIF. The intertextual references reach out to
ancient glorv and tradition. The first paragraph of E sends the A.I.F.
E.g.: 1920
They have passed
The sound of their arms has died
The arms are handed in
these pages are to narrate
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The Old Force passeci
l%e sound of its arms dted
Twenty-three years ago the arms were handed in
these pages have narrated

"down the road of histonr"; the second declares "they created the
hstory of their country if ever men did" (alpha.1, 2). The people of
Austraha '"aw their own men flash into the sky hke a meteor; they
watched the name of their couctry by these men's deeds alone ~ i s e
high."" The Austrdtan solder is cast in the role not just of defending
hero, but as s~rmbolof the nation. Once again we see the i l < ; m o l o ~
drawn between Anzac and the nation.
The structuring role of these sentiments is not accidental. We have
seen how Bean borrows much of h s hstoriographtcal methodology
from Thucyddes. We have also seen how the first book of the Hisloty of
the Peloponrzesiun IYor charts the formation of Hellas from a collection of
'separate communities' to a unified nation, and accords this nationbuilding to the bondng process of the Trojan war. In almost the same
manner and place in the narrative Bean presents an identical scenario.
Reaching back into 'olden times' as Thucyddes does, Bean examines
the &s/unity of the nation "in the half-forgotten days before the Great
War":
The people of the six States whch formed the Commonwealth were
much divided. In many respects they were still sis colonies rather than a
single federated nation. (E)
His f a d a r coilcl.usion is that by the "daily doings" of the X.I.F., "the
Australian nation came to know itself.'' The war becomes the only significant event in Australia's hstory, and its soldiers unique amongst the
world's armies. These sentiments, eventually published at the conclus-

Tlis section of E, undergoes numerous chmges. The ;l.I.F. alternately flash "like a
comet through the zenith" (Alpha); "into the sky &e a meteor" (Beta); or "across the
world's consciousness b e a shootit~gstar" ( G u m , VI: 1095).Bean's unease with the
precise metaphor might be explained by recogruzing that each, IIke Afacbetll's candle,
is but a brief apparition. It is hardly in accord with the 'everlasting gloly' boasted
elsewhere. One of many cases of Bean mking metaphors.

The
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ion to the last volume of the OJi'iaI Hisfoty, had been intended as it
opening stntement.
L

Others had different ideas. Robertson coridered it "tosh to say
that the A.I.F. 'created the hstory of their country'," and Tucker feared
that "The book will appear to have been written for a parochiallyminded public." Bean had spent the whole war totally absent from
Australia, in Egypt, Turkey and Europe, and his perspective had no
doubt been moulded by this. After his meeting with the Prime Mnister,
Bean admitted that he had gone too far in conflating the A.I.F. with the
Australian public generally, and put "perhaps too much stress on the
achievement of the A.I.F. alone" (Letter 13).~'The editorial intervention of Robertson, supported by Hughes, thus caused an entirely &fferent beginning to be constructed for the History. The grand heroic
opening was discarded, and Bean's intended framework was, if not
destroyed, certainly attenuated. Even when Bean tried to h d e it at the
back end of the first chapter it was forczd out. The published G a m a
text is less of the A.I.F., and more of the general populace.
Another of the aspects of the Alpha text which suffered pressure
was the use of quotations and speeches. Bean had made free use of
politicians'discourse to create the public atmosphere at the outbreak of
war. There were statements from Cook and Fisher, and a host of others

in hustraha and Britain. Robertson asks why it is necessary to quote
"Grey, Joe Cook, Forest, Asquith, HoUiweg and others?'&etter 3 ) . The
comment sheet in the "2nd Typing" folder likewise suggests the deletion of "most of the political utterances." As it was, some were cut, but
others remained. In any case, the quotations that are left are mostly
short utterances culled from newspaper reports. There are none of the

1%bli~dnessto the actions of non--.iustralian 4Vlied troops was to be the frequent
criticism of the British official historian General Sir James Edmonds, who wrote to
Bean complaining that in his descriptions of the fighting at Pozikres, he "left the impression that there was noothing going on elsewhere and only the ,Australians were doing
38,3 DRL 7953, item 34).
anything." Edmonds to Bean, 24th Jan. 1928

great orations whch characterize Thilcydides, or indeed Kinglake,
whose first volume on the causes of the war abounds with speeches by
the Emperors of France, Russia and Austria, the Grand Vizer of Turkey, and a whole parliament of British politicians.
Mapping the genealogy of E reveals much about Bean's character as
a writer, as well as hts intentions for the OJicI'aI Histoy. In terms of
hermeneutics though, the drafts are peripheral. They show what might
have been, rather than what is; whatever interest they generate in literary history, they do not participate in the sociology of the text. Bean's

intentions, o r i p a l or h a l , are not to be considered; the published text
must remain the site for interpretati~n.~'
However, the o r i p a l role for the E material and its resurrection by
Bean bring into sharper relief many of the other textual strateges in the

Ofi~iaIHi~doy,giving more credence to the argument that the whole
text is a mythopceic endeavour. It seems surprising that nothng in the
intervening twenty years - includtng the Great Depression and the
advent of a second world war - altered his view on the A.I.F. and its
role in the construction of the Australian nation. The fact that Bean
resurrects his opening material unchanged, without emendtng its substance, demonstrates the depth of h s ideological position.

I-iomeric similes
115soften been noted that there are inescapable comparisons to be

made between the Gallipoli campaign and Homer's epic of the Trojan
\Vary the Ihad Countless writers at the time rushed to paint the British
invaders, and the Anzacs in particular, as latter-day Achzans. The

For a summation of the pnrmacy of the h s t edition over earlier versions as the basis
of hermeneutic, see Gaskell, A hTetv Itztmductiorl to Bibhograpby, and Thorpe, Pniz~$lesof
Textual Cti;tki~-m.
'l
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predctable comparisons flowed ltke the wine of a hasty libation. By
contrast, one of Bean's great achevements as a historian is his apparent
suppression of the urge to quote the Iliad directly. His victory is that by
refusing to ventnloquize Homer, the Ojicial fiistoty becomes a pahmpsest on the ihad) rather than the other way round.s2
The literary-hstorical associations of the Gallipoli locahty- were
immediately appreciable to participants and observers. In particular, the
proxinity of Cape Helles to the ruins of Troy -very much in the news
since ScWlemannYsand Dijrpfeld's excavations - made reference to
Iiorner almost unavoidable. Acknowledging these influences on the
irnagmation, f ohn North admits that "no battleground so easily lends
itself to retrospective sentimentality" (Gallipoli, 20). Arthur Adams'
poem "The Trojan war, 1915', published in the Bulletin on 20th May less
than a month after the landing, is fetid with such sentimentality:
We care not what old Hoiner tells
Of Trojan War and Helen's fame:
Upon the ancient Dardanelles
Australia writes -in blood -her name. 83

But as Richard Ely observes, Adcns does know, and does care, about
what 'Old Homer' said ('Firsc Anzac Day': 59). The opening gambit of
cc\lTecare not" is so transparently contrary that it hardly deserves the
name irony. The chauvinist and bellicose .Bu/Ietit~
J
' 'Red Page' was dedc-

'* In tlus Bean endures what Bloom calls upopbrudes, the return of the dead, where the
strong poet causes the dead precursor to speak in the new text, but in the voice of the
ephebe.
The poem has an interestin6 history. Following its publication in the Bulletin, it
reappeared in The Ancac Book credted to j. LVarellam, l st Field Lhbulance(',iustralia7
in the fourth h e is amended to 'Xew peoples' - presumably in deference to New
Zealand sensibilities). Subsequent impressions silently corrected the authorshp (see
Kent, 'The A q a c Book', 380, n.5).
Afore recently, Garrie Hutchson quotes the poem as Wareham's ( A n Aujtralicm
Oaj.~-~g':
266), unaware of the Ballletin's Red Page origin. Presumably Hutchson worked
from an early edition of The Anpm Book, and was not familiar with Kent's researches.

ated to such jingoism. Newspaper reports (propaganda) &cl not stoop
to irony, but trumpeted the epic qualifications of the campaign. Late in
Guardian suggested that the new Federal capital
1915, the ~Manche~ter
Canberra should be renamed Anzac, because of its 'Homeric ring'.
The 'coincidences' were ready apparent to those participating in
the battle as well, especially those fro= English public schools. Keegan
remarks that "Troy and Galhpoli make two separate but connected
epics, as so many of the classically educated volunteer officers recognised and rec~rded."~'General Sir Ian Hamilton (the British commander at Gallipolij hunself had on many occasions observed allusions to
ancient history, and invoked classical authors. Hamilton was in many
ways a 'soldier poet' - not of the literary flair of Sassoon and Graves,
nor of the romantic bent of Rupert Brooke - but an example of those
commanders throughout history who studied classical d t a r y campaigns and avidly wrote memoirs.85
Scholarly reflexion is continually apparent in H a d t o n ' s diaries and
addresses. Planning the amphbious invasion of Cape Welles caused h m
to remember Herodotos: "The landmg of an army upon the theatre of
operations I have described.. .involved dfficulties for which no precedent was forthcoming in miXltary h s t o q except possibly in the sinister
legends of Serxes" (Deqatches, 20th Map, 1915). U'hen accompanying
the fleet on their abortive attempt to force the straits on 18th iMarch,
Hamilton was ruminating how:

M lieegatl mmes Patrick Shaw-Stewart, ,\&W
Asquith (son of the Prime Shistew) and
Rupert Brooke among such a class (First IbT'or/d IVar, 269). See also Fussell, The Great
IV'ar utzd itiodenz ibfemoy.

X5 This is a tradtion \&ch stretch2s from Napoleon's maxims to Casar's histories. The
motivation for such compositions stems of course from the famous man jfl question
attempting to control his subsequent reputation bp writing the history lhimself. In
addition to Hillridton's ov.n Gaihpoli Diuy, two other relevant esamples are The IF'or/d
CrXr 1915 by LVinston Churchdl (the architect of the Gallipoli campaign), and
A f onash's The Aastraiiat~P"~.toriesin Fratzce 19 18.
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There, Hero trimmed her little lamp; yonder the amorous breath of
Leander changed to soft sea form. Far away to the Easnvards, painted in
dim and lovely hues, lies Mt Ida. Just so...when Hector fell and smoke
from burning Troy blackened the midday sun. (Gal/$oli D i a ~1: 28)

- escept this time it was the burning French and British fleets that sent
up clouds of smoke, and the sinking cruisers that disturbed the soft sea
form. Later in the campaign, when the Turkish arallery is firing on Cape
Helles from the straits on the Asiatic side "on the plains of Troy,"
H a d t o n muses, "So, once upon a time, d ~ dParis shoot forth h s
arrows over that selfsame ground and plug Acldes in the
Hardly surprisingly, Bean was moved to criticize H a d t o n for a "certain artistic sensitiveness" iyhch robbed h of the power of driving
subordanates (11: 783). Observing how the general noted in lus diary the
"extravagant blueness of the Egean," Manning Clark suggests that
Hamilton "wanted to be remembered as a man who noticed such
things" (A Histoy OfAustralia, v: 408).
Wadton's French colleague at Cape Helles was also mindful of h s
surrounduzgs. In a eulogistic epistle praising the British general's ardour,
General D'Amade reminds h s frire d ' a m that their theatre of war was
once "the Troad," tvith its reverberations through history, and that they,
too, are now part of history.87Such self-reflexions are heavy with irony
however, as both commanders were replaced for failure duri2g the
campaign. The desire to dwell in the reflected glory of the landscape's
literary history is a sad but inevitable compensation for these men. The
full consequences of the spatial poetics were vividly realized by H a d ton in his deckation addressed to his troops:

H a d t o n , GuIbPoli D i q , I: 28 (18th March), I: 181 (30th ,-\pnl). There are numerous
other references to classical literature in the Diay

Handton, C;uIb)oG Diay,i: xi." D m le p a d
aux itemeh &nmmen~~met~t.r
de /'Histoin."

6.e

th6itt-e ysri Plait /a Tmude, ueeuit se souder

Already you form part of that great tradition of the Dardanelles wlich
began with Hector and Achilles. In another few tllousand rears the tsvo
stories will have blended into one.

In all Uelihood the details of the reference would have been wasted on
many cf the soldters he was addressing. But in this passage Hamilton
grasps the function of narrative in engendering myth. By repetition and
reinforcement of a bundle of mythemes, over time, the factual narrative
and mythic narrative 'blend into one'.
John Masefield's 1916 apologa Ga/'joli is likewise littered with the
dscourse of past epics. Masefield continually emplo~~s
the ancient name
'Hellespont' instead of Dardanelles; he delights how "the sun comes up
from Troy" (33) and how the islands "had waited for the fall of Troy
and the bale-fires of Agamemnon" (82); he slips in a few passages about
Roland and his horn (95, 146). His chapter epigiams are all from The
S o q oj-Rolotzd,emphasizing how gloq can be won in a famous defeat.

The ideological manipulation is apparent in the first quotation, as
Roland dsclairns: "France shall never lose her name through me." Such
bravado mobilizes that old lie of Horace's which so upset LVilfred
Owen, but which was so important to the war effort; 'A sweet and
beautiful thing it is, to &e for one's country'. In this script, death is a
mere by-product of glory.
hlasefield was writing propaganda, and knew exactly the pitch he
was working. His recourse to overblown paans to heroism trod a thtn
line between high diction and trashy journalese, but the book proved
hugely popular. The poet's name and swift publication so soon after the
campaign lent the book immedtate appeal, and Masefield's sentimental
veneer and ideological spin on the positive outcomes of Galhpoli
guaranteed an eager audience. North notes of Masefield's text that, "the
strength and felicity of its diction lulls the spirit; and it has largely been
responsible for the poetical growth of the Gallipoli legend" (GaIhjoli,

20).
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Ernest Raymond2s Tell Etzglnnd encourages a heroic reading along
the s m e lines, and Henry Nevinson pursued s d a r themes in h s essay

Tmy wa.r. One who followed cbrectly in Masefield's train was the novelist
Cornpton Mackenzie, who served as a staff officer throughout the
campaign. Mackenzie's Gallipoli iL1emories was published in 1929, laced

with souvenirs of h s classical education. The sight of Samothrace and
Ida prompts an extended reverie of scenes from the Ikad (65-6). The
dead at V Beach are ccnoeniently celebrated with a "wonderful elegac
couplet" Mackenzie finds in Simonides, on "those who died betbre
Byzantium" (76). Like Masefield - and many others

- Mackenzie is

enraptured by the beauty of the Australians:
Their beauty, for it really was heroic, shouid have been celebrated in
hesameters not headlines...There was not one of those glorious young
men I saw that day who might not hunself have been Ajax or Diomed,
Hector or Achilles. (80-1)

By the time the British official hstorian Brigadier-General Cecil
Aspinall-C?$ander came to publish his account (two volumes, 1929 &
1932), there were many exemplars to draw from. Not the least of these
were Bean's two volumes, whch had come out in 1921 and 1924.
Aspinall-Oglander's A4ihtary Operations: Gal/$olp' is a vastly different text
than that of Bean: scholarly where Bean is vernacular, austere where
Bean is engaging, and disinterested where Bean is chauvinist. This is not
to value the one more than the other, nor to comment on the relative
truths of the two official hstories; merely to higught dfferences, in
object and in content. Aspillall-Oglander was writing an account of a
minor d t a r y fdure -Bean was writing the history of a nation.
ng
where Aspinall-Oglander
The tone is set in the ~ ~ e n i senzence,
quotes Napoleon: "Who d have Constantinople?'asks the French

Emperor - but it might as well be ~ h u r c h . i UU
. ~ ~e Harmlton's 'great
tradition' recurring throughout history, Aspinall-Oglander sees the
British taking their place in a repetition of epic narremes. VSihen it is
suggested that a collier, The Rzver Clyde, be hollowed out to carry troops
onto the beach s t Cape Helles, the British history calls it a stratagem
"borrowed from local hstory.. .after the manner of the wooden horse
of Troy" (I: 132). The plan was "accepted with enthusiasm" - the
British commanders only too keen to see themselves in the hkeness of a
latter-day Odysseus. In his novel The Secret Battje, A.P. Herbert sees
lvstory repeating itself exactly in the ancient and modern campaigns
either side of the Dardanelles strait: "the kfference between a steel s h p
and a wooden horse being about the extent of the matter." &'ben describing the Suda laii&;;g of Kitchener's New Army recruits in August,
Aspinall-Oglander notes that, "Since the Argve host set sail for the
Trojan shore no stranger collection of ships can ever have crossed the
Aegean..." (11: 235).
The reasons for these writers' rehearsing of classical references are
manifold. At the simple level of authorial pride and ego, many would be
keen to parade their intimate knowledge of classical literature; to drop
an allusion to Homer here, insert a quote from Herodotos thew. On
another level, there is an appropriation of epic and heroic dscourse
operating. Just as Homer's subject has been celebrated for three
thousand years, so too \d
the story of Gallipoli - or so Harmlton's
theory goes. By jroking the contemporav narrative of the Allies to past
glory, the scale of the deeds is supposedly elevated to the poetic. The
appropriation also acts to effect a commonality of experience for the

"Lejind de h g m d e questian est toujour h: Qui atrra Constantinople?' Letter from
Napoleon to t!~e French ambassador in St Petersburg, 1808. Lettes, r: No.286. Both
Alan Moorehead (Gallrpolc) and Robert Rhodes James (Galhpolr) also use Napoleon's
question as an epigraph to their books.
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readership; always assuming the reader knows their Eltomer and their
Eschylos, and the wl~ereaboutsof hit Ida or the Troad.
But the inverse of this appropriation of epic glory 1s to becray a
deep anxiety in the subject matter. \Vhen Masefield, Hamilton, Herbert,
Churchill and others mcjbilize an epic past to frame their stories, it
insinuates a degree of doubt as to whether the story is heroic in its own
right; it suggests an insecurity in the strength and mcatrter of the narrative. IVhat need to dress up in another's glory, except that one's own is
mean and tramparent? In this sense, the comparison with ancient
authorities is not so much apposite as desperate. The problem is, as
Bean pointed out, that wartime heroic deeds are habitually so inflated
that mere survival becomes discounted:
There is plenty of heroism in war - it teems with it. But it has been so
overwritten that if you write that a man did his job people say: 'Oh, but
there's nothing heroic in that!' Isn't there? (Diary 17, 26th Sep. 1915)
The failure to force the Straits in March was the first defeat suffered
by the Royal Naky since before Nelson. The Alhes had to wear the
ignominy of their boasts being tossed aside by the 'sick man of Europe';
the campaign was a miserable and costiy defeat. Aspinall-Oglander
nevertheless attempts to salvage some pride and meaning from the
enterprise. He b e p s his second volume with a quote from Eschylos'

Agumemnon, as the King of Men considers the fate of the "remnant of
the Argnre host" as they prepare to leave the plains of Troy: "Aye, all's
well, well ended." Aspinall-Oglander returns to his epigram as he closes
his account. The last page peters out with this hollow platitude:
Truly it may be said that those who fell in Gallipoli did not fall in vain. In
the words of Eschglos, ''\%at need to repine at fortune's frowns? The
gain hath the advantage, and the loss does not bear down the scale." (11:
486)

'These lines are of little comfort to the dead and survi~~ors,
who knew
only too well that the expedition was a litany of rn~scalculationsand lost
opportunities. The classical reference is a trope of &stance, what
Liddle-Hart terms the "romantic halo" which serves to obscure a
lamentable story. It does not recover the loss, but merely inflates the
pathetic ambivalence of the claim.
13t:rhaps the most sipticant anxiety pertaining to the Gallipoli
campalLm is that, despite Its much publicized potential to change the
war, for the British and French it remains an inconsequential footnote
to thr .lction on the western front. No wonder, then, the classical
etrzbellishments and epic tropes that clamour for attention in so many

c ) f the accounts of participants and historians - 'Oh, forget not the
Dardanelles!' Aspinall-Oglander exemplifies t h s strategy:
'The drama of the Dardanelles campaign, by reason of its setting, the
grandeur of its theme and the unhappiness of its ending, will always rank
amongst the world's classic tragedies.

He does protest too much. Notwithstanding the strength and valid9 af
feelings of those who were at the Dardanelles, through sheer scale
Gallipoli is dsplaced by the names of Mons and 'Jerdun, Somme and
Passchendaele, where classical allusions seemed too irrelevant a comparlion to the awful realities.
T k s 1s not to deny that poets and writers of the western front also
refer or allude to liternry tradition. Yet more often they turn to Shakespeare, or to the English pastoralists and romantics. In contradistinction
to Gdhpoli texts, where classical borrowings do appear they are likely to
be ironic rather than empliaic, sarcastic rather than supportive. Compare Mackenzie's amusement at the happy literary coincidences he
observes with Homer and Simoaides, against the bitter appropriations
by Owen from the Bible, Worace, Vergd and others; or contrasr Hamilton's recollection of Leander's amoroils breath quieting the soft sea
forni, with Robert Graves' reply from the Somme "I'o Robert Nichols,'
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in whch he chastises h s friend for writing about fauns, when for
Graves, "even to dream is pain."
But not all the writers on Galhpoli quire so brea&essly resurrected
ancient exemplars, nor so happily compared modem death with epic
heroism. John North is convinced the story need not be "dependent on
an entirely false glamour'' to claim its desen~ed(though much abused)
epithet "ep~c." He is also concerned that the story suffers froin its
cloying literary associations, and declares: '',U classical opiates will,
therefore, be absent from thls volume."
.
North, Bean does not
And so it is with the O@~.iulH i ~ t q Like
prlrsue some vainglorious panegyric. He eschews overblown, hollow
boasts, turgd with classical embellishments, for he knows that the average dgger wodd find them "high falutin" - what Fussell in The GM
War ~ n Modem
d
,Wefzory called "high dctlon." But as described in the

previous chapter, Bean does not abstain totally from the temptations of
ancient muses. He wrestled with the influence of bis predecessors,
especially the Greek classics, and the stiwggle with Homer is central to
t h s . We could not ignore the Iliad, it was too powerful an avatar. As
McCarthy describes Bean's voyage across the Egean in 1915, he "knew
the seas, thaugt~he had not s d e d h e m before, for the Iliad and the
B+-sty were open books to him as Homer had written them" (Gdlipo/i
to the Somme, 106). Robin Gerster (quoting Rawlinson on Herodotos)

suggests that Bean had "drunk at the Homeric cistern till his whole
being [lvas] impregnated with the influence thence derived" (B&-motitg,
57) Rawlinson's is the transiatioli Bean owned, held in the Bean Study
Collection at the AWM, and we have seen that he was totally f a d a r
with this text. (Bean had diunk at other wells hzsides - kis valorization
of the bush ethic demonstrates that the outback artesian bore was
equally to his taste.) Nevertl~e:ess,to 'sing the snGws of Ida' (in North's
phrase) would for him betray the new heroes he set out to honour. He
was only too aware, as he wrote in the O@,.iaIHistoy, of the dangers of

being "misled by the false literature of other wars" (11: 427). f i s compromise, then, is subtle and complex; and not always understood or
discerned by commentators.
We can identify two dstinct ways that Bean has been read: literal
and thematic. The first reviewers were, iike Bean, men who had grown

l ~ pwith Homer. They knew the epic background to the battle scene,
and in one sense would have been expecting to see it in. Bean's text. So,

m h s review of volume one of the O$in'aIJIistooty, General Ian Harmlton
observed that the events took place "there on the land which cradled
the romance of war.. .The story is one of minor tactics; of Homeric
stniggles of twenty men as they dwindle down to half a dozen." The
London Ohemer was more h e c t : "The book is Australia's Iliad and
~ a j . s ~ ~ . ' ~ ~ ~

At this thematic level Gcrster sees Bean imitating Homer in structure and device (see below). But at the literal level, he also acknowledges
that the Homeric card is underplayed: "Surprisingly, the obvious d.tary and geographical connections linking the stories of Troy and Anzac
are unexploited bp Bean in his two volumes on Gallipoli" (Big-nofiig
67). This is also the view of John North, who notes approvingly that "in
the unromantic Australian Official History the only mention of Troy is
that of a private soldier of the name, born in the severely unclassical
locality of Geraldton, iWesterr? Australia" (C~Ilpoli:the jircjflg vision, 19).
Robert Rhodes James repeats North's observation: "the only reference
to Troy concerned an Australian sergeant [sic] of that name" (Gallipoli,
351), as does Gerster: "The only clearly Homeric allusion is inadvertent,

a reference to a solder who happens to be fiamed Troy" (67). Private
Troy's notoriety is indeed but a brief appearance in the pages of hstory:
"Another man, named Troy. ..was knocked senseless by a bomb" (I:
595-6). What these writers all suggest is that, in comparison wit31 other

Hamilton, ihchester Guurdun, 20th Feb. 1922; Unsigned review, London Obm-ver,
Feb. 1922. Quoted in the Nelbourne Herald, 20th Feb. 1922.
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accounts, the perceived absence of 'classical opiates' from the Oji'r'aI

Hido? helps lend Bean the sober air of truth. Gallipoli is firmly fixed in
the realities of the nventieth century, not in some ahistorical, poetic
Elysium.
These readmgs resemble Leavis' policy of 'close reading', with its
intense focus on the actual words of the text as opposed to any framing
context. But it is hard to balance Leavis's influence, which is alternately
too much or too linlegOIn this case, unfortunately, the readers have not
read closely enough - fer Bean does mention Troy, just as he mentions Homer. Moreover, the influence of the I h d and other ancient
texts is far more pervasive and powerful than previously acknowledged,
as I shall detad below.
Bean's use of classical literature in the O$n'aI

Histoy functions on many

levels, and is apparent in the text's theme, structure, and lexis. At the
lexical level, it is perhaps useful to list a number of examples. The geographical description of the Dardanelles affords numerous references
typical of Bean:
The strait at the inner end of the Narrows is the one across wlzich Xerxes
threw his bridge of boats whrq he led the Persian army from Asia to
Europe. The ancient city or' Abydos was on the southern or Asiatic side
at the knobbly point now known as Point Nagara. The ruins of the old
city of Sestos can stdi be seen on the European side. (I: 179)

Bean is very matter-of-fact in his references; Xerxes is a historical rather
a bterary figure. Likewise, the towns of Abydos and Sestos are placed in
the text bereft of their literary fame; they were respectively the homes
of Hero and Leander. As recounted earlier, Xerxes, Hero and Leander
are each mentioned in vastly different fashion by H a d t o n in his Diuy
- which Bean acknowledges having read (I: xxix). But rather than

For a critical account of the benefits and otherwise of Leavisite 'close reading', see
Eagleton, Literary Theoy, 43-4.

I-Iainrlton's lyric apostrophe, here the poetry of the g2ography is undercut by the prosaic adjective 'knobbly'. Closer comparison reveals that
the whole passage appears to be a free paraphrase of Herodotos, from
h s account of the famous pontoon bridge:
Xerxes, after this, made preparations to advance to Abydos, where the
bridge across the Hellespont was lately finished. Midway between Sestos
and Madj~tusin the Hellespontine Cheronese, and right over against
, $33)
Abydos, there is a rocky tongue of land. (Historiesvrr;
There is no need for Bean to mention either settlement at all but for
their literary fame, which in Bean's account is merely a latent possibhty.
The mention demonstrates that Bean is demonstrably thinking of the
spatial poetics of hts field of play, but that he is anxious to suppress
overt classical references. He satisfies h i s e l f and other cognoscenti in
his knowledge of the classics, but he does not parade the reference in a
way that would ahenate anyone without the same exhaustive Imo\vledge.
His target audience is not the general staff with their Oxbridge education~,but the men of the A.I.F. They are his intended auchence, his
'housemaids of average intelligence'. The question remains as to
whether the theme of epic heroism then seeps out and inflects the rest
of hts writing.
Bean's description of the local geography continues with a rehearsal
of famous events and personages: citra3els planted by "hfohammed E1 in
-,
the 15th century," and "two old keeps built by Mohammed IV apainst

the Venetiarn fleet in 1659." Jn this way Bean b d d s a hstorical fortress
around the battlefield, asserting its credentials as a proper site for the
great deeds of nations. Finally we encounter the expected norninalizadon:
Forts 4 to 6 were on the southern side of the mouth at I<um I<ale, less
than four miles from the ruins of Ancient Troy, of which the excavations
could be seen from Cape Helles on anv clear day. (I: 180)
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E k e again, Bean denies the romance: Troy takes its place with Abydos
and Sestos as a mere trope of archz-ologcal &scourse, and there is no
mention of Homer or the Ihad. That does come, however. In volume 111
Bean describes the meclianics of hand-to-hand trench nlelCe on the
western front, in words very sirmlar to Hamilton's review of volume r:
The instrument - above all others - of heroic combat, when the two
sides stood face to face under equal conditio~sand fought it out as men,
was the bomb - seconded by the rifle or the light machine-gun. \Vith
these the battle in Munster Alley was fought, the men on each side being
as dependent as the Homeric Greeks and Trojans on their sheer strength
and endurance. (111: 609)
These few examples - and there are others - refute the argument
that Bean completely avoided the epic fortuities which so iiipressed
other writers, contemporary and modern. The scliolarly line whch
maintains that "the only mention of Troy is that of a private solder,"
presumably stems from an initial mistake by North in 1936, cornpounded by subsequent derivative research. Possibly it reveals a reading
practice that sidesteps the bulk of the text and goes first to the Index:
there is Pte. Troy (p. 565), but no city of that name. Six thousand pages
of text is after all a lot for anyone to read -be they reviewer, critic or
fascinated veteran. As we have seen, Bean's legacy is focussed on a
number of Qscrete, select passages, particularly h s epilogues; but the
text's meaning is a function of the whole. That such basic misreadings
have been perpetuated by professional hstorians with no correction is
unfortunate, and makes it all the more imperative to continue to re-read
Bean, and not simply repeat received interpretations.
The fact that so many readers have perceived a Homeric essence in
the Oji~iaiHisto7ywithout the larding of 'classical opiates' that we see in
Mackenzie, Masefield and even Aspinall-Oglander, is testament to
Bean's skill and restraint. E e understood that a self-consciously literzry
text would sit uneasily with his real subject, the Austrahan character. But

he could not bring hlmself to excise completely the spatial and literary
poetics of the figean, and they end up influencing Bean the writer
probably far more than he h s e l f realized.

*
Apart from the demonstrable lexical bonds, the Homeric strain manifests itself in more subtle fashion as weY. We saw in the 'Introductory'
how Bean inddges in some modest imitation of Homer, appropriating
the famous epithet "rosy-fingered dawn" to gently place in the reader's
mind the themes of the i/iad (O@~r'a/Hi~toy,I: 103)." In many wiiys,
Bean's whole employment of adjectives recalls that of Homer. Since the
work of Milman Parry it has been acknowledged that Homeric verse
carries traces of oral-formulaic traktions. The most common figure of
such verse is the repetition of stock phrases, tags that may be applied to
any number of situations or characters, but which most importantly
make up the feet in a h e . The effect of repetition is also to create a
certain circularity of themes, emphasizing famhariiy. It has been calculated that about one in eight of 2ll the verses in the Iliad recur at least
once elsewhere in the poem (Silk, The ILad, 17).
Bean is under no metrical constraints, yet he too appears to enjoy
repetition of stock images to reinforce perceptions. The first volume
gives us the "motioniess sea" (98), "high seas" (95, 98), the "perfect
sea" and "evening sea" (245), and the "silken sea" (247). Ships' lmulls are
almost invariably "dark" (101,103,247,248). As the transport fleet lies

up in hlbany on 1st Nov. 1914, the harbour is "glassily smooth" (98).92
Near the Cocos Islands on the night of 8th November, the sea is again
"glassily smooth", and later, as the convoy awaits news of the fight with

?he wording for the passage whch includes the "rosy-fingered dawn" in the O@'iaI

his tot^, is an almost verbatim transcription from Bean's diary for hlo~day9th Nov.
1914 (4i'1Yl%I38, DFL 606, Item 1 [2]).
92 Banjo Paterson, also at Lilbany,noted that "The sea is dull, still grey, without a
ripple" ('Ready to sail', Song ofthe Pen, 11: 367)
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the Enzdett, the men gaze 'Yar over the glassy plain of the sea" (103, 10.5)
- a very Homeric image.

Understandably, in a work the length of the Ofi~ialHistoy, repetition is to some degree unavoidable. On the night of the withdrawal
from Gaba Tepe and Suvla, 19th December, Aspinall-Oglander says
that, "The sea was as smooth as unruffled silk" (Milifay Operations, 11;

454). O n the same night Bean wrote from the deck of his departing
transport: "Three miles away, across a grey, silky sea lies the dark shape
of land. Eight months ago, just as the lemon-grey of dawn was breaking.. ." (Age, l st Jan. 1916). Maybe the Bgean was 'silken' on t h s and
other occasions. My point is not the relevance of the individual
description, but the larger effect of recurrent epithets and noun phrases,
and the styiistic exemplar tlus irnag~nes.'~
While much of the repetition in Homer is motivated by the oralformulaic exigencies, there is also structural repetition that draws
attention to ieself, in order to link passages. For example, the deaths of
llatroklos and Hektor are narrated with four identical lines:
He spoke, and as he spoke the end of death closed in on hun,
and the soul fluttering free of his limbs went down into Death's house
mourning her destiny, leaving youth and manhood behind her.
Now though he was a dead man glorious Hektor spoke t o him:
IIind, ~ 1 7 1 : 855-859; and also XYII: 361-3~4.'~
In this way the deaths of Patroklos and Hektor are linked. But more
importantly, in the verses that follow the fates of FIektor and Achilles

93 Bat~hesmakes a slmdar observation about hfichelet: "each figure recurs, decked out
with the same epithets, products of a reading at once somatic and ethical; ultimately,
these are 'epithets of nature,' which relate Xfichelet 'tothe Homeric epic: Bonaparte is
waxen and phantasmagorical, exactly as Xthena is rhe grey-eyed goddess" ('hfiche!et,
today', 195).

From the Kchmond Lattimore translation. In the second instance, "glorious
Hektor" is replaced with "brilliant -\cMeus."

are contrasted; the one questions lzis fate, the other gladly embraces it,
and with it 'immortat glory'.
Bean employs exactly the same method to structure his narrative.
The sinking of the Geman raider En~detzby the @ritzy on 9th November, 1914 was the first trial of Austrahan forces. Bean uses the description of the calm night as a foundation to lus dramatic narrative of the
sea fight. The method is repeated on a grand scale in the prelude to the
landmg on 25th April, 1915. The Ofi~iaIHistoy devotes nine pages to
the short voyage across the "silken sea" (1: 247) from Mudros harbour
to Gaba Tepe on the night of 24th. A comparison of the two sections
reveals a remarkable set of textual parallels:

The sea was glassily smooth, the air
n d d -- a beautifuI tropical night.

The water was as smooth as satin a gloriously cool, peaceful night.

Tl~ercwas no sound escept the plash
of the warm ripples, the 'fist-fist' of
some valve in the engme-room.

There was no sound, save the swift
plunge and wash of the boats and
the throbbing of the small engines.

Thc dark hulls of the convoy could
be dknly seen.

The hulls of the battleships lying near
one another on the water, motionless,
were difficult to pick out.

As well, there are corresponding observations of slup positions and
movements in the two passages, and details of moon rise and set. Why
the repetition? 'T'here is no need for Bean to describe the night of 8th
November - nothing happened: "Through the whole night the convoy
moved ~vithoutthe least interruption." The important event occurs on
the following day, when the sinking of the Emden by an Australian ship
generates "intense pride." The descriptive passage of the calm night has
been interpolated for reasorls of narrative structure. It establishes a
frame that, when repeated, generates the expectation of sm-dar outcomes. The events of 25th A p d t h s are accorded a place in an already

established tradition of glory. It is no surprise that t h s is where Bean
invokes the "rosy-fingered dawn" to greet the day of first battle, further
emphasizing the Homeric topos.
At a larger level, too, the Oji~faLHistoy imitates the structural
ernplounent of the Iliad. U d k e many commentators before and since
(and unlike Thucydides), Bean avoids a long introduction on the background of his subject. As he says, "It is not here necessary to discuss
the causes of the war. .." (I: 11). Instead, the first chapter is titled 'AustraBean believed firstly that it was not yet
lia's position at the ~utbreak."~
time to analyze the causes of the conflict, and that in any case such
speculation on European history was unnecessarj in the Australian
account. What is important is not the reasons for the conflict, but the

"hgh motive" for Australia's participation in it. As he explained to
Tucker: "There are many reasons for plunging straight into the narrative.""

From this it might be argued that Bean follows the familiar epic

convention of an opening in media$ res, 'in the middle of things', assuming that the prehstory of the story is 'akeady farmliar to h s reader.'97
T h s is maybe stretching the definition; a more dramatic use of in media
reJ. would begin on the beach at Anzac Cove, and mehate between

causes and effects. Nevertheless, as with Homer, the origins of the war
are not within the frame of Bean's story. He "lunges straight in' with
the secret cablegram and declaration of war. There is no discussion or
analysis of the European arms race, the Prussian d t a r y ilite, and so
on. Just as Horace suggests in such cases, '%vhat he cannot hope to
embellish by h s treatment he leaves out."
The third chapter of volume I is given to a catalogue of the men
who constituted the AIF. The fourth chapter provides portraits of the

"The hrst chapter

m s oripally tided ciiusnalia'sentry into rhe war' (L4W%f44,1/2j.

Letter 18 & 19, 'Robertson Correspondence'.

See Horace, Arspoeti~u,
for the classic description of in media

re^:

staff. It is easy to draw a parallel with the second book of the Iliad9
which asks the Muses to tell "who were the captains and lords of the
Dznaans"

(it

487). Homer lists the various Achzan captains, their cities

and towns of origin, the size of their forces and number of shps. There
is ~ ~ e n e s t k ~ esMed
u s , in "the arrangement in order of horses"; Podarkes son of "Phylakos rich in flocks"; the Enienes and the Perrhaibians
who "held tiiled acres [and] made their homes by Wintq~Dodoma;"
Asios with the "huge and shining horses" - and so on, for four hundred h n e ~In. ~remarkably
~
similar fashion, the Ofi~ialHistorydetails the
battalions of the A.I.F. according to place of onhln, and the character of
those places (Chapter 3): "In Queensland.. .the people were largely
engaged in cattle-raising"; the Western Austraiians "consisted of goldminers. . .farmers. ..timber-getters"; the Tasmanians "comprised mainly
sheep-farmers, fruitgrowers, and miners.. .in that colder ~ l u n a t e . "The
~~
listing of place-names and vocations is a common enough trope in epic
narrative, as is the piacement imme&ately after the opening krgument7.
But the many precise equi-valences between these two texts shoxxr that
similarities run deeper than generic coincidence.
T h s chapter also features a long hgression on bush fires, perhaps
the nearest Bean comes to an extended cr 'epic simile', one of Homer's
most distinguishng tropes. Into h s description of the A.I.F. rec-nitrnent, Bean interpolates a 300 word passage about two brothers fighting
a flre for four days near Campania, Tasmariia, in 1913. The purpose is
to illustrate the s d a r i t i e s of fie-figbring and combat; the physical

ot &e I h d for his 'catalogue
of home:' in The IFh'h g-Becrdebu.Davidsoii signposts his debt to Homer by saying of
the horses, "These are the great-hearted ones" (Green, Histoy ofAtd.rtralian Literaturee,
11: 1037; Gerster, B[g-g-nol'ing,105-14).

98 Frank Dally Davidson makes conscious and overt use

Lloyd Robson quotes th9 1911 Census to show that Bean grossly inflates the
prominence of rural workers. In Queensland and Tasmania the proportion of the male
population engaged in rural work was in fact less than one third (Robson, 'Origin and
character of the First ,\.].F.', 745).

exhaustion, the lack of sleep, battlirlg an eneiny without respite "fighting Lush-fires, more than any other human experience, resembles
the fighting of a pitched battle" (I: 46). Bean ties up the sinde neatly by
telling his readers that, 'Three years later the vounger brother was
recommended for a Victoria Cross after sixty hours' fighting at
Mouquet

arm.'''^^ At

rhe sentence level, we occasionally find Bean

producing a poetic s d e : "to the weary Australians this support came
like a draught of strong wine" (111: 854). For the most part though, Bean
avolds any obvious poetic devices, and such examples are the exception
rather than the rule.
After describing the geographical structure of the A.I.F. brigades,
Bean continues v-'th the selection of officers. He gives biographcal
portraits of the officers and staff, but the ranks are known merely from
'~'
likewise describes the capttheir provenance and o ~ c u ~ a t i o n .Homer
ains of the Danaans; but "As for the rank and file that came to Ilium, I
C L ) U ~ $ not

name or even count them," he says (11: 488). Bean concludes

his catalogue of the A.I.F. saying: "Such were the officers and men of
the 'fist contingent'." Again there is dire;[ correlation to Homer's line:
"These then were the captains and commanders of the Danaans" (11:

760).

*
One of the ways Bean introduces his various individual subjects is by
punctuating b s narrative with the direct reported speech of the participants, for example:

loo In his 1907 articles Bean sirmlarly described the activity of fgl~ting
bush fires, and
extolled the benefits of such experience: "It is all part of a day's work in the bush, part
of that day's work that is turning out thr, ;iustralianV ('Australia VI').

""

For the first division of the ;I.I.F., the 1st Infantry Brigade was raised from New
South Wales, the 2nd from TTictoria,the 3rd from the other states (rouglily a battalion
from each). This structure was largely repeated throughout the war as fresh dlt.isions
were drafted.

. . .Lalor stood up to see, and resolved to sharge forward.
"Now then, 12th Battalion," he cried; and, as he said the words, a
Turkish bullet killed him. (I: 309)
Gerster calls t h s method of Bean's a "Homeric technique of concentrating

01.1

brief anecdotidl descriptions, including dialogue." He also

discusses the process of concentrating on indwidual 'heroes'. According
to Gerster, Homer focusses on "relatively few glorious f i p c s " who are
"aristocrats, the heroic chieftains." By contrast, he suggests, Bean is
more egalitarian: "There are heroes by the hundred in Bean's epic, and
the spotlight is k e c t e d as often on the Mymidons as on .,he Acmean
favourites" (Big-noting, 68).
But Gerster is too narrow in his assessments of both Homer and
Bean. Like any storyteller, Homer concentrates on a select cast of actors
who &ve the narmtlve. Figures such as Agamemnon, AchiUeus, Hektor
and Patroklos dominate the major scenes. As Rutherford observes,
"ths is aristocratic combat: the common man is almost invisible"
(Homer, 35). Yet apart horn the arisfoi, there is an extraordinary range of
other figures on both sides, whose names lend depth to the swathes of
battles. These are not the nameless rank and file whom Odysseus
derides as "thmgs of no account whatever in battle or council" (11; 202),
nor yet the captains of men. They are the lesser commanders, or men
whose deeds draw attention to themselves. Many of these characters
appear but once, usually as victims of the great warriors - as in this list
of hchaans slain by Hektor in one fight (dliud, XI: 299-305):
Who then was the first he slaughtered, who the last,
Hektor the son of Priam, now Zeus gave him glory?
Asaios first, Autonoos nest, aild then Opites,
Dolops, Klytius' son, and Opheltios, Agela~s,
Aisymnos, and Oros, and Hipponoos staunch in combat.
He killed these, who were lords of the Danaans, and thereafter
the multitude.. .

-or in t h s similar passage from the arifteia of Patroklos (XSI: 692--7):
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K'ho then was the tirst you slaughtered, who the last
when the great gods called you down to earth?
First Adrestos, then Autonoos, men Echeklos,
then Perimos, htegas' sorl, Epistor and Melanippos,
then in a flurry Elasos, Moulios and Pylartes he Wed them all but the rest were bent oil flight.
The number of slain opponents attests to the 'god-like' abihdes of the
heroes. But the names of the vanquished also offer a sense of ~rerisinditude to the battles, a Sttle .like Barthes' 'reality effect'. The warriors
named in these two passages are never heard of again in the poem.
They exist only to be killed - but they are named.

A s d a r pattern emerges in Bean's text. Thomson estimates therc
are approximately eight thousand soldiers incfividually named in the

O#i~ia/.Histo9 ( A t z ~ aibIenzoties,
~,
162). Many appear but once in twelve
volumes. There is a fair smattering of sergeants, corporals and privates
among the named. But for the most part, the actors in Bean's narrative
remain the commissioned officers and decision makers. Assuredly Bean
tells the story of the front line more than other historians, and there is a
far larger proportion of subalterns in Bean's pages than in other 'official
histories'. But even when the spotlight is 'db-ected on the Myrmidons',
its beam shines brightest on the officers, not the ranks:
Standing at the narrow dugout entrance, Major Siddle, liaisot? officer for
the artillery, was wounded - at exactly the same spot Captain Herbertson, liiiisotl officer for the engineers, had been Hied on the night of July
22nd. Runner after runner was killed in the dangerous trench and on the
road outside it. (111: 554-5)
The Major and the Caprain receive due noxninalization and respective
footnotes to commemorate the deaths. The legions of "runner after
runner" are not so individualized; they are Homer's narlieless 'niultitudes'. In the same way, the list of dead in the footnote to The Nek
assault names only those of the rank of lieutenant and above
n.57). Death, too, has its classes.

(11:

623,

The naming of the soldiers, whatever their rank, also illustrates one
of the more extraordinary topoi of the O@-n'n/ Hisfoy. I.T\lhenever a
general, major, captain or e~-enprivate is mentioned in the text, they are
indexed at the back of the volume. At tile first mention they are marked
by a footnote, wluch detarls their background and subsequent fate. This
practice is instigated from the very begmning, with the first mention of
\Kidham Throsby Bridges. The footnote reads:
Major-Generzl S k W.T. Bridges, K.C.B., C.M.G. Commanded 1st Aust.
Div. and A.I.F., 1914/15; b. Greenock, Scotland, 18 Feb., 1861; died of
wounds, 18 May, 1915. (I: 22, n.2)

In 1922 the 1ZI' reviewer was quick to identify that a mention in these
pages "honours not only those named but will bring honiiur to their
dcsceildants for many a generation." This is precisely what Bean inicrieled ('Our war history'), and many descendants since have scanned

the inmces to read with pride of their hther/uncle/grandfather.102
Another result of this practice however, is that whenever a heavy battle
is described not only does the text narrate the death and slaughter, but
the footnotes iterate the tragedy of l i ~ ~ deleted
es
by battle. The phrase
''IGIled in action" follo.ived by a date, becomes an inescapable mantra of
death:
A tall Irish ex-regular of the 25th, "Pat" O'Gorman, tired of lying idle
before [the trench], called to hts mates: "Come on, chaps! let's have a
charge!", and, dashing up to the entanglement, was shot dead. (111: 635)

And so with this single sentence, Private O'Goman appears and passes
from the story accompanied by his requisite footnote; "IWled in action,
29 July, 1916." Another example is that of Sgt. Fowles, killed at the
Landmg by friendly fire:

10'2

Thornson writes that he and his brothers would look up their grandfather's name
in the index "and then read about hls exploits, hscovering, just as Bean intended, a
proud, personal connection with the A.I.F." (Anqa~.
fhfen~orik,155).

On the very edge of the plateau Sergeant Fowles mas grievously
wounded by one of the bullets. "I told them," he said as he lay there
djkg in the Turkish trench - "I told them again and again not to open
their magazines." (I: 26 1)
And the hapless Fowles passes, his brief fame immortahzed in the date
of his footnote, "Kdled in action, 25 Apr., 1915."
This naming of the dead is important in narratologcal terms. In
Greimas's actantial matrix, any given actant can be manifested in
dscourse by several characters (or 'actors'), just as a single actor may
constitute n syncretism of several actants.lo3 So for instance Hektor7s
victims, although dfferent characters, all occupy the same actantial
position and fulfil the same narrati~eh c t i o n . They are firstly the
Object of Hektor's action, and also the Helper, in that their deaths earn

him further glory. But they are not Subjects in themselves. These
names, then, are not actors in the narrative, merely passing events.
Their deaths are fuel for the hvin projects of the glorification of the
hero, and the nob3.q of sacrifice.
Bean's practice throughout the Hissoy creates narrative d~mamics
similar to Homer. Unlike the fodder of the am'sfeia however, his minor
characters oscillate between the actantial positions of subject and object.
CY'idlin the frame of a single page the named individual is the hero, the
Subject of the narrative. But when the perspective is drawn back, tl~lose
footnotes like 07Gormanand Fo\vles become subsumed with the larger
grammatical subject of the narrative: the X.I.F. and the nation. 'Fhis
changing syntax is brought on by the expanded sjmtagmatic structure.
The other difference between Bean's 'footnotes' and Homer's 'names' is
that Bean is writing about real people, whom he could accord klhs
upbtbifon (immortal glory), the legacy of a mention in the O $ d Hido~y.

lU3 See especially Greimas9essay 'Actar~ts,actors, and figures' in On il4eaning, 106-120.
This granmlatological model is quite different from, say, E.N. Forster's division
between 'rould' a i d 'flat' characters it1 Aspects ofthe Novel (46-54).

At the level of genre, it is probablsr too easy to suggest that the

OJi~ia//Histayis an 'epic'; and hence to see parallels with the epitome of
epics, the Iliad. The scale, the matiire, the characters - if we consider
the nations themselves as the characters in the script - everythng
conjures the idea of epic. Ali t h s has often been acknowledged. But the
most interesting comparison are not generic, as much as thematic. The
two great interlinked themes of the I l i ~ ~are
d heroism and death. As it is
a pzan to the deeds of heroes, so it is a cecrology of heroism's victims.

The poem is dnven by an ideology of heroism whch h k s "death, glory,
art and immortality" (S&, %ad': 70). These words keep ready company
in time of war. The attempt to compensate for death by imagning
immortahty is universal; to lesser or greater degrees it is the kernel of all
religions. T h s ideology persists in responses to the Great War; it found
expression in the rubric from Ec'c~esiasti~'14~~~
"Their name liveth for
evermore."
The notion of glory is more problematic, but reflects a s l d a r desire
to &ld meaning and hope in despair. And the more meaningless and

wretched the death, the greater the need to reverse its legacy. This was
encapsulated in the success of Lloyd George's phrase "The glorious
dead," which the British people took to heart. The terrible irony in the
phrase was too awful to question, and its paradox helped hide what
survivors d d not want to face - the actual circumstance and waste of
individual death.
Bean goes further than most in combining all these concepts in the
verbal 'monument' that is the OJi~ia/ Hisloy. Inglis describes how
Bean's ambivalence to Chnstianit): made l h congenial to the Greek
attitude to heroic death. E-Ic imagmed the burldmg of the Australian tVar
;?Jlemo.ialas a structure of "whte marble, in the purest possible Greek
."*~~
style.. .as the memoriai to those who fell in our ' T h e r m 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ 'He

"'' Inglis, ',i sacred place', 102-3; quoting a letter from Bean to XIr Justice Ferguson,
1l th July 1922.
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often remarked though, that the Histoy itself was a trucr monument to
the A.I.F. than anything an artist could fashion in bronze or stone.
Bean's epilogue, whlch we now know was writter, at the very start of
the project, makes exactly this claim for the

O#i~iuIHistoly:

But the Australian Imperial Force is nor dead. That famous army of generous men marches stiil...Krhatever of glory it contains notling can now
lessen. It rises, as it will always rise, above the mists of ages, a monument
to great-hearted men; and, for their nation, a possession for ever. (W:
1096)
Death, glorsr, art, immortality. It is in these terms that the O#~.iakHisfoy
comes closest to Homeric ideals, and hence to myth.

